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SOLID FOR BLAINE.

A

Big Demonstration in Bos-

"eqtiare."
81.60 per square,dally first week: 76 cents per
week after; three insertion'· or lets, f 1.00, eontincingevery other day after first week, 50 cents.
a

Half sqnare, three Insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, 81.00; 860 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amusements" and "Adction
Sauw," 82.00 per sqnare per week; throe lnsertioas
or less, 81.60.

ton Last

THOUSANDS

Published every Thursday Mobnino, at 82.50 a
year; if paid in advance, 82.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Pkess (which has a large circulation In every part
of the State) for 81-00 per square for first insertion
and 60 cents per sqnare for each subsequent inser-

iuavl3

tion.
Address all

Bntf
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BETS WANTED !

INDICATIONS.

that the

chances of Grorer
believing
ANYONE
Cleveland to be the next President of the U.
8. to be
to those of James G.

*qual
Blaine, and willing to back it with money, can be accommodated by
Addressing P. O. BOX 598, Portland; or oan learn
address at Pbesb Office.
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LATEST MARINE

NEWS.

Finest City Dye Bouse

Vineyard Haven, Mass., Nov. 3—Τ tie
ichoouer Fred. W. Chase of Augusta, Baltimore for Portland, with a cargo of ccal, went
aouuic uu

acesdUw

He

Notice.

a copartnership under
have this day
the firm name and style of Sawyer, Haskell
& Co for the purpose of importing, jobbing and re-

WE

tailing Seeds, Agricultural Implements, Fertilizer·,
Wooden Ware, &c., &c.t at
5, 7 & 9 Preble Street, Portland, Me.

P. S.—W. C. Sawyer will collect and pay all bills
the late firm, Prompt payments are requested.
W. C. SAWYER,
Ε. N. HASKELL,
W. T. SAWYER.
oc20dtf
Portland, Oct. 1 1884.

of

Dissolution.
Hawkes,
Hodgdon
THEthisCopartnership
day dissolved by mutual consent.
GEORGE S.
and

is

HODGDON,

WALTER H. HAWK.ES.
novl ûlw*
Deering, Nov. 1st, 1884.
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A written
Warrant
with every
Watrl..

A written

WarrantJ
']K/JÊ/l. ^tb
every

mts

Clock.

Watches, Cloeki, Jewelry and Silver
lower than any other dealer in the State.

«ell yon

ware

Wonted

to

Die.

Rockland, Not. 3Capt. Thomas Seavey
of Port Clyde, aged 70, la a temporary fit oi
insanity committed suicide by hanging in a
chamber of his house Saturday.
Knew It wait Loaded.
Bangor, Not. 3.—The five year old child oi
Joseph Seger of this city was accidentally ehot
Did Net

by her brother, three years older, last night.
The latter had a 32 calibre reTOlTer, not supposed to be leaded, which he pointed at the
little girl and polled the trigger. The ball ottered the body above the collar bone and it
has not been found.
The child ig still alive
bnt little hopes are entertained of her recovery,
".tnd in Their Death

They

were

Not

American Watches in Coin Sliver

only $8.50.

(Justs

Nickel Alarm Clocks, warranted.

only $1.50.
SSojfers' Triple Plate Knives only
$3.00 per <!oz.

Watches Cleansed and warranted only $1.00.
Mainsprings, the best, only $1.00.
LOWEST PRICES.

LARGEST STOCK.

SicKEXXEY,

-

the Jeweler,

$47 Congress St.,

Oak.

near

dtf

fob 3

PURE

FIJI JE,
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terday and the latter Friday night of last
week. They resided on the Cape road, about
a mile from the village and were much
respected by their fellow townsmeo. She wis 77
years of age aDd he about 80. Three of their
children live ia Blddeford. Their funeral will
take place tc-morrow.

Through η Bridge.
South Berwick, via Salmon Falls, Ν. II.,
Not. 3.—Ed. Goodwin fell through the Great
Works Railroad bridge while returning from
the Republican rally at Dover on Saturday
night. Bis back was seriously injured and
the pelyie bene broken.
The Cloaing Rally at Bangor.
Banoor, Not. 3.—The Republicans of this
city h eld their closing rally in City Hall tonight. The ball was packed and much eutbasi&em wss manifested.
Ex-Chief Justice
Bad Pall

Annlfttnn nrpsiilftrt anil enAen.hAa

nnro

mo'la Wn

ex-Vice President Hamlin, Mr. D. F. Kelleber
and Congressman Bontelle who bad just arrived on the train from a c*mpaigniug tour.
The applause and cheers which greeted him
were immense.
The speakers were very hopeful of the ontcome of tc-morrow'd election and
the enthusiasm of the audience showed the

Ex-Chief Justice Appleton
in introducing Congressman Boutelle said:
"Permit me to introduce to
you the distinguished representative of the district whom
you have honored by your votes and who bas
honored you by the
ability, integrity and
eloquence be has displayed in the political
hopeful feeling.

CANDIES
CALL

AT

0. 0, HUDSON'S,
No. 13 ±Harket
—

Square,

WHEILE YOV WILL FIND

—

arena.
ALFBBD.

The Congregational Society has sent a $100
box of books and clothing to a lady missionary
in Teuas.
BUXTON.

The

Goods,
Freshly Hade,
Low Prices.

DOS'? WET THE PUCE,

C.O.HUDSON
<jtf

Jan22
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Assurance

COMPANY
Total Aeeete

Liabilities, Including capital, outstanding losses and all other items. 2,875,059.79

Lose»* paid, over

$ro,ooo,oo«

Total Assets in United States
$1,522,999.00
Total liabilities in United States, including reserve for re-insurance

and unpaid losses
Total income in U. S., in
Total expenditures in U.

972,323.81
1883
1,242,855.09
S., ia 1883. 1,079,125.61

United State*, 67
Wall Street, New York.
A. D. IRVING, Manager.
Ε. B. CLARK, Assistant Manager.
Office

for

the

W. D. LITTLE & CO..

X

31

oc30

Thursday evening by invitation of Mai. S.
Clifford Belcher of the class of '57 the Ifowdoin College alumni of Farmington enjoyed a
▼ery pleasant annual reunion at his residence.
The alumni present were Rev. Jonas Burnbam, class of '22 Maj. Belcher and Rev. Cyrus
Stone, class of '57, Bev. Cbas. H. Pope, D.
B. Knowlton, Geo. C. Purington and W. H.
Cothren. A few otber invited guests were
present.
HALXiOWKXiL.
Friday forenoon, Mr. Joseph E. Bean of
August» wee driving np Winthrop street in
Hallowell, when his horse took fright and tbe
One wheel of the
wagon was overturned.
wagon passed over Mr. Bean's breast, breaktwo
ribs
and
otherwise
ing
injuring him.
Serious results are feared.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Haines of Rangeley,
celebrated their golden wedding, Oct. 28tb.
Fiftj-aix relatives aud friends were present.
The presents accounted in valne to SBO.

$3,040,995.63

Net Surplus

Head

FARMINGTON.

RANGELEY.

Jan. 1, 1884.
$5,916,655.42

of London.

Advocate

between
tays
Tuesday and Friday nights of last week, to
less than four cows belonging to carties liviag
within a radius of two miles of Baxton Centra
were choked to death while eating apples.

Ilest

Pluetiix

Springvale

Exchange

St.
eodSw

"Λ well-known bank president" has
written for a Chicago weekly an article
entitled" Where Has the Money Gone?"
Il he is amarried man, with large family
of acti ve children, we advise him to look
over the bills for shoes—Evening Call, i'hila

A parent in Philadelphia answers the above thus: 'Ί found
that a GOOD Shoe was cheapest
and that the SOLAR TIP was
Best, and have SA VED FIFTY
Children's
CENT, on
PER
shoe bills by buying them only."
CAUTION·—Be not deceived as there
hundreds of imitations of the
SOLAB TIP, such as "Sole Leather
Tip," etc. Ε very genuine pair has trademark on sole on which is maker's name
"
JOHN MUNDELL & CO."

are

1EEÎH EXTRACTED
fain
une of

Without

Nitrous

by the

Oxide Gas.

All opérations in Dentistrj
warranted to giro (atiefacepedalty.
OB. C. m.
TALBOT,
jBMtlo ί Middle and Free Su., over H. H. Haj
M Bon'» Drugstore, Portland, Me.
mrl6dtf
a

detachment of mounted aids from the chief
marshal's Btafi, and conducted to the American house for supper.
Here they were joiied
by quite a party of Portland men, who came
on earlier trains.
The line was formed at 7.43, uud the compa-

a

ny marched by foura to Commonwealth Avenue, where their division of the parade was
for m in?. So lengthy was the prooeîsion that
although it started soon after 8, it was long
past 9 when Division 4, of which the Portlanders

were members,
fell in.
The company
marched at the ptart in platoone of twelve, bnt
the streets were so crowded that they boo η had
difficult work te proceed by sixee.
When allowed to by the crowds they marched in firstrate order, and did credit to the Pine Tree
State.
There wers nearly ISO in line, and

the Yarmouth

Band and two ba-

rouches, in one of which a transparency wag
carried, they made a fins showing.
Major H. S. Melcher was marshal, with Col.
IT

T>

Will

aaeiatnn*

TP

Α

*ΛΓ

1

taut. They were cheered all along the route,
and at many points very enthusiastically, and
they responded to all the demonstrations with
three cheers aud their adopted war cry ."Blaine;
Maine solid for Blaine."
In passing Lieut. Governor Amts' residence,
Mayor King called for three cheore, and they
were given with a will.
When the reviewing
st H.d was reached, at Hotel Brunswick, the
company went wild in their enthusiasm. Cheer
after cheer was sent up, and twirling their
hats on their canes they repeated again and
again their cries for Blaine.
At the Journal office, ou Washington street,
anether loud demonstration was made, and
the men from Maiue showed their appreciation ol that paper's loyalty by long continued
cheering. It was past 11 o'clock when the division reached the American House sgain,
where they broke ranks.
The company attracted

much attention all aloDg the route.
as it was of business meu entirely,
not uns in the ranis being under age, and hail'
io£ from the same State as Mr. Blaine, made
then, all the mere oonspicuous; and they, with

Composed

Divided."

Hcllis Centbb, Nov. 3.—James Benson
and Abigail, his wife, two very aged people,
died within the past tew days, the former yes-

WATCHES

\I'will

uiguu

MAINE.

COPABTNGBHHIF NOTICES

of

ιααΐι

She was floated tc-Jav without apparent damage and proceeded.

13 PREBLE ST.

Copartnership
formed

υπυαι

iucquvtv

wijuaou

(Special to the Frees.)
Boston, Not. 3.—The special train bringing
the company of business men from Portland
arrived in this city at 6.45, making the ran in
three hoard and three-qaartere, with a few
■tops. The company wae met at the depot by

headed by

A Maine Schooner Ashore.

ocl3

TIONS IN THE LINE.

Hearty Greetings Given Mr. Blaine
While En Route to Boston.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

[11.27 P. M.]

GARMENTS

a

MEN OCCUPY PROMINENT l'OSf-

barometer.

Obeer ration.

Pressed in

PORTLAND AND BANGOR BUSINESS

the afternoon and evening, winds shifting to
easterly, slight rise in temperature, and lower

I bave a full line of Belding Bros. & Go's "Superior" Knitting Silk in all shades. The only puke
thread Knitting Silk in the market.
ocJL62msn

or

cession.

Washington, Not. 4.
The indications for New England to-day are
increasing cloudiness, followed by rain during

MILLOÎER1.

Cleaned

ENTHUSIAS-

Mr. Blaine Reviews the Grand Pro-

communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

WEATHER

OF

Night.

TIC REPUBLICANS IN LINE.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.

Ή*

DAILY PRESS.

BUTLER'S LAST SPEECH.

the Loyal League of Bangor, drew forth almost continuous applause from the spectators.
They left for home toon alter midnight, on the
same train with the Loyal Leagua, which,with
100 men, under the command of Col. Hamlin,
took pan in tbe parade.
(To the Associated Press.)
Boston, Nov. 3.—The Republican torchlight
parade tonight was a success in point of numbers and iu the enthusiasm it aroused. The
weather of today was most favorable for the
parade, and the fact of Mr. Blaine's presence
in the city added greatly to the interest of the
cccasiou. Special t.-ains were run from various points throughout Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts and thousands upon thousands of visitors thronged the
streets from an early hour this afternoon. In
the vicinity of the Hotel Brunswick, where
Mr. Blaine made his headquarters, the crowd
waa immense, the
streets being packed with
people from curb to curb. A stand had been
erected in front of the hotel, from which Mr.
Blaine and party reviewed the procession.
Eight o'clock was the hour set for the preccBfiuu ιυ
anu
move
η
was
only nueen
minutée latjr wuen the starting was made.
Along tha street» on the Back Bar through
which it passed there were man; illuminations
but uonu of a particularly brilliant description. As the head of the column reached the
Brunawick ringing cheers were given tor Mr.
Blaine which the latter bowed to.
The passage of the procession in front of Mr. Blaine
was oue continuous oration.
After it passed
the ciowd rushed towards the stand and made
a repeated demand ou
the distinguished guest
Mr. Blaine, however, simply
(or a spoeeb.
said in reply to the calls "Good night. Do
jour duty tomorrow.
Tbe L;>yal League of Binger, 150 men, occupied the post of honor at tbe head of the
line.
In the line there were many organization·
from surrounding cities and towns. There
was also a largo turnout
of Harvard College
students and several Belva Lockwood battalions furnished the ludicrous part of the

parade.
Large delegations were present from Lowell
and Liwrenca, and their fine aDpaanuce was
most noticeable. Tha "Original Mother Hubbarde" from the former city, carrying candlcsticks, created considerable amusement. Local
organizktions swelled the total number of tbe
men in lino to about 12,000 and tbe procession
wag one hour and 35 minutas passing a given
point.
Palmes, Mass., Nov. 3.—At Hartford, G.H.
Gould, chairman of the Republican executive
committee, aud Col. J. K. Whipple, secretary
of tbe State committee, met Mr. Blaine, and
at Springfield he was met by Gov. Kobinson
and Henry Cabot Lodge, cbalrmau of the
The reception at SpringState committee.
There were fully
field was a very fino one.
20,000 people on the streets through which tbe
procession passed, and in the public square

where the Et »nd was erected. Mr. Blaine was
introduced by Col. Metcalf of Springfield, and
He congratulated the people
loudly cheeked.
upon so large and demonstrative a manifestation of Republican strength in Massachusetts.
Being somewhat hoarse, he excused himself
from speaking, and gave way as he said, to
some one whose voice could reach tbe great
crowd. Calls for Gov. .Robineon were heard,
but be did not respond.
Senator Hall was introduced and made a fow remarks. There was
When the pa'ty returned to
loud cheering.
the train they were joined by Senator Hear
and Λ W. Beard of Bcs'.on.
At 1.41 the
train reached Palmer, and was received with
the steam whistles of about
a J-alute from
■

eight engines.

Lowell, Mats., Nov. 3.—Gen. Butler deBoston, Nov. 3.—At Worcester, Mr. Blaine
livered the last speech of the campaign here
was escorted to a stand
near the track where
tc-night. He spoke from a platform at the he sDoke as follows:
Boston & Maine depot to an audience of about
I never more sincerely regretted the impairment
1500. He denied a· false from beginning to
of my voice than at this moment, that 1 might
end the story that the People's party in Massamake a fitting response to the most cordial and
chusetts bad pat into circnlation ballots with
most eloquent greeting which your distinguished
The People's
Blaine electors upon them.
chairman has given me. I crave the power 01 expression that 1 might say to him in the presence of
party will bare its own ticket, said the Gena Worcester audience, that hie presentations of the
Cleveland has no no more chance
eral.
people's cause in this campaign constitute the pothe
State
than
he
of
has
carrying
litical literature of 1884.
(Good! Good!) He
of going to Heaven m a chariot of fire.
knows better than you know how profoundly 1
He referred to the Bev. Mr. Burcbsrd'e rethank him, and 1 know better than he knows the
mark on "Bum, Bomanism and Bsbellion," ; full reason I have for gratitude. (Cheers). This
and said that Borcbard vas like all other
campaign is over. With all that has been pleasant
in it, with all that has been unpleasant, with all
Mr. Blaine
clergymen,—a fool in politics.
has been important, with all that nas been unthat
had found it neceesary to apologize for the 1
it closes today, and eveu though it may
remark, aud it would be better to be free from important,
sound like the voice of egotism, I am proud to deBurcbard, and so would Cleveland from clare here, in the heart of the Commonwealth of
Beecher. In conclusion General Butler said
Massachusetts, that not once, in not a single in
he was going for the Democratio party now,
stance has any personal shaft reached me here,(layand after Blaine il elected, as he will be, he
ing his hand over his heart). (Good! Good! and loud
cheering.) And 1 return to my home not with a
should go for the Bepublican party.
less, but with a greater appreciation of the gran
deur, nobility and justice of the American people
Died al Sea.
(Great cheering.) To thai people, of which MassaBostok, Nov. 3.—Captain Bicbard Tucher, chusetts forms so distinguished a part, and so honorable a part, I submit with the cause that I am
well known, among Boston and New Yoik
shipping people, died on board the bark Eliza called to represent whatever of personal fortune
I have at stake, calmly, without anxiety and with
S. Mlligan on the voyage from Samarang,
an abundant readiness to accept with cheerfulness
Java, to Amsterdam of dropsy Ëeptember δ.
whatever may be the verdict of the great popular
His body i· on the way to New Bedford and
tribunal. (Great and prolonged cheering.)
will be buried by Masonio rites at St. John, N.
Gov. Robinson followed briefly and as the
B.
off there was another salute from
Qhebkc, Nov. 3.—Od Saturday the bark train moved
steam whittles and cheers from the crowd.
Bueturah (Br.) Captain Pike of Sunderland,
there was a very largo crowd, one
!
At
Natick
arrived at Quebec. She left Souraboya
May 8, section of which was composed of Butler men
for Montreal. On the 21st of July when of?
the Cape of Good Hope two of her crew Fred- : who cheered repeatedly for their candidate1
the people nearest
: Mr. Blaine spoke briefly to
erick
Keeler of Sunderland
and James
him expressing regret that he eould not utter
O'Brien of Boston, Mass., died after having
his
thauks
to the Republivoice
a full
with
been sick two months. On July 30, when in
cans of Massachusetts for their vigorous and
the south trades John Tratter of Sutherland
campaign. (Cheers.)
died, and on August C, Thomas Brown died. as he hoped victorious
The crowd at Newton was immense. Mr.
There then only remained the captain, mate,
waa escorted to a large platform beside
Blaine
■ecsnd mate aud one apprentice to work the
was introduced, but just as ho
•hip for 56 da) s. On August 11 she arrived at the depot and
was about to speak the platfoim broke dowu.
St. Helena and shipped another crew and pre·
For
a few minutes there wa3 a good deal of
ceeded.
excitement and alarm, but Mr, Blaine sprang
The street car drivers in New Orleans struck yes
"There is
upon the platform and exclaimed:
Urdu* for higher wages and but few cars were runalways enough left of the Republican platning last night.
This reassured the
form to stand upon."

,

crowd and Mr. Blaino then went on to BUy
that he was consoled (or the bad condition of
his voice by the reflection that the time for
discussion was passed. The verdict to be rendered tomorrow he awaited calmly and with
a reasonable degree of confidence.
(Cheers.)
It was about 5.20 o'clock when the train
reached Boston. In the depot there was a
and
very large
enthusiastic crowd, who
cheered loudly for Mr. Blaine. There was alio
some cheering for Cleveland from one
portion
of the crowd, and as the carriage containing
Mr. Blaine, Lieut. Gov. Ames and Henry
Cabot Lodge movod off, numbers of small
boys ran after it and hissed, while a large
crowd of people in the street? and on the sidewalks cheered. Mr. Blaine was driven rapidly
to the Hotel Brunswick, arriving shortly after
5.30 o'clock. The sidewalk and steps iu front
of the hotel, and the sidewalk on the other
side of the avenue were crowded with men
and boys, who cheered Mr. Blaine as be entered, leaning upon Mr. Lodge's arm. Emmons Blaine joined the
party at Newton.
Other members of the family with the exception of Miss Hattie Blaiue, who met her father
at the hotel, arrived a few minutes later than
Mr. Blaine, who went immediately to his

TO-DAY'S CONTEST.

Republicans Appear
A

«λ

»»/»

and another coming in. It would be rather a reversal and overturning, of great organic changes in
the government, of the great industrial systems, of
the great financial
systems, and it would be a transfer of the services of the country far more vital
and far-reaching than any of the
ordinary changes
which occur in those European governments of oifferent form from ours and I close this canvass, in
which I have had so much participation, with a profound conviction that the intelligent voters of the
United States, and I|am certainly addressing some
of the most intelligent of them—that the
intelligent
masses of the voters, accustomed as
they are to
give heed to the weight and tendency of the questions to be decided by the people of the United
States, have not yet measured nor, as I believe, yet
fully comprehend what it would mean to transfer
this government to tùe absolute control of the
Soutnern States of the Union (good, and great
cheering.) Nor do 1 here and now stop to give my
own idea of what such a
change would mean. It
were out of place.
I should refrain for the additional reason that anything I might, now say would
be too late to influence popular judgment in any
direction, and for the thirα reason that in so far as
my own voice would reach and influence the just
judgment of the people of the United States I
have exerted it very freely, and I have never offered any apology or explanation for taking what some
cf my closest friends regarded as an extraordinary
step in going before the people somewhat more frequently ana extensively than has been the habit of
those chosen as the Presidential candidates of the
great parties. But I will say now that I did it—and
I desire to put this ou record—I did it because I
thought that the peculiar character of the canvass
was my personal justification for
doing it. (Long
continued applause and cheers.)
I am a profound believer in popular government,
and 1 know no reason why I should not face the
American people. (Great applause and cries of
"Good!") I did it, too, for the more specific reason
that I believed there was danger of great
leading
questions which related to the industrial and protective system of America being partially or wholly
excluded irom that consideration by the people
which its merits deserved and entrusted as I was with'
the great function ot representing you and all members of vhe Republican party, I felt that I would in
an especial degree myself obiain a
hearing.
I have returned somewhat weary,
somewhat
broken in voice as your ears have already detected
I
but have returned with a more profound belief
than I had in the judgment, in the fairness, in the
impartiality and in the generosity of the great mass
of American citizens, (Great applause), and I go
to my home tomorrow not without a strong confidence in the result of the ballot, but with a heart
that shall not in the least degree be troubled by
any verdict that may be returned by the great
American people, for I have in my entire canvas
unconsciously and completely lost sight ef myself
and of whatever personal fortune I have at stake
in the far greater, and far grander, and far more
enduring issue which for the time I was submitting
to the popular judgment.
(Applause, and there
were three formal cheers.)

From the dinner table Mr. Blaine went to
review the great torchlight prcceseiou, which
he did from the balcouy of the hotel. Tomotrow he will go home to
Augusta, leaving Bostou at 9 30.
ARRRRTR
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of Voters Captured in Ohio
Without α Warrant.
Cincinnati, Nov. 3.—The indictment of Police
Lieutenants Michael Malien and John Burke, and
Officers KeatiDg and Cunnningliam, on evidence
presented before the United States grand jury, reveals a remarkable state of aifairs at the Hammond
street police station on the night before and the day
of the election
hero October 14.
The charge*
against the officers, who are all Democrats, are tha1
force
of
threats
and intimidation they prevent
"by
ed qualified voters from exercising the right of sufFrom the evidence which caused the infrage."
dictments it appears that there was a preconcerted
plan among the Democrats to imprison all the Republican voters they could get during Monday
night, and to hold them in custody uutil after polls
closed at (> p. m. Tuesday. Accoruingly Lieutenant
Mullen, who was on duty during October, was 'ordered on duty Monday night, and under his direction

163 colored men were arrested by the
officers under his control, and locked up in the cellar of the station house.
No charge was placed
against these men, nor were their names entexed on
the elate, as is required even in case of safe Keeping. Among the number thus captured was Robt.
Yenable, president of the Eighth Ward colored
Blaine and Logan club.
Before daylight on Tuesday three "canvassers"
were sent down to the cellar, and when it was learned that 41 Democrats were among those imprisoned
they were at once set at liberty and directed to the
polls. The remaining 112, being Republicans, were
confined until 0 o'clock in the evening, when they
were released as irregularly as they had been arrested.
Mullen is an active Democrat here and
owes his position as lieutenant to his zealous work
in the Democratic cause.
Other circumstances at
this station, which is in the district of
the city
where most negroes live, indicate that it was nothing more nor less than a second headquarters for
the Democratic managers during the election.
some

The Catholic Plenary Council.
Baltimobe, Nov. 3.—The Catholic Plenary
Council will meet in this city next Monday. The
preceding day, however, will be a great one in the
history of the Catholic church. Grand religious
ceremonies, in which all the prelates and hundreds
of clergymen will take part, will really mark the

opening of

the council.

Archbishop Gibbons of Baltimore, the apostolic
delegate, will preside. The only American cardinal, the Rev. John McCloskey of New York, will
not be present, owing to ill health.
In the council
will be eighty archbishops, bishops and abbo .s, ten
other prelates, about twenty-five heads uf
religious
orders, which, with the theologians allowed each

foregoing, make up in all about
participante in the labors of the council,
of the

250 active
in addition to these the council will draw to tho city hundreds of Catholic priests from all parts of the country, who will be constantly coming and going during
the sessions of the council, which is expected to last
three weeks or even longer.
A conference of the archbishops of the twelve
provinces of the United States has been called by
ArchbishoD Gibbons to meet at bis rp>Ri<i«nrA on
Thursday next. Tue degrees formulated by the
distinguished theologians at their recent maetiog
at St. Charles's College and St. Mary's
Seminary
will then be laid before the archbishops, and other
details presented, so that they may be thoroughly
familiar with the work before the council.

A Skeleton Found in α Quarry.
Bellaire, :Ohio, Nov. 3.—A party of hunters
Saturday found a skeleton among the rocks of a
stone quarry, West of the town. Various stories
are told to account for the skeleton.
One is that
twenty years ago, one Margaret Porter lived at the
home of Jacob .Long, two miles from the
quarry.

Margaret, not
Bellaire, then a

content

with

her

place,

came

to

mere village.
She remained here
time, olten visiting her old Lome. One day
she started from here and was never heard of
again. Harrison Porter, the father oi the girl, who
is still living, is of the opinion that the bones are
those of his daughter. But the bones are too well
preserved for this theoi y. Another clue has been
discovered, however, which leads to the belief that
the skeleton is that of Miss Minnie Thomas, one of
the three persons who
ο mysteriously disappeared
from ClaxiDgton, Ohio, twenty miles South of this
city, three months ago. An additional mystery is
added to the affair by finding late last night an
additional human foot in a crevice near by.

grant the injunction.

The amount involved was
about one hundred million dollars, and the decision
makes neceesary the payment of taxes long withheld by certain citizens.

LOIJINUNA.

VERY HEAT Y YOTE EXPECTED IN SOME STATES.

No Serious Trouble
in

Anticipated

Chicago.

One Thousand Colored Republicans lui·

prisoned in Louisiana.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Truius Loaded Down with Voter· Home
ward Bound—Bepublicana Confident of
a

Sweeping Victory.

Coscokd, Nov. 3.—Trains have been heavily
loaded with returning voters all day and evening and everything indicates that a very large
veie will be cast tomorrow should the weather
prove pleasant. The Republicans claim that
they will carry the 8tate frr Blaine, elect
Carrier Governor, two Congressmen and a
working majority in both branches of the
Legislature.
Landing Democrats here claim
that there will be no choice tor Governor by
the people and beyond that have little to say
as to the result.
It is impossible to ascertain
the strength of the prohibition and Butler
vote bat it is believed by both Republicans
aud Democrats that it will be light.
VERMONT.
Excitement and a Light Vote Expected— Blaine·
majority Estimated at

No

84,000.

Burlington, Nov. 3.—There is little or uo
excitement over the electioD.
No political
meetings have been held, no efforts are being
made to get out a full vote, and the vote will
be much smaller according to the present outlook than four years ago, when Garfield bad a
majority of 26,000. Blaine's majority will be
about 24,000. The bulk of the independent
vote will go to St. John, but thb independents
constitD β but au inappreciable fraction of the
vet are of Vermont.
Senator Edmunds, who
has been in Washington for several weeks,
will, to save time, come to Bennington to vote
and return to Washington immediately.

Caeea of Illegal Regis·
(ration—Estimates of
the Troy Telerants Issued for

I

gram.

Troy, Ν. Y., Nov. 3.—In answer to Dearly
400 telegraphic inquiries sent oat on Saturday
night, the Troy Telegram has received 247 despatches giving estimates of the Presidential,
State and Congressional vote tomorrow. These
statements are from every State in the Onion,
and inclade nearly every county in New York.
They come from prominent politicians and
editors of all shades of political opinion.
The
estimates from New York State indicate that
the St. John vote will be quite heavy, especially in the central and northern counties. Butler's strength is generally regarded as not so
great as was supposed three or four weeks ago.
In the country the vote will in many places be
very little larger than in 1880.
The total registration in Troy is somewhat less
than it was four years ago.
The Democrats claim Ulster county by 500 plurality, and the Republicans claim it by 600. There
is eome dissatisfaction among the Irieh
Democrats,
which is offset by the St. John and Independent
vote.
Butler has a large following.
Ulster gave
Garfield 124 plurality.
In Niagara county Butler will poll about 300
and St John 250 votes.
The Republicans expect a
majority for Blaine of 800. Garfield had 541 plur-

ality

Chemung county
by 300 plurality.
ocrat, was endorsed by the Republicans for Conis

claimed by the Republicans
Mr. Arnot, Protection Dem-

gress.

Iu Monroe county the disaffection of Purcell's
friends is expected to swell the Blaine majority to
between 4000 and 6000.
In Schenectady county the Prohibition vote will
reach 300, but the Republicans expect to have 600.
Garfield had 022

plurality.

In Orange county St. John will have
fully 2000
votes, while Butler's vote will be large in the western districts.
The Republicans expect to hold Garfield's majority of 416, while the Democrats are
confident of 500
In Erie county

majority.

Garfield had 3,351 plurality and
the Republicans look for 3,000 this year.
Columbus county has few Independents, no Butlerites and few St. John men. St. John's vote will
be about 200.
In Onondaga the Independents hope to|cut Garfield's
plurality ot 4,421 down to 3,500, while the Republicans hope to increase it.
<i^7uga county, wliich gave Garflsld 3,396 il
Claimed by 3,000.
Kingts county will give a much heavier Democratic
majority than vsual.
Delaware county is claimed far Blaine
by 900. It
gave Garfield 974.
Putnam gave Garfield 406.
It is claimed for
Blaine by 325.
Washington county is claimed by the Republicans
by 3500. It gave Garfield 3,634.
Essex county is expected to increase the Republican majority.
There is little disaffection on either
side in the Champlain valley.
In Green county the Democrats
expect an increased majority.
In Jefferson, the St. John and Butler votes will
about offset each other, leaving the county about
the same as for Garfield, with 2200 plurality.
Dutchess gave Garfield 2,570 and is now claiœed
for Blaine by 2,500.
Putnam is claimed by the Republicans by 500. It
gave Garfield 406.
Montgomery gave Gsrfield 283. but this vear will
prouauiy go .uemocratic.
St, Laurence will give Blaine a reduced majority·
In Otsego county, Ramsey, Republican candidate
for Co ogress, will run ahead of hie ticket. On the
national ticket the Democrats expect an increase of
the plurality of 1880.
In Tioga St. John's vote will be about 430,
mostly
drawn irom the Republicans, which will reduce
Garfield's plurality of 1123.
Lewie will fall behind Garfield because of Prohi-

bition disaffection.
An unexpectedly large Prohibition vote in Chenango will reduce the Republican majority.
w ay ne
county is expected to increase the Republican majority.
Saratoga county will probably increase the Republican majority because of local disaffection among
the Democrats.
Warren county is expected to give Blaine COO

majority.

OueiUa will also give him a good majority.
In Herkimer county the Republicans claim from
700 to 1200 plurality. Garfield had 1261.
Franklin is claimed for Blaine by 1500.
St. John's strength in Oswego county is dwindling
somewhat and Republicans feel confident of having
as Jarge a vote as Garfield had.
Orleans is claimed lor Blaine by 1200.
Clinton is claimed by the Republicans
1200.
Steuben county has a gool many Prohibitionists,
but the ReDublicane claim they will have 1200

by

majority.

Hon. Ellis H. Roberts
the central counties will
for Garfield.

telegraphs from Utica that
fully equal the majorities

New York, Nov. 3.—It is said that Pinkerton's
detectives have reported to the United States authorities that there are between 200 and 300 illegal registrations at Coney Island.
In
Brookyn, Supervisor-in-Chief Allen and
United States Assistant District Attorney Angell
are going over the registry liets and
6,000 warrants
are

said to have been

issued

registration, including about

for cases of illegal
50 marines in the

barracks and cob dock. It is said that according
to the statute they are outside the city and therefore have no right to register.
Judge Moore, in the Kings County Court of Sessions, today, charged the grand jury that there
would probably be some eleetion frauds
brought
before them for consideration.
New York, Nov. 3.—Knowledge was obtained to
day by the authorities in this city, to the effect that
fifty men registered from a single house on West
28tli street, in which not one of them resided. Detectives were this afternoon placed in possession
and about

a

dozen bench warrants

issued,

some

of

which they expect to execute during the day.
The
indications are that a very large number of arrests
will be made tomorrow.

New York, Nov. 3.—Wall street presented a
very animated appearance today and the excite
ment ran high. The streets in the
vicinity of the
exchanges were crowded with members of the various boards discussing politics and at interval·
cheers would be given for Blaine and then for
Cleveland. Considerable money was wagered on
the result.
JERSEY.

NEW
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Tkbnton, N. J.. Not. 3—Twenty-flfe men charged with being repeaters were arrested this morning
anil sent to the county jail for Ave days. The country for miles around is flooded with tramps today
and each party bitterly charges the other with efforts to colonize voters.
A number of false registration· hare been discovered.
Got. Abbett nas
Prosecutor
telegraphed
Iteaseley to remain in his
office all day tomorrow.
PENKMWLVANU.

Swearing in Marshals in Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, Not. 3.—United States Marshal Ketae was ba~y today swearing in deputy marshals for service tomorrow. There will
be 723 deputies In this city.
ILLINOIS.
Large Number· of Special Constables and
Deputy Marshal* Appointed in Chicago-No Trouble Apprehended.
Chicago, Not. 3.—The county commissioners this morning appointed
-'500 special constables to serTe at the pells tomorrow, and
United States Marshal Jonee has appointed a
large number of depaties, supposed to be about
1000, a part of whom will be stationed at the
polls and a part grouped in different sections
of tbe city as a reserve under command of
Geu. Joseph Stockton.
The conservative
opinion of both parties tonight is tbat there
will be no more trouble than usu»l tomorrow.
omo.
Over One

Hundred Person· Indicted for
Violating Election Law·.

Cincinnati, Nov. 3.—SeTenteen prisoners
arraigned in tbe United States Court
to-day, charged with violating tbe election
law?. ΟτβΓ 100 perrons haTe been Indicted.
were

Going Home to Vote.
Washington, Nov. 3.—President Arthur left
Washiugton ihis afternoon at 4 o'clock, for New
York, where he will tomorrow cast his vote for the
Republican presidential electors. He will return to

Waï-hingjon Thursday or Friday next.
Secretary McCulloch, who is now a citizen of
Maryland, will vhit Belleville tomorrow for the
of voting for the Republican eleotors.
purpose
[

«

New Orleans, Nov. 3.—Hon. J. H. Acklen
tc-nlght that 1000 colored Republicans
in the first Congressional district have been a:rested and are now imprisoned in this city.
New Orleans, La., Nov. 3.—Gov. Kel'.ogg
closed bis canvass last night and left for Iberia
parish, the scene of the late treuble.
A despatch from New Iberia says: "It is
wonderful how leadicg Republicans managed
to escape.
Many of them bave several bullet
holes through their clothing. The preliminary
examination of prisoners was not had tc-day,
as was expected, owing to the absence of the
District Attorney; consequently the prisoners
will have to remain in prison till after election.
They are leading white and colored Republicans of the parish. Tbe coroner's inquest has
been postponed till Wednesday "

MISSOCBJ,
No

Marshal·

to be

Duty
Today.
on

FLORIVA.

Lively

Corneal

in Florida—llolh Midea

Claim the Stale.

Pknsacola, Fia., Nov. 3.—The contest in
this State will be more hotly contested than
ever belore.
Both sides claim the State. The
vote will be large.
Dougherty (Deoc.) claims
that he will defeat Biebee. the present Republican incumbent, for Congreis by 500 majority.
Davidson (Dem.) is conceded re-elected over
Locke (Rep.) Perry (Dem.) for Governor will
run considerably ahead of Cleveland.
THE

EASTERN RAILROAD.

Decision of the Full Court

on

the

Question of the Lease.
THE

TERMS

OF

THE

ONE ILLEGAL, AND
JUNCTION

PRESENT
IN-

THE

SUSTAINED.

a

dubious French organ which

ay have eiv-

u

Europeanized voice of the Arab rumors which
have recently gained some currency in Cairo. Earl

on a

Ïtlaint,

New Orleans, Nov. 3.—Over two hundred
colored men bave been arrested in the first con
gresslonal district since yesterday noon under
ordinance 546 as dangerons and suspicions
characters and having no visible means of support. Many of them were committed to prison
by the recorder.

A

tian"

grounds

Work of Intimidating Republican* Begun —lOOO Colored Republican· in Prison.

of the rebels and that General Qordon had been
taken prisener, as extremely doubtful. This view,
it thinks is especially reasonable in the absence of
advices on the subject from Gen. Lord Wolseley.
The Times traces the report to the "Basphare Egyp-

Granville, Secretary of State for foreign affairs, assured the press association today that the government had received no confirmation of the news up
to noon today and nothing had been received at the
government offices in regard thereto,
A despatch today from Dongola to the Reuters
Telegram Company makes no mention of the reported fall of Khartoum. It says however that the
Mttlidi at last accounts was collecting his force·
around Khartoum and had summoned wen. Gordon
to surrender.
in the House of Lords this afternoon Lord Granville said the government had no reason to believe
that the report of the fall of Khartoum and capture of Gen. Gordon was trae.
The Marquis ef
Salesbury referring to the instructions given by the
vernment to Gen. Gordon said that it appeared to
the intentiou of the government to abandon all
the Egyptian garrisons in the Soudan. Lord Granville deiended the government.
The Times Alexandria correspondent states that
after careful inquiry he learns that the report of
the fall of Khartoum originated from the
source and gives it for what it is worth :
A French
merchant, formerly French consul at Khartoum,
learned from messengers who lately arrived from
Khartoum that General Gordon was In want of provisions and had forced a sortie. He reached Berber
only. Col. Stewart was able to push farther north,
and Gen. Gordon started to return to Khartoum,
and when near Shendy lie learned that Khartoum
bad been handed over to the rebels. Gen. Gordon
found himself unable to retire or advance and was

following

1

killed there.

Common·.

In the

House of Commons this evening Thomas
home ruler, moved an amendment to the
adoress to the Queen urging that criminal law in
Ireland especially regarding the composition of
judges be impartially adminibtered. A violent debate ensued during which Messrs.
(Liberal)
and Biggar were repeatedly called to order,
In the

Seaton,

Healy

frlcod· in

Bpain.
Madrid, Nov. 3.—The towns of Myasa and Allcante have been inundated by the flood which did
great damage to property and caused the loss of
several Uvea,

GEMERAL NEWS.
The Tallapoosa was placed in the New Tork dock
yesterday and will be examined by a board of inspection Wednesday.
The General Assembly of Virginia met at Rich-

mond, yesterday,

and

Tex., yesterday.

A negro

adjourned

today,

until

no

quorum being present.
An extraordinary outrage occurred at Temple,
woman

earned Wilson

was confined iu the caiaboose for
carrying concealed weapons. Before daylight a man mysteriously entered her cell and a brief scuttle, followed
by shots, was heard by the guards, who rushed to
the cell and found the woman dead. The murderer
had escaped.
General Logan left Indianapolis last night for

Chicago.

NEW YORK.

some

niant Pay Their Taxée.
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 3.—Vice Chancellor Semrall, in the case of W. H. Delancy and others, asking for an injunction against the city of Louisville
to restrain it from collecting taxée, owing to an alleged flaw in the law of the State, today refused to

the act and mortgage. The receipts under such a
law would still be net earnings to be applied ac
cording to the requ rements of the act. In other
words, net earnings may be ascertained by contrast,
as well as by th actual and direct operation of the
road by the company itself. Looking, however, at
each of the two special objections to the mode of ascertaining the sum to be paid by the lessee, by itself
in the light of the averments of the bill and the
upon which it rests, we do not see any such
epaiture from the plan of expenditure contemplated by the mortgage as to call for the issue of an
injunction against the issue of the lease. The next
specific objection, that the property which the Eastern Railroad Company Has power to sell will under
the lease be diverted Irom the sinking fund, ie unavailing also, because uuder section 13 of the act
the creditors or their trustees have no right to require the corporation to sell any property for the
purpose of applying the proceeds *8 therein provided. The corporation is authorized but is not bound
to make such sales. The iuclueion of sueh property
in the lease furnishes of itself no ground of comthere being no charge of a want of good
aith.
The
final
founded
iu
objection,
the provision fer the
of
dividends
payment
case
be
upon
such
preferred
stock, in
rests
issued,
upon a different
ground and
raises the question whether this provision looks to
a substantial misapplication of the net earnings
when ascertained or other substantial injury to the
creditors. Article 5 of the lease provides that 'the
lessee shall pay upon the preferred stock of the
lessor, when issued under chapter 127 [of the acts
of 1882, semi-annually at the same times as the interest of the debt extinguished by said preferred
stood would have been payable, in lieu of said interest and as a fixed charge entitled to the like priority under this lease, an amount by way of dividend
equal to the semi-annual interest upun the debt so
extinguished. The judge says that as the rent of
the road is to be considered as net earnings, each
creditor has a right to insist that the creditors shall
receive the benent of the whole of it iu the manner
provided for in the statute, uotil the indebtedness
is actually and in good faith and to all intents and
purposes reduced to an amounc not exceeding $10,υυυ.υυυ, and this result is not accomplished by issued preferred stock, with provisions making holders of it to be
substantially the same as creditors.
If, on the other hand, the payment of the sum
stipulated for in Article 6 of tne lease is to be made
to the lessor, it mav be, and probably js, true that
it would be within the jurisdiction of the Court of
Equity to compel the lessor to dispose of the money
according to law upon proper proceedings, hereafter
to be iostituted for that
puipose, and thus to prevent any appropriation thereof, by paying dividends
to the preferred stockholders so long as a different
disposition might be required by the terms of the
statutes of 1876. It may well be considered that
the money would come into the hands of the lessor
clothed with the trust created by that statute in behalf of the creditors, to which the rights of the preferred stockholders would be subordinated, notwithstanding the terms of the lease to the contrary
But a lease which contains provisions contemplating a breach of this trust, ought not to receive the
sauction of the court.
Article ô of the lease does
plainly contem late an unlawful disposition of the
net earnings of the road by a premature payment
of dividends to preferred stockholders,which would
amount to such breach of trust.
In either view of
Article 5 of the lease, and because of that only, the
entry most be "demurrer overruled."

states

ing

nr\a

obligations imposed upon the Eastern Railroad by

shal Cousins this afternoon that as no condition of things existed here jaetifying the appointment of deputies to serve at the polls he
would not sign warrants for their pay.
The
marshal thereupon cancelled his appointments
and there will ba no marshals on dut; tomorrow.

of the Result.

apartments.

At the diuner &iven to Mr. Blaine this evenat the Hotel Brunswick there were more
than two hundred guests. Among the prominent gentiemen present were Ε. K. Hoar, A.
W. Beard, K. Worihingtou, E. McPheraon,
C. A. Bartol, J. W. Candler, Κ. β. Bishop
and G. A. Marden. It wa3 about 8 o'clock
when Mr. Lodge, who presided, called the
company to order. He said that as Mr. Blaine
was to review the great
torchlight procession
there would not be any general speaking but
be knew that those present would be greatly
disappointed if they did not hear from the
distinguished guest of the evening, a gentleman who for the last six months had been
the most conspicuous figure in the United
States, who' had impressed himself on the
popular imagination and popular enthusiasm
to an extent never seen in this
country since
the days of Henry Clay. (Applause.)
When Mr. Slaine rose to respond he was
heartily cheered. When order was restored,
he said:
Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen:
For reasons which 1 need not stop to detain you,
a reception of this character in the
city of Boston
at the close of the national campaign, is peculiarly
grateful te me, and I thank Mr. Lodge for giving
me an opportunity to thank you.
It is too late to
argue, or even to state the great issues involved in
the canvass which closes touight, bnt I am sure that
those issues constitute a difference between parties
so broad and so deep that their discussion one
way
or the other will affect, for weal or for
woe, the history of the United States for many years to come.
(Applause.) I am sure that the great constitutional amendments which have grown out of this eventful struggle aud which have in so many
respects, I
might say, changed the very framework of our
government, have been made by the Republican
party aud are now in its keeping; and as I have
frequently said elsewhere I here now repeat, that
to transfer the political power of this country to the
Democrats at this time would by no means be one
of those ordinary transfers of government from
one party to another of which
grey-hnired men
within my view witnessed many years
It
ago. λ*.*·
would η nr. hft moroln ο naea nf
tnnfhr

Confident

PRICE THREE CENTS.
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in

St. Louis

St. Lodis, Not. 3 —Judge Treat of tb· United States Dietriot Court, stated to U. 8. Mar-

u. S. SUPREME COURT.

Boston. Not. 3.—Abont ei^ht months aim
the stockholders of the Eastern and Boston &

Important Decieioa* Rendered

Maine railroads voted to ratify a lease of the
former to the latter road, agreed upon by the
directors and presented for the opinion of the
stockholders, the New Hampshire Legislature
consenting to the agreement. Thereupon one
of the traetees of the Eastern Railroad, Willard P. Phillips, brought a bill against the
Eastern Railroad, and Messrs. Bacon and

lease on

grounds

demurrer,

a

which are rehearsed in the
The defendants filed a general

preliminary injunction haying

been granted, and the question went before
the full supreme bench for adjudication. The
decree of the court, written by Judge Charles

Allen, is given substantially below.
The effect of the opinion is that the lease ratified by
the stockholders of both roads is contrary to
the acts of the Legislature and cannot be sus-

legally

interfere with the execution of a lease
under certain conditions not conflicting with
those acts.
The plaintiff contends, in the first place, that
through a lease in terms authorized by the Statutes
of 188U, chapter 205, the execution of
the proposed lease shouid be enjoined, on the general
ground that the virtual union ol the two road companies in the canner contemplated is inconsistent
with the mortgage and with the Statutes of 1876,
chapter 236,by wnich the mortgage was authorized.
The argument is in substance tuat under the mortgage and statute the net earnings of tbe Eastern
Kailroad are to be ascertained in a carefully specified manner, which muet be substantially followed;
that under tne proposed lease tbere can be no such
ascertainment of tbe net earnings; and that, if ascertainable, they are not to be paid over to the sinking fund, but are to be mingled with the earnings of
the Boston & Maine Railroad and to be devoted
with
those other earniugs to various purthat
is
to say, that
poses,
the earnings
of
the two
and
roads
also
their opera
and
expenses
certain
ting
other
disbursements are to tw mended, so that tbe schema oc α»«
mortgage and of tbe statute is departed from and
something else substituted which is not identical

substantially equivalent.

The

judge,

after

behalf of Justice Woods and himself.
Λ decision wai also rendered in the important luttent case of Benjamin Butterwortb,
Commissioner of Patent?, plaintiff in error,
against tbe United States ex rei, ltichard M.
Hue nil others, in orror to the Supreme Court
of the Dietrict of Oolumbia. This was α suit
brought for tbe purpose of obtaining a writ oi
maudamus to compel tbecom-nissioner to issue
a patent in accordance with bis own decision
notwithstanding the iact that that decision
bad been overruled and reversed upon an appeal by the Secretary of the Interior.
Tbe
question presented here is whether any right
of appeal exists iu patent cases from tbe decision of tbe Commissioner to tbe Secretary of
tbe Interior.
This court holds that appeal
aobs" lïot lie tu
caoes to tne Secretary ol
the Interior; that tbe Commissioner of Patents
has the exclusive right to decide for himself
whether or not a patent ought to issue, and
the Secretary of the Interior has no authority
to review such decision.
Judgment of the
Supreme Court of the DUtrict awarding writ
of mandamus is affirmed.

re-

earnings in

the manner or substantially in the
manner defined in section 13; and it
becomes a
question to be determined whether such was the
intention of the Legislature and of the parties to
the mortgage, as expressed by its terms.
If the
plaintiff's construction Is the true one, the Legislature was cutting itself off from the power of passing any enactment thereafter within thirty years in
regard to the operation of the Eastern Kailroad
which would interfere with ascertaining its net
it would
earnings substantially in that manner,
prevent the corporation from giving a lease of its
own road or taking a lease ox another; certainly,
unless with articlts carefully providing for a separate ascertainment of its net earnings. Tbe rescriDt
reviews prior legislation relating to leases by one
railroad to another, and continues: There ia certainly no antecedent reason to think tbat the Legislature would mean to prevent an advantageous
combination or a lease clearly favorable if sanctioned alike by the Legislature itself and by those
intrusted with the management of the
on
property
behalf of the creditors, and if open to no
valid objection which could be taken advantage of in a
court of equity to prevent the execution of a lease
which the court could see to be detrimental to the
interests of creditors, and that a construction is not
to be favored which would have the effect to cut
oft' the legislation from the exercise of its usual
powers. After Ja review of the geneial purposes
for which the act was passed, and the
regard
which was paid to the interests |of the creditors of
the road, the Judge says that tha general and predominant purpose ot the act was not to define the
particular manner in which a revenue should be
raised from the operation of the toad, but
to
define
the
clearly
rights of creditors
and stockholders as between themselves, and to
require that, as between these two classes, all the
available revenue of the road should be applied in
the first place for the benefit of the creditors by
direct payment of inferest, by improving the value
of the secnrity, and by setting apa>t a sinking fund
for the extinguishment of their debts until the
same should De reduced to
$10,00υ,010. The
directors, chosen in part by the creditors, were to
have a reasonable liberty to improve the property,
by making necessary expenditures not only tor renewals and repairs needful to maintain the road
and equipment in good condition, but also for construction. The provision enumerating what items
of disbursements might be made and included in
the operating expenses appear to have been intended to give the directors greater powers than they
otherwise would have had. Further, it is not to be
rightl ν inferred that the Legislature intended to
provide that during this period of thirty years the
best and only permissible way of operating the
road should be as an independent line, without
giving or taking leases or forming arrangements or
alliances which would to some extent blend its individuality with that of one or more other railroads.
The meaning of "net earniogs" is not limited to
earnings in any particular mode, but ia broad
enough to include the revenue to be derived from
the property in any manner. The great and controlling purpose of the statute was to secure the
proper application of all that could in any form be
realized; not to prescribe the manner in which the
amonnt should be realized. It was not intended to
prescribe or limit the method of operating the railroad, or to prevent the execution of a favorable
and otherwise unexceptionable lease, under legislative sanction to be thei eafter given, by which the
receipts and disbursements incident to the operation of the railroad should be blended with those of
another company. The opinion considers the further question whether there is an j thing in the
details of the provisions of the proposed leise,
which is inconsistent with the letter or the spirit of
the act of 1876, or so unfavorable to any of the
creditors that its execution ought to be enjoined.
There is no direct charge in the bill that the
lease is likely to prove an unfavorable one; certainly no inference to that effect can be drawn
either from the position of the parties before the
circumstances as have been brought to an allegatioo. Tbe bill is brought by one of tke trustees,who
together represent the creditors, and nobody appears to maintain that tbe lease is unfavorable except him, and he rests his claim not so much on the
ground that it would be generally or on the whole
unfavorable, as that it is unauthorized, and therefore illegal, and with the remark that the court
sees no reason to conclude that the lease would
probably be an unfavorable one for the creditors,
this aspect of the case is dismissed as one upon
which there is no occasion to grant an injune.ion.
The opinion continues : The chief reliance of the
plaintiff in this part of the case is put upon three
propositions, that the term· of the lease are inconsistent with the obligations imposed
upon the corby the act and mortgage, because: 1. The
ease provides for the
payment out of the net earnings or interest on improvement bonds, representing
expenditures for construction on both roads and of
a sinking fund to absorb their
improvement bonds,
which is also paid in annual installments out of the
net earnings of the lessee from the new fund
system, or, in other words, the net earnings which are
pledged to the mortgage sinking fund are to be
partly applied to a new sinking fund to protect
junior eecmritie·. 2. The property which the
Eastern Kailroad Company has the power to sell,
and the proceeds of whioh, if sold, were to
go to
the sinking fund, passes wholly out of the control
of the lessors into that of the lessee, which has not
the same interest in reducing the principal of the
lessor's debt, and cannot be expected to sell
any of
the leased property for that purpose. 3. The lease
provides that tbe lessee shall pay semi-annually to
those bondholders who may exchange their bonds
for preferred stock under the statutes oi
1882,
chapter 187, au amount by way of dividend equal
to and enjoying the same priority with the semiannual interest upon the debt so extinguished. The
tiret two ol those objections relate to tue method of
ascertaining the sums to be paid by the leseee for
the use of the leased property. But if the views
heretofore expressed are correct it is not easy to
see how objection to the details of the provisions of
the
lease in this respect can be
successfully
urged unless they go so far as to impugn |the good
faith ot the transaction, or to show that on the
whole the lease is an unfavorable one to the creditors. It might have beeu provided that a
gross sum
should be absolutely payable annually, without regard to the result of the operation of the road.
If
such a s«m had been fixed which would be sufficient
to pay the interest, with something more from the
sinking funds, and if the leseee had also covenanted
to keep the property in good condition, with necessary repaire ana renewals, we do not see how the
objection cjuld be supported, that the method and
scheme of the lease would be inconsistent with the

{>oration

ren-

The judgment of the court ia affirmed.
Opinion by Justice Gray.
Justice Harlan read a dissenting opinion in

citing the provisions of tbe mortgage upon which
the agreement rests, and also the provisi >ns of the
statute relating thereto, says: Tbe argument is that
this requirement upon the corporation to apply its
net

was

the 1st section of tbe 14th amendaient.
Second, lhat the plaintilf in error, not belDg a
citizen of the United States under the 14th amendment, has been deprived of no right secured by the
15th amendment,and cannot maintaiu this action.

tained, but that there is nothing in these aote
especially concerning the Eastern Railroad to

or

Ye* te rd ay.

wot. ο.—-α aecision

dered by the Supreme Court of the United
States this afternoon in another of the long
series of cases which have arisen cut of the
adoption of the 14th and 15th amendments to
the Constitution.
The present case, which is
that of John Elk, plaintiff in error, against
Charles Wilkins, is a suit brought by an Indian against the registrar of one of the wards
of the city of Omaha for refusing to register
him as a qualified voter therein, and the questions presented are whether the plaintiff in
error is a citizen of the United States, and
whether he has been denied any right guaranteed him by the 15th amendment to the Federal Constitution. The court holdsFirst, that au Indian who is born a member of
one Indian tribe within the United States which
still exists and Is recognized as a tribe by the government, ana who has voluntarily separated himself
rom his tribe and taken up his residence
among
white citizens of a State, but who has not been
naturalized, or taxed, or recognized as a citizen,
either by the United States or by a State, is not a
citizen of tbe United States within the meaning ol

Rogers, the other trustees, asking that they
might berestrained from the execution of the
opinion below.

Acmjsuruw,

»»

WASHINGTON.
Aeeailaut Acquitted.
Washihgton, Nov. 3.—To-day in the Jriminal
Court, before Judge Wylie, Wm. Jod
indicted
November 25th, 1881, for assault and battery with
intent to kill Ohas. J. Guiteau on the 19th of the
same month, was taken up and tried. The jury,
after an absence of twenty minutes, found a v.erdict
of not guilty.
Auuual Beptrt of the Chief of Enginecra.
The annual report of Gen. John Newton, Chief of
Engineers, just submitted, discusses at eome length
t»uiteaii'«

the

j

1

subject of torpedoes

and

heavy ordnance,

and

Board of Engineers for fortifications has prepared approximate estimates of the
fortifications, including armaments of modern
heavy guns and rifled mortars for Portland, Boston,
Mew York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Hampton

concludes:

Roads,

The

New Orleans and

aan

Franci&co,

and

anotner

estimate likewise approximate for preliminary
works, earth and masonry without armor, machinery and guns to serve as emplacements for guus.
The total estimate, including armaments, is $53,488,ϋϋυ; estimate for emplacement of guns,
excluding armor, guns and machinery, is $10,388,eoo. It is believed that the fortifications, including
the guns of all harbors

importance
a

cost not

to tempt
to exceed

on the coast of sufficient,
an enemy, can be prepared at

$00,000,000.

PURSUIT
BANDITS.

AN

EXCITING

OF

Penney Ινα nia Farmer» Cha*e the Famous
Buzzard

Gang.

Litiz, Penn., Nov. 3.—The famous Buzzard gang
of bandits threw this town into wild excitemeut
Saturday by a visit to the vicinity last night. They
robbed several houses and mills, and tried to gain
entrance to several grocery stores. At one place
they secured a large quautity of hams and other
meat. From the Whive Oa& post office they took
money, stamps, nails aud guns. A posse of farmers,
armed with guns and rifles, went iu pursuit, and
after a search of four hours came upon the gang.
They were ten in number, all out horseback, and
each carrying a gun and a lot of booty. A chase
was mad ; but, after being pursued ten mi lets, the
Buzzard gaug, having better animals, got out of the
way. By this time the whole neighborhood was
aroused, and it was decided that the posse be
doubled to-night, and an att«ck made, whether at
the loss of life or capture of the bandits.

To IIeat Weeton'e Record.
New Υο&κ,Νον. 3.- Geo. D. Norimac, the Scotch

pedestrian, started at 11 o'clock to-day on a wager
$2000, put up byCapt. Paul Β oynton and Herbert Carpenter, to beat Weston's record of 500
ef

miles in 100
at the MeloJean. The terms are
that he is to walk at le st 51 miles every day in at
A large number of sporting men
most 15 hours.
were present at the start.
He completed the first
ten miles in one hour and fifty-nine minutes.

days

Polygamic! Mentcnced.
City, Utah, Nov. 3.—Judge

A NaltLake

uano

was

wua»

οβυνσι:vou

couvicted

ycarâ

a

weeK

Vliinouu

tVUU

ago of polygamy to four
10 pay a iluo of $00.

imprisonment and

THE OLD WORLD.
News

by

Cable from

Different

Countries.

Many Lires Lost aud Much Property
Destroyed by Floods iu Spain.
A Despatch Announces the Death
of Gen. Gordon.
The

Ijondoii TiniCH

«α

.he JEicclion.

York, Not. 3.—The Times this morning deits leader to the politioal contest in America.

New
voted

article says:
Although the numbers polled tomorrow will probably exceed those polled at any previous contest,

The

ess it would not be rash to say that a vast
majority of Americans regard the issue with indif
ferunce. Foreigners have still less reasoa to feel a
keen interest. The campaign nas bien almost exclusively managed by experienced and adroit professional politicians. To them alone the result will
bring exultation or disappointment.
The most satisfactory feature of the vholo campaign is tbe failure of all attempts to revive, lor
party purposes, sectional jealousies of the North
recent inflammatory
Mr. Blaine's
and South.
epeeches in the West will not really benefit his

eevertlie

cause.

The reticence of the Democrats on the subiect of
free trade shows a want of political courage. When
the election is over, the tariif will doubtless become
a great issue dividing parties in America.
The settlement of this question, however, belongs to Congress aud not to the President.
The lioudoa Tiuien ou the l&eperted
lure of <»eu. Gordon.

Cap·

London, Nov. 3.—The Times considers the news
Cairo to the Paris Morning News, to
the effect that Khartoum had fallen into the hands

reported from

Hotel,

New

fork,

last

night.

The illness of Sir Moses Montefiore is of a very
grave nature. Queen Victoria has telegraphed, Inquiring as to his condition.

Flower Selling in New York.
L«.

χ.

xiwob.J

"The flower business Is a rather curious
one, and a little more complicated thau one
would at first suppose," said an old florist,
as he deftly twined a spray of smllax in and
around a bunch of roses, so that lines of delicate green separated the rich colors.
"How so?"
"Why in keeping a stock on hand which
will gratify a variety of tastes. It is easy
enough to have an abundance of the fashionable flowers, even though the fashion
seems to cbaDge in flowers just as it does in
dress. The fashionable flowers are used, of
course, in receptions, lunches where each

lady has

a

bouquet placed

at her

plate,

and

in funerals. But when you come to individual taster, wheu ladies want flowers to
harmonize with their dresses or with their
cbina, aud when people want their favorite
flowers, which perhaps have gone out of
faehiou, why you can never tell what kind
of a flower is going to be asked for—and
that's where the complication comes In·
Some people wear flowers simply because it
is fashionable. Ο thers love some particular
kind of flowers, aud want it whether they
wear it or not.
Then, if you haven't got the
ffowot thiiy pçafr

have

a

mrbon

big reception they go

florist; so, you
private tastes of

to some other

see, we have to watch the
customers. These buds

uur

here

were all the rage two years ago, and,
although they are all out of fashion now, we
hare to keep a stock on hand for certain customers who call for ihrm every day al-

most."
"How do ordinary

baskets of flowers

sell?"

"Oh, from $5 to $25. Sometimes tbjy
much higher. We sent one out not
long ago which cost $150. You can have no
idea how the custom of sending flowers has
run

crown.

All

the

vcuns?

neonln

hii» th»m

they can afford it, and just
wealth; young men are beginning
when

now the
to pour

flowers to send to their youDg
lady friends who hive just gotten in from
the summer resorts.
Whenever a young
mau takes a young lady to a party o;· to the
theatre, a nice bouquet is oue of the i.ecessary accessories. Flowers go ahead of all
other gifle in winning a woman's heart, and
every young gallant knows that."
In and get

"Why go?"
"Well, nearly all women love flowers, and
there is something so delicate, so much ensaid yet suggested In flowers that the simple
gift of oue is always appreciated by a woman
—not to speak of the d fferent sentiments
that are associated with different kinds of
floweis. It is very interesting to note how
differently people regard flowers. Why, I
can tell almost the moment a woman enters
whether she is foud of them. Women who
love flowers always have sweet faces, soft
ways and gentle dispositions. One of that
kind rarely asks for the fashionable flower
because it is fashionable. She loves flowers
for their own sake, and consequently she is
almost snre to call for her favorites, whether
in fashion or not. The woman who cares
for flowers simply because they are fashionable Is generally oue of the cold, haughty,
airy kind. She will look around critically,
Seize some flower and pull it out of a bunch,
sometimes breaking off a leaf or catching
one of its thorns in another rose and tearing
the petals. That's the difference, you see.
The other lady handles them
touch almost as if

ciressing

with

a

they

were

gentle,
hu-

man.

"Did you know that the ladies use flowers
for perfumery? In France it is very com-

mon, and it is getting quite usual in AmeriThey take a bunch of violfcts and place
theui in the bosom of the dress.
No manufactured perfume can come up to the odor
of the fl >wers, you know ! Every morning,
raiu or shine, an o'd doctor comet In here,
gets a bunch of violets, uubuttons bis vest,
places them next to his heart, and walks out.
I often wonder if he does it for the perfume.
I guess it is a case of sentiment,

ca.

SPORTING.

Salt Lakk

The loss of the steamer Estado de Sonora off
Lower California is confirmed.
Pieces of the
wreckage have been baought to Mazatlan and
recogcized. It is stated that several corpses have
been seen in the water.
President Arthur arrived at the Fifth Avenue

however.
The florist
mances.

sees plenty of pretty little roVery often a young man has flow-

moiniiig. Then there comes a big order;
the marriage, you know, and then the;
dwindle down; he comes less and le«s often,
until finally he ceases altogether. The old
tale, you know. List spring I used to notice
a couple going by here, a fine,
manly young
fellow and a girl pretty and dainty, with
lovely brown hair and dark bine eyes. They

didn't know each other, but when the young
man went to business the girl was sure to be
nmewhere around where she could see him.
She lived right round the corner, and she
used to come in here and pretend to be examining the flowers as be passed. Then she
would look up and watch him a3 he went
down the street. One day as h« went by
she looked up and said to me, 'Ob, whit a
funny hat!' and then carelessly, as she begin picking among the flowers, Ί wonder
I came very near laughing, for
who he is?'
the previous day the young fellow had been
iu to ask me wbo she was, and had sent her
tome flowers.
About a week afterward she
came in with a friend, and 1 heard her telling the friend how somebody bad been sending her flowers ev-ry morning, and she did
wish she could find out who it was. Well
the best part of it all came afterward. One
morning be came in as usual and the gardener took him back into the
conservatory.
While he was theie the girl entered and
stood near the counter looking toward the
window. Presently he returned, and, as he
started for the door briskly, he said,'Well,
send those flowers as usual up to 24
street.' Neither knew the other was near,
and, hearing the number of her house mentioned, she turned around and they met face
to face.
Well f never saw such an embarrassed couple iu all my days. She had a big
Jacqueminot near her face, and it would
have been hard to tell which was redder, tfce
rose or her cheek.
She turned to the flowers, and he passed out. They didn't come
any more, but not long ago I -aw tbem going
by together. They both looked in and when
they saw uie he laughed and she blushed."
A fcol in high et.uion is like a man in a balEverybody appears little to him and he
appears little to everybody.

loon.

THE

hoods of equal silliness tbls morning, but
nobody's vote will be influenced by them.

.PRESS.

TUESDAY MORNING, SOYEMBER 4.
We do not read

anonymous letter· and communication*. The name and address of the writer are in
all oases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We oannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.
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Presidential Election Tnesday, Nor. 4.
FOB l»«ESI»EMT,

JAMES G. BLAINE,
OF MAINE.
FOB

VICE PRESIDENT,

JOHN A.

LOGAN,

OF ILLINOIS.
For

Presidential Elector*,

JOHN S. CASE, of Uockland.
a· ■
Λ.Ι
I.ar«e ίj WEgTON F.
MILLIKEN.of Portland.
First District-CHARLES M. S10BES. of Biddeford
SMond District—.JOHN G. KIOHAKDSON.
Third District—ABNER COBURN.
Fourth District-CHARLES F. A. JOHNSON.

Vote early and vote right.
This is Blaine's day, "and don't you foi getit."

Twenty-five thousand majority in Maine
will be about right.
The slander mills will all shut down after
to-day. That will be a blessing.
Sensible men will not waste Iheir votes on
Butler or St. John.
The choice is between
Blaine and Cleveland.
The latest intelligence is all favorable to
Bepnblican success. Despatches confirming
this intelligence are expected tonight.
The best way to ruin the prospect of the
reform of the civil service for the next four
years is to turn it over to the Democratic

party.
The free traders are quiet now—keeping
the dark unt'l after election. But if
Cleveland is chosen they will be noisy
η

enough.
Don't be affected by Democratic brag and
bluster this morning. Democrats always
profess confidence, no matter whether they
feel it or not. It is one of their tricks.
The Bepublicans of Boston
tirvto

ΡΛί(Λ*<1ηπ<

V,11

U

tnnfl

had

Inmn

a

great

n/vmv>n«A/)

with what they will do when they get the
Dews of Blaine's election.
There has been some dirt in the campaign,
bat unless all signs fall (trover Cleveland
will find ont to-night that he is buried under
a land-slide compared with which what went
btfore was only a disagreeable dust.

To-day is the day for action. Vote yourself and see that your neighbor votes—that
Is if be votes the Republican ticket, Don't
fail to vote because you think theie will be
enough votes without yours.
It is Logan, the Union soldier, against
Hendricks, the copperhead. What loyal
veteran can vote for Hendricks?
That the
ex-rebels should support him is natural ; but
the loyal North should give him "the grand
bounce."
This is the first time the citizens ot Maine
have ever had an opportunity to vote for a
Maine man for President of the United
States when there was any chance of his
success.
They ought to go ior him unani-

mously.
We expect to have good news to-night,
and we shall announce the returns from the
Pbess office as fast as they are received.
Probably we shall get by midnight despatches that will indicate the result in New
Tork and other so-called doubtful Stales
pretty certainly. Stand by to whoop her rip !
"To arms 1 To arms ! ye freemen of Georgia; the carpet baggers, the scallawags, the
United States marshals, with their incendiary torches, are at your door,"'is the heading
of a poster by means of which the Georgia
Democratic leaders are firing the Democratic heart for Cleveland and Reform.
A vote for Blaine and Logan is a vote to
continue the policy under which the nation
has grown in wealth, power, security and
glory a* never before in its history. Δ vote
ν»

«uu
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party which has been bitterly hostile to every
measure by which that progress was made
possible.
Maine is not adoubtfal State. She is sure
to give her electoral vote for Blaine and Logan. Bat that fact should influence no
Republican to stay away from the polls.
We want not only to give the vote of Maine
to Blaine and Logan, but we want to give it
to them with an immense popular majority
behind it.
The great question to be settled to-day is
whether the destinies of the Union are to be
committed to the care of a party which once
tried to destroy it, or kept in the hands of a
party but for whose fidelity and courage it
would not exist to-day. The answer to such
a question ought not to be doubtful, and we
do not believe that it is.
The currency record of the Democratic
party i* as bad as bad can be. Had it had
its way the country would have been flooded
to-day with an irredeemable currency. Business men before they cast their votes io-day
should consider well the risk involved in a
restoration to power of the party whose financial ways have been ways of ignorance and
crookedness.
The result of the campaign has a peculiar
interest to the industrial classes. The election of Cleveland will inspire the free trade
theorists with fresh courage and incite them
to a determined attempt to reduce their theories to practice. The e!ection of Blaine
will teach these theorists that the people are
not in sympathy with them or their theories,
and will tolerate no political party whose
policy looks toward bringing into even competition with the labor of America in our
home markets.
Let every Republican look to his ballot
and see that the names on it are those fol-

lowing.

Fer Presidential Electors.
S· CASE·
At1 *'"Γ*6
I,.r«lJ0HN
1 WESTON F. MILLIKEN.
First Dietrioe- CHAULES M. MOSES.
Second Dietrict^-JOHN Ο K1CHAKDSON,
Third District—ABNEK CO H URN,
Fourth District—CHAKL.ES F. A. JOHNSON.

Id other States fraudulent tickets, on
wbicb other names are substituted for the
regular Republican candidates for electors,
are in circulation.
Look out for that trick
here.
A vote for Blaine is a vote to continue the

policy

under which the

country has

grown

rich and prosperous. A vote for Cleveland
Is a vote in the dark. Nobody knows what
his opinions are on any of the great questions of the day. His own party papers have
been wrangling for months past over his tariff views, some of them contending that he is
In sympathy with Morrison and Carlisle and
others being certain that he sympathizes
with Bandall and the protection wing of the

Democracy.
The Argus yeeterday published
ment that a clerk in the Portland

a state,
post office-

receiving $700 annual salary, had been assessed for political purposes during the
campaign ten per cent, of his salary, the
payment of which had greatly distressed
him financially. Then the Argus went on
to say that all the clerks in the poet office
and custom house whose salaries were less
than $1000 a year, had been assessed ten

for campaign purposes. As the
Argus did not give the name of the individual to whom it referred we ara unable
to itate definitely the facts in that case,
which we have no doubt are misrepresented ; but we saw yesterday about a dozen
of the Post Office clerks and questioned
them on the subject, and all without exception stated that no assessment had been
made upon them by anybody. The statement
of the Argus, therefore, may be branded as
false. Probably it will contain more falseper cent,

Mr. Blaine's Return.
Mr. Blaine will pass through the city at
about noon to-day on his way to his home
in Augusta where he will exercise the
American citizen's right of casting his vote.
It is seven weeks, wanting a day, since he

Augusta

to engage in a labor and a duty
candidate in America ever before
performed with so much distinction and success.
Mr. Seymour and Mr. Greeiey when
candidates, and before them, we believe,
Mr. Douglass, all Democrats, did some
journeying among the people and made a
faw speeches. It has been customary for
candidates for the office of Governor to
stump their Stales advocating the cause of
the party of which they were the representative for the time being. In England it is
expected that before a general election the
party leaders who are in office, or who expect to be in office, will go before the people
explaining and advocating their policies;
but never before has there been a tour like
this by the Republican candidate which is

such

as no
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SPECIAL FRESH BUTTER·
REDUCTION We are
receiving the freshest
and finest Butter in prints made

PI03EERS TO THE FROM!

VÔunG America

LEAP YEAR PARTY!
AT STOKER'S RINK,
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Twenty Lessons

....

$ 5.00

Forty Lessons
Sixty Lessons

in this

10.00

15.00

THE ISAAC PITMAN SYSTEM
thoroughly

(Latest Edition, 1883)
completely taught to those who
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PROF.E. A. WRIGHT,
—

TEACHER OF

—

We do not know how far Mr. Blame has
Violin and Cornet.
travelled, how many audiences he has adlocated in this city, I will receive a few
Haying
dressed, or the number of those who have
pupils. Apply at
assembled to see him and listen to him : but
THEATRE, 104 Exchange St.
it is apparent to all that in every respect ihe PEOPLE'S
oot23
d2w
tour has been as unprecedented in the outpourings of the people to do honor to the
candidate as in any other feature of it. It
TEACHER OF
has been demonstrated past doubting that
there is in Mr. Blaine's personality and
Σ
speech and tame a quality of attraction more
Brown
53?
with
the
Block,
masses
of
the
Congress SI.
potent
people than
eep23
dtf
has been possessed by any other American
living or dead. This is not a time to analyze
the springs of that power which friends recMLim Sarah £. Lnnglitou,
ognize with admiration, and foes confess
with dread. It is clear to all that he is » A graduate of the National School of Oratory, Philwill receive pupils at Mies Sargent's,
natural leader of men and in this campaign adelphia,
148 Spring Street, after Sept. 15.
he has assumed the place and office of leadMlssLaughton refers by permission to Moses
True Brown, Prin. of Boston School of Oratory and
Prof, of Elocution at Tufts College. Henry Dixon
er, made the issues and defined them, and
Jones, Instructor of Elocution, Harvard College.
set forth the argument by which they are
W. J. Corthell, Prin. Western Normal School, Gorsupported in a manner which has made all ham, and Thomas Tasli, Supt. of Schools, Portland.
sep6
tjayl
other advocates of the Republican party's
cause his followers and subordinates.
Instruction in English and ClassIf the Republicans are successful in the
ical Studies
election of to-day that success will be due to
giTon so private pupiis Dy tne Buracriu
Mr. Blaine's personal efforts more distinctly
than to anv other cause. Nobodv but himself could have so effectively baffled the personal onslaught of which he has been the
13
Street.
object, and he has done it by the exhibition
dtl
Jan24
of a masterly indifference stronger than conBUSINESS
tradiction or indignation. He has resisted
every provocation to engage in the raging
There is etill room for a few more stridente at the
debate about his personal character and conPortland Business
duct and given his energy without reserve
where tliey are received at all times. The students
to presenting to the people the public quesare thoroughly drilled in Arithmetic, Commercial
Law and Bookkeeping Review·, in classes, by a
tions upon which their judgment as citizens teacher
of over thirty years experience.
They also
receive personal instruction in Bookkeeping, in
was challenged by the two partiee seeking to
both theorj and practice, at all times.
administer the affairs of the nation for the
IUB. II. W. NIIA V LOB who has had charge
of the Writing Department for the past twenty
next four years.
yean, still continues in charge.
We have already expressed *ur sense of the
For farther information, address
L·. A. GHAT, Principal,
supreme tact shown by Mr. Blaine in the
oclGeod&wlm
hundreds of speeches, long and short, he hai
Portland, Me.
made to all sorts of people under various
JtEETINGS.
conditions and circumstances. He has committed no errors of judgment, displayed no
NOTICE.
fault of temper,nor failed on any occasion to
stockholders of the Central Wharf Tow Boat
THECompany are hereby notified that their annnal
gain the favor of those who listened to his meeting
will be b&ld at oifi.ee Ho. 8 Central Wharf,
always pithy, lucid and winning, and often Portland, on Tuesday, the eleventh day of Novemat 2 o*clock in the afteçnoon, to act on the
inst,
ber,
instructive and eloquent speech. He has
following articles : 1. Γο ehooee a moderator; 2. To
hear
and
act
on the report of the treasurer;
3. To
the
whole
nation to appreciate more
taught
choose directors for the ensuing year; 4. To act on
intelligently than before the wonderful pro- any other business that ma y properly come before
them.
DATID TORREY, Clerk.
gress, prosperity and glory of this country,
no3d8t
Portland, November 3,1884.
and inspired in all hearts a prouder patriotism. From the beginning te the end of this
long tour he has not made a long speech.
His talks have all been brief, but weighty
with the results of knowledge and the conclusions of thinking, and impressive by their
simplicity of expression and earnest tone.
Mr. Blaine returns to his home from a
tour which the circumstances and his own
genius have made famous in our political
annals. When time has made it historical it
We keep all widths from the Narwill still be famous,and we may well believe
rowest to the Widest.
Your
most famous, iu our records.
He has ac.
long slim narrow feet
properly fitted.
qufred new distinction as an orator, and
augmented his ?reat reputation as a popular
1 Aoder
ul
To-day Vio ie a private
though his party's candidate. Tomorrow he
will be, as we confidently expect to be able to
announce, the chosen chief magistrate of
Our store is full of Fine Stjlieh Goods for Fall
11
1.
it
Λίι- Û
.ί
and Winter wear. We invest our money in goods
***-J
fWyAV VUiiBMIUVlUfi
in preference to a large expensive store.
We keep
the freest, most prospérons and most con- our expenses down and give our customers the benefit. Kent only about one-third what our competitented nation on eartb.
tors are paying.

H. S.

MURRAY,

—

—

ΡΙΑ3ΝΓΟ
ELOCUTION

ANDJ/OCAl

J. W,

BIJOU SKATING
Afternoon Seesion,
Evening Session,

CULTURE.

COLCORD,

REMEMBER

oc25

Love's Stratagem," and
"The Wilful Murder."

With a grand olio. Open Every Evening, Wednesday and Saturday Matinees. See bills of the
day.
noSUlw

eodtf

OVERCOATS

GILBERT'S ASSEMBLIES
Every

Thursday Evenini, eouiinencinv
><
Oct. 30.
Admission—Gent with Ladies, 76c; Ticket lor f
fonr af smblies, (2.00.
Former ladv pupils will receive complimeatery
tickets upon applying at the Academy,
Waltzing and the "German" Monday evenings.
oc30
dtf

AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER NAMED.
Owing

to tlie warm weather this month we
ha?e decided to make prices on onr immense

stock of Overcoats and Winter Suits that w5?l
insure speedy sales.

Be sure and call early, as we have several
lines that will interest you, and at the prices
we have put on them places us below
any
and all competition^
A

large line of Boys' School
Suits selling very low.

and Knee Pant

An immense stock of Gents' Underwear, in
Fine, Medium and Cheap Grades, in Scarlet,
White and mixed.
Buck and Kid Gloves and
iery &c.

Ο XT Y
« nie

illustration '*a sketch from Real Life" shows a slight unpleasantness between parent and child, which is familiar to the
experience
of every Roys' Clothing Salesman. We see
very often this kind of in-

s-tburdiuation
Parent

comes

the part of Boys and Children, and sometimes the
off victorious, and sometimes the Boy,

OUK STOCK OF B0ÏS' AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING
Is always so very extensive, comprising all that is Newest and Latest
In designs and patterns that we seldom have any difficulty in Pleas·

lug Everybody.
We are having a Great Trade this season 011 Boys' Suits, (ages <t to
17 yrs) at from $3 to $10 per suit, and Boys' Overcoats, (same
age) at
from 75c to $15 each. Tltey arc without doubt the Oreatest Bargains

of the Period.
We call attention to our Boys' Knee Pants (ages 4 to 11 yrs.) at 50c
75c, $1, $1.50 and $2.00.
Knickerbocker Pants for Boys 10 to 15 yrs. $5 to $13 per suit.
Dress Suits and Fine Overcoats for Boys 5 to 17 years in all the
leading shades and qualities.
Headquarters for Boys' and Children's Clothing of every description.

Mittens, Hos-

Open

Evening

Every

Until

9

MEDIUM

CLOTHING

all the leading styles. Immense
■access attends our Special Sale on $2.00 Kid and
Qoat Button.

CO.

207 MIDDLE STREET,

255 Middle
W.oc31 C.

CO,

St., Portland, Me.

WARE,

in nlmnt 9Λ

Λ-

ΛΠ

™

Î

r.+

Λ D

Π
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Βοοϋ, Card and Job Printer
1>R. I·:. B.
Clairvoyant and

An immense assortment to selcct from.
Prices way down.

No·

WALL PAPER OPENING !
We

now

hay©

exhibition the

on

new

Competent Paper Hangers supplied

designs of Wall Paper for 1885.

Kocklftiid

FOR

6s & 4s.

6s ft 4s
β«

Bath

Waldoboro
4s.
Maine Central. .7s ft 6s
Portland ft Cgdensbnrg
6b.

No. Paoific Gold.6e
Anson

MO. 194 MIDDLE STREET,
'anldtt
Jay. 1, 1884.

ruLSGnbut Purs

a

Specialty,

at

Lowest

Marke

No. 31 1-2 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND,

d4m

Linen

251 A 253 lUVER
TROY, N.V·

·Τ.

PHILADELPHIA

chiwoh rr.

MUSTARD

V

80LD EVERYWHERE 25c. EACH

dlynra

tyl

NEW BOOK BINDERY.
Get your Books ami Magazines bound by DAVIS
& FOGG, Binders, No. 45 Exchange St, Portland,
Me. Music, Magazines and Papers bound to match
sample, or order, and in the best manner. Albums
rebound or repaired, Gold Embossing on Books,
Pocket-books, Satin, &c. Fancy boxes made and

epaired.
^•Promptness
Geo. H. Davis.
oct!4

and

Satisfaction guaranteed.
Fred W. Fogg.
eod2m

d4mm-jlySe

DR. W.

R.JOHNSON,DENTIST
who

for so many years located
over H. H. Hay's Apothecary Store,
now has his office at his house,

2d

house

was

to

THE ELECTORS OF THE
CITY OF PORTLAND.

THE

to warrants from the
and AlPURSUANT
dermen of the City of Portland,Mayor
I hereby

tify and warn the duly qualltled electors of said
city to meet at their respective Ward Rooms on the
'ΓΙ' ΚϋΟ.ΙΪ next after tho tiret
Monday In November, A. D 1884, being tho fourth day of said

month, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, to give in their
votes for Electors of President and Ties President
of the United States.
The polls on such day of election te remain
open
until fonr o'clock in the afternoon, when
shall

CAUSED BY THE

they

be closed.
I also give notice to said
Inhabitants, that tbe Aldermen of said city will be in open session at the
Aldermen's Room, In City Building, from 8 to 12
o'clock in the forenoon, and from 2 to 6 o'clock In
the afternoon, on each of the four secular days
next preceding such day of election for the
purpose
of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters
whose names have not been entered on the lleto of
voters, in and for the several wards, and
or correcting said lists.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
October 27,1884.
oct27dtd
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selling

now

Men's
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Wolf
and
Buffalo
Robes.

READY-MADE CLOTHING,
THE

Great

Slaughtering·

Sale

button €tlove
embroidered

tiro

a

wear,

backs,

€.

at

$1.35

A

B.

».

If you want

im & €0.,

after the

Pair Fitted at the Counter
and Warranted.

polls

"back

are

beat all.

©c25

towns" heard from.

the moral

WE

law,

Mutual Life

but space for-

Cash Funds

To framing
hibition November 1st.
artistic mouldings,

A

Ν. B.
sep27

Congress

€.

Kortiîig's llDÎversai

Injector,

feeding boilers. Will lilt hot water at 1BU
F. The best boiler feeder in the market
Warranted. For gale by

IAHVIS ENGINEERING CO.
Tl Union Ktreet.
Ittf

D.

a

$1.00 per week will secure #1.000, payable in 20
years with interest or dividends.
No investment of the kind can be more
beneficial
than this, as can be shown on
application to

W.

SOS mD!)LE

&

D.
31

LITTLE, Agent,

Exchange Street, or
C. M. GIGNOUX, General Agent,
PORTSMOUTH, Ν. II.
oclC

Pair oi Pants.

ΒΓΐΪ8Κ

The Great

St.

dtf

WINTER
LAP
ROBES·

CO.,

The

Clothiers,

largest

assortment ever seen in
Portland.

COE,

STREET,

107 MIDDLE ST.

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL·.
novl

All in

dtf
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REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
the largest, fastest and beet passenger and
mail steamers between America and Europe.
Kates: First cabin $<50 to $100; second cabin $40
to $60; Intermediate $35 to 40: steerage, outward
and prepaid, to and from British ports, $16, round
trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and
from Continental ports. $17 to $25. Scandinavian
and Sterling sight checks at lowest ratee. Apply to
J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange street.
jelôdtf

BY

ou

ex-

stock of

Pictures called for and delivered to Art Rooms free of charge.

Overcoat,
a Suit,

on au

MESTIMTE AND BE VIM OWN JIM

CONGRESS SQUARE ART STORE
593

The experience of Forty If ears has
shown the most satisfactory results.

SEEINC IS BELIEVING.

coining?

complete

THAT

RICHT HERE

From $1 to $3 on

SPECIAL ATTENTION

$102,000,000.00,

will furnish the beet line of bonds in the
market, in
the shape of endowments, which for the
of
purpose
investment or otherwise, afford not only the
best security, but are continually increasing in ?alue, having heretofore paid more than six per cent cominterest and are payable in 10, 15, 20, 26 or
0 years. Payment for same
may be made on easy
terms.

Sound

CAN SAVE

From $3 to $8

eodtf

Ins. Co.,

oiSîw Took.

SIMPLY TELL YOU

YOU

SQUARE.

works of Art at the

eodtf

BEST INVESTMENT BONDS !

give you a list of
genuine bargains as long as

Company,

oc25

.

197 MIDDLE ST.

closed and

We could

The usual price of these gloves is $1.50,
and wc pronounce them a decided bargain at die low price we have placed
on them.

MARK ET

robe this rear be sure
Our low prices

Coe,

bids.

Allen &

a

anc look at our stock.

Will continue unabated Ions:

PAIR.

the

116 Winter Street, FOE
from Pine street, where he would be

receive calls from his former patrons and
others who need the services of an experienced Deu
tist.
oc21eodtf

pleased

DIB.
dim

.....

oc4

STATE OF MAINE.

GENTLEMEN'S GLOVES.

Brown's Wharf, Portland, Me.
Jyl

Blood, both Acute and Chronic. Examination at a
distance the fee will be $2.00.
Consultation and
examination free at the office until further notice.
augl4
dtf

CITY ADVEBTISEJIJKHTS.

AT

322 Commercial Street,
Orders received by Telephone. No. 644.

St.

HENRY S. PAÏS0N,

POLITICAL EXCITEMENT

470 CONGRESS STREET,

j00ûLAHS * CUFFS MARKED, ^ΠφβϊίβΓ&ϋΟ·
187

novl

COAL.
Domestic Coals
Prices.

Congress

novl

A-.1

Middle St.

on

CHAS. H. O'BRION,

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

no

The Hatter,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
SALE.

593

LORING, SHORT & HARMON. Attorney at Law

From $3 to $8

197 MIDDLF ST.

Physician,

Hours, 0 to 13, and. 1 to Ô,
where lie ia prepared to treat all diseases of the

at short notice.

Wonderful Bargains and Low Prices

$2.50.

COE,

FINANCIAL.

BONDS

Robes for

M ËRR Y

GLOVES.

creases, it will be

operations painless.

Lap

Every

*r

manufacturod in larger
quantities and become much cheaper. It is
to be hoped that it will be produced in such
quantities as to permit of experiments being
made with it in other portions of the body,
for we are justified in anticipating that it
will render many of the general surgeon's

fade, $1.00.
GREAx STOCK OF GLOVES-$2,500.00 worth to select from.
WOLF ROBES—Nome 300 to pick from.
BEAVER FURS AND BEAVER TRIMMINGS.

for

eodtf

REED,

Botanic

PKHMAXEUTLY LOCATED AT

SIGN OF GOLD BOOT.

ι* Dr. Merrill bas been able to do an one rati on for squint, to remove foreign bodies
from the cornea, and, in the case of an abscess in the middle car, to lance the "drum
membrane" without causing pain
The drug is a rare one and at preeent very
expensive, what the doctor used costing at
the rate of $420 per ounce, or $6720 per
pound. No doubt, as the demand for it in-

-off-

American & Foreign Patents,

OF

IE

(triage,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

By All burine» relating to Putent· promptly anj
talthinlljr executed.

UNIVERSAL EXCITEMENT THROUGHOUT HE

We

SOP.

w.

no-

THE SHOE DEALER

oc30

t5<~A dollar membership card admits one persoa
to all entertainments during the year and the free
use of the circulating library.
No other assessment
during the year. Any person of good moral character may join the Association at any time.
uovl
eoditw

TO

YOUTHS' and BOYS' SCHOOL BOOTS.

PORTLAND,

bridge's.

MANAGER.

7

BUT

Congress, Button and Balmorals, in all the leading
styles. Our increasing trade compels us to keep a

421 CONGRESS Si

tST~Admission to each entertainment, 85 centsReserved seats to each entertainment, 50 cent*. Re"
served seats to members of the Association, 15 elsAdmission to both entertainments, 50 cents.
Reserved seats to both entertainments, 75 cents. Tick.
ets for both entertainments for sale at Stock-

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

ME,

MERRY'S
PERFECT
FITTING
HATS

«ENTjLENIEUï'S

Telepliono

A Hundred Stereopticon Views,
Wednesday Kvening. Nov. 19,

Ko. 37 Plum Street

School Boots a specialty. We have a childs' and
Misses's School Boot which we warrant;
have sold
these School Boots for ten years, and know them to
be good solid goods.

BROWN,

llluxtraled Lectin by m. η. Β ΛI.LOI',

"A TRIP AROUND THE WORLD"

STEFHKSI 1IEKR1.

Goods sent C. Ο. I), by express with privilege to examine.

stock of Gents' Goods second to no store. You that
have but little money are invited to examine our
$2.00 Congress and Balmoral. Gents' Water-Proof
Hand Sewed Goods a specialty.
Gents' Hand
Pegged Grain and Calf Boots in all the widths.

Association.

H(J»INB8M CARDS.

Opposite Falmouth Hotel,

Good

CHILDREN'S AM MISSES'

Christian

The Celebrated Header,
Wednesday Kvening, Nov. IS.

O'clock.

BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHIM

Manufactureas and One Price Dealers,

JpORTUAJiTD,

Men's

MISS NELLA F. BROWN,

iivrueri

The greatest fitting Hats in the world. Every Hat warranted to fit.
FINE FLAT AND DERBY ROUND CROWN SCOTCH CAPS, warranted not to

in

Young

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

CASCO

UAliL.

Under the auspices of tlie

ou

—

sage, and put eight drops of the cocoaine solution into the eye. Ten minutes later the
eye was found to be so thoroughly anesthetized that it could be grasped with forceps
and pulled around without causing pain. He
then did the opeiation without the patient's
experiencing any pain, although the operation without an antesthetic is exceedingly
painful. In another case an old man over
70 years of age, who had long suffered from
a severe inflammation of the deeper parts of
the eye, was placed on the operating table
and the cocoaine used as in the other case,
but it did not produce entire insensibility of
the parts, nor did it in another case where
there was severe inflammation of the deeper
tissues. The doctor concluded from these
two cases that where there was such severe
inflammation more of the drug should be
used and a longer time allowed for ite effect
to be produced. He stated that he had used
it in normal eyes, and sensation had been
abolished in from 10 to 15 minutes and re-

THEATRE.

TWO COMEDIES!

v*

The doctor took a young ladyjwlio was to
be operated on for a closure of the tear pas-

...

PEOPLE'S

OVER-STOCKED

(Aibany Argus.)
Dr. C. S. Merrill, at his college clinic yesterday afternoon, after presenting to the students several patients whom he had before
treated or operated on, lectured briefly on
the naturo and effects of the hydrochlorate
of cocoaine, and used it on some of the
cases in the presence of the class.
The doctor stated that the drug was prepared from
the leaves of the cocoa plant, and had been
used in the throat clinics of Vienna for
about a year—the throat and larynx being
brushed with it to produce anesthesia of
those parts for operative work, and that the
first knowledge we had of its action as a local antesthetic for the eye was from a paper
by Dr. Kollar of Vienna, read at the Heidelberg college of ophthalmologists on the 15th
ol September, and Dr. Kollar had only discovered its peculiar properties two weeks before that meeting.

Evening

from 2 till 4.30
from 7.45 till 10.1B

...

The management reserve tlie right to relue
Skate checks to objectionable parties.
oclOdtf
IiERT C. WHITTIER. Manager.

W. L. Wilson <fe Co.

College,

priced goods

PAKLOB,

and

Good Music Every Evening and TVtdues·
day and Saturday Afternoons.

day.

EDUCATION

Interealing Experiment· with the Diicor
err in Albany·

Afternoon

Open

country, churned every

Boyd

The New Anaesthetic.

,

so

speed of 120 words per minute attained in three months time.
Private leseons only.
Sitmatiocs procured for echelars.
desire, and

NOV. 4.

EVENING,

Magic by C'hamller. Admission 15o. Tickets
for sale at the Eureka Dollar Store and at the door,
n<>v4
Imdie* Admitted Free.
dit

To all these who commence the study of Shorthand at the Portland School of Stenography between
Oct. 30 and Nov. 6, the terms will be as follows,
Type-writer instruction included:

completed to-day.

Λ

ENTERTAINMENT!*.

CIDER BARRELS TENNEY*L.E,CHTON
S,"res' «""Ses. Furnaces

K. STANLEY &
«epl3

HO Fore St.

—AND—

SON,

Portland.

dSwtt

KITCHEN FURMSHING GOODS.
j Mo.IS Exchange St., PorUand, Me.
noJ

I

<"m

OF

Want
—

OYSTERS,
_

should send their
ders to

or-

ATWOOD'S OYSTER HOUSE,

117,121 & 123 Center St., Portland,Xe.
on

Always
pricoe.

hand the best oysters at the lowest
oct^iidt jayl

\

PEESS.

Dnok?

TUESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 4.

W-*rp:<
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THE PRK8S.
May bo obtained at tne Periodical Depot· of N. G.

Fessondeu, Marquis, Armstrong, Hodsôon, Robert
Costello, Gilpatrick, 47 Middle street and 221
Spring street, Jewctt, McFarland. Merrill, htrange,
Gould, Lanagan, Boston & Maine tiepot, and

Chisholm Bros., on all trains thai

out of

run

city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Oe.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. 8. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnhaa.
Biddeford,
"

tbe

New York & New Eng
Boston & Maine
Flint & Pore Marquette
L. Κ. Δ Ft Smith
NEW

m.

Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.30, 6.15,8.25,
and 11.10 p. m.
Close at 8.16
a. m., 12.00
p. m., 6.16 and 9.00 p. m.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston & Maine
Railway—Arrive *t 1.20 and 8.20 p. m. Close at
8.16 ft. m. and 12 00 p. m.
Great Southern & Western—Arrive at.12.10, 6.10,
8.20 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.00
p. in., 6.15 and 9.Φ0 p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.00 p.
m.
Close at 12.00 m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 ft.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
Close at 12.00 m. and 4.40
and 9.00 p. m.
Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.45 a. m. Close at 7.10 a. τη.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.06 and 9.00 a.
m. and 1.00 p. in.
Close at 6.30 a. m., 12,00 m.,
4.40 and 9.00 p. m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor Jonesport, Machiasport, Millbridge, via each steamer Arrive at 6.00 a. m. Close at 6.00 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m
close at 6.00 p. m.
Foreign mails, via New York, day previous to sail
ing of steamers—Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East—Arrive at
2.06 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the normArrive at 1.00 p. m. Close at 12.00 m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Arrive at 12.45 p. m. Close at 12.45 m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island—Close at
12.00 m. and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. & O.
R. R.—Arriye at 0.05 p. m. Close at 7.46 a. m.
uartlett, Ν. H., and intermediate offices, via P. &
O. R. R.—Arrive at 11.00 a. m. Close at 2.30 p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
& R. R. R.—Arrive at 1.25 p. m. Close at 12.80
p. m.
Rochester, Ν. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
il R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers' deliveries are made dally (Sundays excepted.) in the business portion of the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. m., and 2.00 p. m. In other sections
Collections are made on
at 8.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m.
week days at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m. and 4.00 and
8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.

Wit and Wisdom

BURNETT'S COCOA1NK
Promotes a Vigorous and Healthy Growth

of

the Hair '.
It has been utediu thousands of cases where
the hair wag coming out, and hag never failed
arrest its decay.
Use Boknexi's Flavoring Extracts—the

best.

railway disaster,

a

says: "This unlooked-for accident came upon
the community unawares."

Sawyer'g salvo cares erysipelas, salt
rheum, blotches, pimples, scrofulous sores, old
Mies

Best famiand all diseases of the akin.
ly salve in the world. Bold by all druggists,
and sent by mail for 25 cents.
sores,

iipono practice

nia nrst de-

ception?" Student—"When he began to play
the lyre."

Notwithstanding the immense amount of advertising other baking compounds receive,
there is none better than the old and reliable
Congress Yeast Powder, the sale of which is

constantly increasing.
lûAKfSIAOEM.
city, Nov. 3, by Ilev. J. W. Bashford, Win.
Sutherland and Mrs. Mary Δ. Moore, both of Portland.
In Cumberland, Nov. 7, by Rev. W. P. Merrill,
Ernest W. Noyes and Misa Addie C, Brown, both of
Falmouth.
In South Paris, Oct. K, John H. Estes of Bethel
and Mise Clara £. Merrill of Bridgton.
In this

»RATBK.
In this city, Nov. 1, Morey G. Crocker, aged
years 9 months.
In West Buxton, Oct. 28, Anna, wife of Abijab
U. Abbott, aged 42 years.
In Sobago, Oct. 3, Mary, wife of Edwin T. Wight,
aged 49 years.
In Sebago, Oct. 12, Berney E., son of Daniol W.
and Jennie Sanborn, aged 1 year 1 month.
In Bath, Oct. 31, Thomas J. Sinnott, aged 19
years 2 months.
In Kennebunkport, Nov. 1, Mrs. Miranda (Perkins) widow of the late James Averill, aged 86 yre.
At Cape Porpoise Village, Nov. 2, Etta, wife of
Frank B. Smith, aged about 28 years.
16

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Daily Whelewalc ITSnrket.
PORTLAND, Nov. 3.
The market lor Flour and Provisions is quiet and
unchanged. Sugar was firmer and y«c higher to
day at 9%c for granulated and 6^c for Extra 0.
Portlaud

The following are to-day'β closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.:
«rain

jti.M.Corn,car iots63@64
00 iNo2 do, car lots. 62®63
65®66
!Oorn, bag lots,

lots.
36@37
lots.... 38@40
Oate, bag
7t
25iMeal
1 CottonSeed,car lots 28 00
00 j CottonSeed,bag lots30 00
25! BackedBran car lot.
18 25Φ18 75
25, do baglotsl9 00@20 00
60 ; Kids, car lots.
car

63@64

$22®24 00
5 60.g6 25: do bas lots 23@$26 00
JPro
visional.
I
f*ro<fiucc·
I PorkCranberries—
Backs. .19 60@20 00
Cape Coil2 00@I3 00
18 60@19 00
9 00@11 00 ι Clear
Maine..
Mess
,17 00@17 60
2
251
Pea Beans...· 00@2
Meolums....2 00^2 20 j Mesa Beef.. 11 50@1100
Λ1 Ο ΛΛ
Winter Wheat
atents

""X"

1

»»-

-ι

**-

ΕΛ

12 50®13 00
Plate
25): Ε* Plate.13 00®13 60
00®2 25
12Vfa@13o
Irish Potatoes 45g60c Kama
Sweet Potat's.3 60@4 00 Hams,covered 14 Vagi5c
Kggs t>do«..„ 25®2«o;Larda IjU
lb .8
Tab,
Grapes, Concord 6@7c
8
® 8Vi
14α1β ! Tioroos..
Chickens,
! ail.
S%a9%
12gjl3o
fowl

00®2 251

Muttrr.

I

ûei»t,.

80®32 Bed Top.. ..2 25®2 50
Creamery
ι 65Λ.1 75
Gilt Edge Ver....26@28o|Timotiiy
10
(ffiil
20®22c Clover
Cboiee
Kamnt
KaiMiUK
lfieieel
5®16el
Good
10
2
60S8
Muscatel
li
0®12c
ore
Ckeete.
j London Lay'r li eo®3 00
13
10®
Vermont —lOMi $13 IjOndnra
Valencia
6%g}10Vi
Ν Y Fact'y..lOV4' D13
Wrune^s·
atnuar,
6 50@7 50
Granulated ψ lb ...6% Valencia
OV* "Ex large cs 7 00®8 50
Extra Ο
60®» 00
Florida
Fixh.
4 60@6 00
Moeein»
Cad. per qti.,
5 00®6 00
ti'ge Shore...3 50§4 00 Palermo
l.etaontt.
L'geBankuewS 00®326 i
4 60S5 50
2 60 tiM UO Messina
ntuan
4 26®5 00
4
50
.Palermo
25@4
English Cod,
2 OOga 751
Apple*
Pollock
2 25®2 50|Green, fc> bbl 1 00@2 00
Haddock...
-gpio
2 50®2 761 Evaporated t>, I(t)
Haue
4
@5
I Dried apples...
Herring,
53»
14®18, Sliced
Seal ψ box.
OH.
No. 1
12®15
Kerosene
®
Jiackerei, i>bbi.
@6Vl
Hay No. 1.16 00@18 00 Port. Kef.P'tr
8%
Bay >*o. 2. 8 00®10 50i Water White
®14%
Shore 1>· 1.17 00s20 00 Deyoe Brlll't.
7 60®9 50 Pratt' Astral.
@13
No. ·1
0%
8 00@ 9 50 Ligonia
Lariie 3
8Ά
3 GO® 4 00 Silver White Oil
Medium
2 5o®3 50 Centenial
9Vi
Small
...

....

....

...

foreign Exporta.
MATANZAS. Schr Canton—6000 box ehooks 711
shooks and heads.
Foreign Imp·»·.
ST. JOHN, NB. Schr Annie W Akers -140,0C0
ft boards to Μ Ρ Emery.
Railroad Receipt...
Portland, Nov. 3
for Portland
Kooelved by Maine Central Railroad,
for connecting
merchandise;
miscellaneous
33 cars
roads, UO care miscellaneous merci.aadiso.
Ory (jlooda Wholesale IfSarliei.
of
following quotations are wholesale prloea
PeerWoolens and Fanoy Goods, eorroctod daily by
Middle street:
ing, Millikon Λ Co., 158
dTBLKACHED COTTONS.
|Fino 7-4...Heavy 36 In. 71
Fine 8-4
18i
Med. 36 in. 6Vl
.224
Fine 9-4
36
In.
6Vï
light
25
10-4....
Fine
Fine *0 In. 7
The

Best

busaohid cottons.
Fine 6-4
Fine 7-4
Fine 8-4
7
Fine 9-4
Fine 10-4.

iSd.G::::1?®
Med.„...,
Light 4-4... β

16
18

20
22% %
...26

TICKiFoe.*TC.
Drills
14
Best
®ievi Corset Jeans.
Medium.. .10V4i!813V» Satteens
7 is »
Cambrics
Light
Denims,best 13Vi®16Vi Silos las

Tickings,

Y OB Κ

15%
19

STOCKS.
93

43%
52 Va
29%

—

...

.....

13

...

C5%
53j

New; JerseyJCentral

41

Northwestern
Northweatern pref....
New York Central
Kock I aland

St.Paui
St. Paul pref

86Vi
125
86%
110V*
75V&
64%
61
...130
92%

Knotnn

Ai»

20
Kit

Τ.ino

ao

.....

....

29%
38%
84%
104%
9

4*4
G%
16%

preferred.

Pittsburg &Ft Wayne
Pittsburg
Pullman Car

Reading

8®

9

.6Vii® 8τ*
®
6® 6%

10ya®18

& Co.
Sch Marcia Bailey,
Sch Ο Β Kimball,
λ

V.-.

lVe
1

WISCASSEÏ. Oct 30—Sid, scbs Hope Haynes,
Otis, Providence; Susan Stetson, Frisbee, Boston.
Oct 31—Sid, scbs Arrival, Lloyd, for Boston; Exchange, Tibbetts, Portland.
Nov 3—Ar, scbs Cock of tbe Walk, Lewie; Sadie
A Kimball, Kimball, and Minstrel, Coffin. Port-

fellow Jacket...

1%

and New York.

NORFOLK—Ar 31st, sch Nile. Manning, from
Rockland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 1st, sch Henry Sutton, Man-

son, Boston.
Cld 1st, sch Thos W Hyde, Sherman, Portland.
Ar 2d, sch Herman Β Ogden, (new) Church, from
Millbridge; Susan Ν Piokering, Haskell, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 31st, sch Peter H Crowell,
Baker, Kennebec.
A Ρ
Ar 1st, schs Kate Ε Rich, Bowcn, Saco;
Newell, Wharton, Kennebec.
Cld 1st, sch Henry Whitney, Co*, Kennebunk-

BOSTOH, Nov. 3. —The following were to-day'0
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs, &c:
Pork—Long cuts, 18 50@19 00; short cuts 18 50
gl9 00: backs $18 50@19 00; light backs 18 00@
fl 8 50; lean ends at $19 50@20 00 prime mess
it l7 60@18 50; extra prime at 14 50@$15; mess,
L7 00@17 60; pork tongues Ç17 00@17 50.
Lard at 8®8%c ψ lb for tierces; 8%@8%c for
LO-lb pails: 8%@9c for 5-lb* pails; 9@9%c for 3-lb
pails.
Fresh Beef—Fair steers at 9@10%c <$> lb; choice
it 10%@llc; fancy ll%c; Texas steers at 6@8c;
fancy heavy hinds at 14%c: eood do 12(®14c;|li2bt
B@llc; good Heavy fores 7Y2 @7aAc; second quaity at 6@7c; rattles 4@6*4c; ribs at 6@10c; rumps
it 12@16c;rounds at 7@9c; rump loins at 14(g20c;
oins 18 a;Z4c; light 12@17c.
Deans—choice large hand picked pea at 1 80@
L 90 ψ bush; choice New York small hand-picked
lo at 1 95@2 00; small hand-picked pea. Vermont,
it $2 00@2 10; common to good at $1 60@1 70;
jhoice screened do 100@170; hand-picked med
L 80(©1 85, and choicescreened,do 1 60@1 76;com·
non 5o 1 50; choice improved yellow-eyes at 2 35
g2 40; old-fashioned yeliow-eyee 2 25@2 30.
Apples—We quote good Greetings at $1 60; Pippine and Sweet Apples 1 25@1 50; commen do $1;
Baldwin·* 1 2C@1 60 ^ bbl; Hubbardston 1 50@
2 00 ψ bbl. Evaporated Apples at 6®8o ψ ft.
Hay—Choice prime hay quoted 18 00@|19|* ton:
nedium to good hay at #15 CO@$17 00; Eastern
ine $16 00@$17 00; poor $14@$16; damaged $6
g$10; Eastern swale 10@$11. Kye straw, choice,
>18 5a®|19 00; oat straw $9@$i0 4? ton.
rtntter—We quote Western and Northern créa meles at 28&32e, with fancy lots higher, and 20@27c
lor fair to choice; Franklin County dairy at 27@28c
for choice fresh; New York and Vermont dairy 23
§25c for choice fresh, 20@22c |for straight dairies,
16@ 18c for fair togood, and 10(e£15c for common;
VVeetern dairy 18@20c for choice; J 6@16c for fair
*nd good: imitation creamery at 18@22c; Western
Ladle packed 14@16c for choice, and 10@12c ψ lb
for fair and good; demand steady.
Oheese—we quote 12@13%c for choice, 9@liy2C
for fair to good; o@8 for common.
Kggs at 26@30c ψ dos.
Potatoes at 48@57c φ1 bush. Sweet potatoes 2 25

port.
Ai

Full assortment of the above, as well as of the celebrated ΕΓΚΚΚΑ KNITTING KII.K. Embroideries, Flosses, etc., for sale by all leadiugdealers. 100
page Illustrated Pamphlet, with rules for Knitting, Embroidery, Crochet, etc., sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Waste Embroidery 8ilk, assorted colore, 40 cents per
ounce, Waste; Sewing Silk, Black or assorted, 25 cents
per ounce.
·*·

V» »

;

m 6d.
Nov. 3.—The Flour market is quiet:
Winter Wheat at 3 76@4 60; Michigan Wheat at
3 50@4 26;Spring Wheat at 3 60@4 00;Minn. bakers at 3 75@4 60; patents 4 75@@6 60; low grades
2 00®3 CO. Rve flour at 3 00@3 26 in bbls and
2 90 in sacks. Wheat is firm; November at 74i4@
74%c; No 2 Chicago Spring 74*4@74%c; No 3 do
at 60tyac; No 2 Red at 75Vfec; No 3 do at 63@64c.
Corn is stronger at 42g4214 c. Oats flrm at 26%@
26y»c# Rye higher at 60c. Barley dull at 58@60.
Fork quiet at 13Vi@13 60. Lard higher at 7 10.
Bulk Meats in fair demand; shoulders 6 26@6 36;
short rib at 7 00@7 26; short clear at 7 75@7 80.
Whiskey is steady at 113.
Receipt*—Flour 11,000 bbls, wheat 163,000 bu,
corn 106,000 bush, oats 17,000 bash, rye 16,000
bu, barley 61,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 30.000 bbls, wheat 84.000 bu,
corn 38,000 bush, oate 11,200 bush, rye 27,000 bu,
barley 34,000 bush.
ST. LOUii.Nov. 3.—Flour steady: family at 2 40
@2 60; choice 3 10@3 20; fancy 3 bOCaiS 90; patent
4'36$4 95. Wheat higher; No 2 Red at 77@778/sc.

cmcAoo,

Davis,

une.

Newcastle, NSW, Sept 2, (brig-HJC Sibley,
Fowler, Hong Kong.
In port Sept 10, ship Samaria, Snow, from SydWillie Kted,
ney, ar Aug 31, for San Francisco;
Yates, from Oallao, ar Aug 30, for San Francisco;
barque Edwin Keed, Cates, for do.
A.t Padang July 3i. ship Leading Wiud, Hinckley
from Newcastle, NSW, disg;
barques Edw Kidder,
Griffin, disg; Albert Kussell, Kane, for Sydney,
Ar at

NSW, or

Melbourne.

flPOKEA.
Aug 20, lat 4 S, Ion 27 W, ship George Skolfleld,
Hall, from New York for Calcutta.
Oct 25, off Cape Lookout, barque Freeda A Willey, Gilchrist, from Pensacola for New York.
Nov 1, off Five Fathom Light, brig Arcot, from

Ponce for Boston.

«///

novl

Forest Gift* Table

There is something startling in the rapid increase
of Kidney diseases among the American people
within a few years past. Many caus 38 peculiar to
certain classes tend to produce and aggravate these
troubles—as, for example, careless living, overwork,
and exposure. Dr. David Kennedy, of Kondout, N.
Y„ is often congratulated cn the exceptional success of his medicine called FAVORITE REMEDY
in arresting and radically curing these most painful
and dangerous disorders. Proofs of this, like the
following, are constantly brought to his attention,
him for the sake of thousands
and are published
of other sufferers whom he desires to reach and
The
benefit.
letter, therefore, may be of vital importance to you or to some one whom you know It
of
the best known and popular drugIs from one
gists in the fine and growing city from whick he
doubtless
where those may find Mr.
writes—and
Crawford at his place of business on the corner of
Streets:
Main and Union
Springfield, Mass., March 22,1884.
Dr. David Kennedy, Eondout, Jv. Y.:
Dear Sir: For ten years I had been afflicted
with Kidney disease in its most acute form. What
I suffered must be left to the imagination—for no
one can appreciate it except who have gone
it. I resorted to many physicians and to many different kinds of treatment, and spent a great deal of
money, only to find myself older and worse than ever.
I may say that I used 25 bottles of a preparation widely advertised as a specific for this precise
sort of troubles, and found it entirely useless—at
least in my case.
Your FAVORITE REMEDY—I say it with a perfect recollection of all that was done for me besides
is the only thing that did mc the slightest good; and
I am happy to admit that it gave me permanent relief. I have recommended FAVORITE REMEDY
to many people for Kidney disease, and they all
agree with me in saying that DR. DAVID KENNEDY'S FAVORITE REMEDY bas not its equal in
the wide world for this distressing and often fatal

eodlm
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perfect remedy

UNITED STATES HOTEL.

il

g

TO ENABLE CONSUMERS TO DISTINGUISHAT

J

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC
As a general beyerage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
A public
other alcoholic preparation.
trial of over 80 vears duration in every
section of oar country of Udolpho Wolfed
Schnapps, Its unsolicited endorsement by
the metiieal faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Oroeerg.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.
STREET,

£SEW YORK.
HEHEY, JOHNSON &

9 9-16o.

Mobile, Nov. 3.—Cotton is easier ; Middling uplands 9%c.
Savannah, Nov. 8.—Cotton is quiet: Middling
uplands 9 7-16c.
Chableston.Nov. 3.—Cotton quiet; Middlinp uplands 9 7-16o.
Memphis, Nov. 3.—Cotton is firm ;§Middling up·
lands 9 7-16e.

g

au

LORD,

Burlington, Tt., Proprietors of

body and

very popular*,

new

to every
knowl-

Teaching unlimited

edge of the human system by a Standard Rule known
only by himself. No guess work. No Questions asked.
He explains every kind of Disease and its cause,
that afflicts mankind, to the astonishment and delight of every investigator in and out of colleges.
a rival in his art of healing.

He stands without

HIS SPECIALTIES ARE

Special Diseases cured by letters.
Dr. Wilson is Sole Agent for a new and
most wonderful inyention for Female
Complaints ever prodnced; just out
sufier, now that you can be relieved
by calling upon Dr. W.

once

Consultation
mid Examination
Free from Ο a. ni. to 8 p. m.
iltf
sep!5

jg;;gg.'!ala.l5,8.45

rC^""-E!Hrti^arriving at
™-Ί.16, 5.00

October,

j

of

all kind·» in the

OftlGINAL PACKAOES,

THE

NO.

For

Philadelphia.

Barkentine "ALEX CAMPBELL,"
-fcwrSgp RmiUnr master, now loading at Gen.
-ytral Wbarf. For freight, apply to GAL
LAGHEK & ββ., 29 Commercial street, or master
oe2«dlw
on board.
...

I'OiiMtipntion, Oyspepsla, Torpid Lim^Iii·
aciive Couditious of the HLitlneys, and a most
ealutary alterative in scrofulous affections. With

bon vivants everywhere it
has become the standard of dietary expedients, fortifying the digestive functions and enabling freelivers to indulge with impunity at table. The world
of wealth, intelligence, and refinement testifies to
Its
naturally pure, and delightful qualities as the beverage incomparable, and accredit it
with being the surest and speediest source of clear
complexions, high health, and exuberant spirits.
Ilathorn Npring Water is sold only in glass
bottles; four dosen pints are packed in a case. It
may be obtained at all hotels, and of druggists, wine
mv5a6m
merchants, and grocers eveywhere.

ladies, gentlemen, and

sparkling,

PRICE

and

9.45 a.

m.

STAG Β CONNECTIONS
witb p. m. train for Turner, Chase Mills. West Sumner, Britton's Mills, Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and
Kumford Falls.
* )23dtf
L·. L LINCOLN. Snpt
ΗΤΕΑΓΠΙίΚ*.

®jp:eh±3

MT. DESEfiï
New tngland & Acaâia S. S. Gd,
AND

—

Portland, Ban^or, I?lt« Desert and
illachias Steamboat Company,
IN CONNECTION WITH TUE

MM CË:\THAL RAILROAD
8TEA71ËR CITV OF KICHiTfOND

nn..„„n

TO

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada,
CHANGrK
On

a

OF

1^4,

DBPABTU RE9i
For Auburn aa<l I.fwiHien, 7.15 a. in., l.lô
and 5.20 p. m.
For (iorhaiu, 7.35 a. in. and 4.00 p. m. mixed.
For tiorham, iUomreai, Qneber and Chicago, 1.30 p. m.
ABRI VA LU:
From

liCwiMloa «tsù

3.16 and 5.50 p.

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,

TIME,

ou! after .HONDAY, Sept. Sth,
Train» will run il» follows :

Auburu, 8.35

a. m..

m.

From fnorhaiu. 9.45 a.m. and8.30p.m.mixed.
From Chicago, Montreal and «(ueferr,
12.35 p.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Care on day train between Portland and Montreal.

74

Exchange Street, and
Foot of India Street.

Island··, New
Australia,

Naadnirh

Zealand

nnd

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall oa
tbe 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month,
passengers and freight for all tbe above named

carrying

ports.

Steamer of

10th does not connect for San Fran-

cisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly or
Japan, China, and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further

Information, apply to or

address tbe General

East-

Agents.
L'. I,. BARTLBTT & CO.,
115 Stale Street, Car. Broad St., Best··.

ern

febH

dtf

ÀFREDUCED

Depot

BOW

à V

KATES

Steamers.

10 Cents. LA VINE
Ejcet« Everything For

CO.,

For sale by G. W. βΙΜΟΝΓΟΝ &
Fore St., Wholesale Grocers.
oct8

d4w*

WASHING,
SCRUBBING,

The

JOSEPH HIOKSON, General Manager.
™·μ. RDQAIt, G. P. A.
J. STKPiiEKSGK, a,,r>«riiitendent.
eepSdtf

will

aodJVorcester Line.
of Trains.

Lavine makes cany work.
Lavine makes the hardest
Lavine doe* not

injure

Fin· Portrait· aepeolalty,

or

soft.

clothes·

chap the

SMOKE

For

Washing Clothes, Dishes, Faint,
Floors, &c. and Save Labor.

er bor ο

MAIiOTAOTUBBD

Hartford

CIGARS
HAPPY.
dtf

Bound Brook Route.
BETWEEN

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
Stations

Chemieai

Philadelphia

AND THIRD AND BEHK8 SIS.

Company,

Drawing: Room Cars
and
IT.

Be

te bay ticket, (fit any railroad
boat office In New England) vin

or

eteani-

:E^.a3FUES

in

WILLIAM P. STEVENS, Administrator with the
Will annexed.
LOC28dlaw3wT#
Deering, Oct. 18th 1884.

all day trains
night trains.

i Oae Way, 84.30.
New York tad Philadelphia, ) Kx«ur»ion, I.OO.
1ÏW

311

Κ««ϊ,Α1*Ι> AWKNC*,

Washington Street, Boston.

0. E. WOOTTEN, Gen. Manager.
0. (i. HANCOCK.
Cien. Pass. β Tick. Agt., Philadelphia.
H. P. BALDWIN.
Geu. Eaetorn PaM. Agt., 11» Uberty Street, Ne»
Tork.
no»26dtI

Elegant New

Steamer

TREM05T

und

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHaUF
Portland, at 7 o'clock p. in., and INDIA WHARF

Boston, at 5 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by tbis line are reminded that they
comfortable night's rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

secure a

night.
Through

at

Tiokett to New

York, 7ia

the

Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B.

sepS

COYLK, Jr.,

General

variotn

Agent.

dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
East port, Me. Calais, Me., St. John, N.
B., Halifax, N. S. &c.
I ALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Commencing, Nov. 3,1884.
A

J. Jti.LJb'»

Jb^JtWHilLÛL.
ΝΤΕΛ.11ΕΚΝ

OP T1IIN

USK55^..;RAILROAD WI1AKF,
toot of State Street. every Monday and Ihursday at β p. in., for Eastport and St. John, with
connections for Calais, Robbinston. St. Andrews,
Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand Menan,
Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst, Pictou,

Shodiac, Bathurst, Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort

Fairfield, Grand Falls and other stations on the
Now Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor and Annapolis, Western Counties, Kail
Roads,
and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets issued and Baggage checked te

destination.

O*"Freight received up to 4 p. m. and any information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routee, Tickets.
Itate Rooms and further information applv ail
Company's Office, First National Bank Building,
corner Middle and Exchange Sts.
T. 0. HKRSKY, President and Manager.
no3
dtf

—

AJCD

—J

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Slenmsliip Line.
From BOSTOS
Every Wednesday and Saturday
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p, m. From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10
►

on

BOUND BROOK, ROUTE

202Mi Commercial Street, Portland, Maine.
i&wly

demands upon the estate of said deceased, are ror
quired to exhibit the same and all persons indebted
to said estate are called upon to make payment to

Sleep! a a; Car» on

«lire

mar 3 0

iieiieby given, that
the subscriber has boon duly appointed and
taken upon himself the
trust
of
Administrator
with the Will annexed of the estate of
ALFKED STEVENS, late of Deering,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given bonds as the lav* directs. All
persons having

JOHN BROOKS

Express Trains Double Track. Sione Baliast

SAWYER, Manufacturer's Agent,

Notice

In

NINTH ASH «RKRN Ν ΓΒΚΚΤβ,

BY

YOUIl GROCER KEEPS

BOBOLINK

J. W. PETERS.

Farorlte Steamer

Piiiladeipiiiii &jpDING R. i

Grocers Sell Lavine

A· 11·

Β JE

KocheNter, Mpringvale, Alfred, Watand Maco kfiiver, 7.30 a.
m.,
12.55 p. m. and (mixed) at β. JO p. m.
Releave
at
tf
Rochester
.45
a.
m..
(mixed)
turning
11.10 a. m. and 3.35 p.m.; arrivinc at Portland
(mixed) y,4U a. m.t l.iop. m. ana o.4U p. m.
F«r <-or3inm, Nacearnppn, Cumberland
JHIIm, WeMtbrook nml Woodford'»* at
7..ΊΟ a. ui., Ivi.55, ϋ.'έΟ and (mixed)
.30
p. m.
The 12.53 p. ua. from Portland connecte ai
Ayer Juucl. with lloonac Tunnel Koine for
the Wept, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New l'ork via Norwich Une and all rail, via
Npriuisliehl, also with ft. Y. &- ft. JE. It U
Maryland Koute") for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, \1'aMhiuKtou, and the Month and
with Homiou «V Albany It. R. for the Went.
Close connections made at WeMtbrook June·
lion with through train of Maine Central R. It., and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points Weat and South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of
Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.

For

New York, Trenton ά Philadelphia.

HAUTFOBD.CONN.

eep5

12.55.

hands

USE LAVINE

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL
Portland. Mo·

water

the finest

Lavine does not bnrn

AND

Clintou, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
JVa»hua, Lowell, Windham, and Ep·
ping at 7.30 a. m. and l'i.35 p. m.
For IVIancheeter, Coucord and points North, a

y26tf

HOUSE CLEANING.

Photographer,

fare si.oo

XortHwest, West and Southwest.

{"Steamer

Spring Water,

Klt(>11 lltliHieOV MASJVK.

Conneetions via Grand Trunk Kail·
leave Portland for Backttald and
at 7.35 a. m., 1.30 p. m.
Leave Canton for Portland 4.1o a m.

£ÂJ>Y.

For
Flows from the Maximum Mineral Fountain of Saratoga Springe, and is in the opinion of the moet eminent medical men Nature's Sovereign Cure for

GIG AR.

410 VOBE KTBEET,

Mineral

—,——,

3sr..w"~^η· ^Canton

n.

at 7.'.lO a. m., and
j|<|,j|5 p. m>9 arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.15 p. m. and 5.40 p.

Portland, Me.

Summit

Arrangement in Effect Mepf. ttth,
18M.

ON

Sw1
!Iw5pertlantl
■π
wn

YALE

Importers,

foil ΤIIΚ CELEBRATED

RAILiROAD.
Hummer

Direct Line from Boston to Savannah

eOu and after Hlonday, June vi.'Jrd,
1884, Passenger Trains will leave

deodlf

Alio, General Managers for New England,

Rumford Fall» & Buckfield

Leases Portland every WEDNESDAY at β p.m. for
10.4ο p.m.
PORTLAND FOR
Roekland (connecting for Penobecot River land8DARBOBO, FINE POINT AND OLD
ings,) Catiline, Deer Inle, Nedgwick, Nouih
ORCHARD at 0.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p.
Went llarb«r. Bar Harbor, lit. Deaert
m. FOR SACO at 6.15, 8.45,
a.
in., 1.00,
Ferry, ÛlilIbriElge, Jonenpori, ITlachiaa3.00, 5.30, 6.00 p.m. COR HIDDFFORD,
port aud Faalport.
AND
KENNEBINK
KGNNEBIJNRleave Portland WEDNESDAYS at 11 p.
PORT at 6.15,
8.45, a. m., 1.00, 3.00, ra.Trains
for Ult. Deaert Ferry (connecting with steam5.30 p. m. FOR WELL8 at 6.15, 8.4o a. m.,
er for 11 il I bridge, Joui«poil, Îtlachia«port
FOR
NORTH
BERWICK
3.00 p. m.
and Ea«tport.
AND SALMON FALLS at 6.15,8.45 a. m.,
Trains leave Portland FRIDAYS at 1.30 p.m.,
FOR liREAT
FALL»
1.00,3.00 p. m.
AND DOVER at 6.15. 8.45 a. m.f 1.00, 3.00. I connecting at Mt. Desert Ferry for Eaatport,
and Annapolis, N. 19.
Oigby
6.00 p. m. DOVER FOR RONTON at 5.63,
For further information enquire at Company'·
7.55, 10.35 a. m., 2.45. 5.20. 7.23 p.m. PORTR.
R. wharf.
office,
LAND FOR NE Will ARRET at 6.15, 8.45,
PAYSON TUCKER,
а. in., 3.00* p. m. FOR EXETER, HA VER
Gen'l Manager P. B. Mt. D. & M. St. Co·
AND LOWELL
HILL, LAWRENCE
E. CUSH1NG,
at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.00·, 6.00 p. m. FOR
Gen'l Manager, Ν. E. & Acadia S. S. Co.
no3dtf
ROCHESTER, FARV1INOTON, Ν. II.,
AND ALTON RAY at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.00
p.m. FOR ITIANCHENTER AND CONCORD, Ν, II.» (via Newmarket Junction) at
б.16 a. m., 3.00* p. m.; via Lawrence at 8.45 a. m.
IÎIORNINC*
TRAINS
FOR
PORTLAND will leave Kennebunkat 7.25, and Dover
at 8.00, arriving at Portland at 8.30 and 10.00.
1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Sen ud Line Steamer* for New York and
all Rail Lines for the West, and the 6.00 p. m. train
Connecting at Savannah with all rail lines to points
connects with all Rail Linen for New York
in the South and Southwest, and with rail and
and the South und West.
steamer lines to all points in Florida.
Parler Cart· on all through trains.
Seats seNew
Magnificent passenger accommodations.
cured in advance a-. Depot Ticket Office.
Steamers—Fastest time and lowest rates.
The elegant new iron steamers of 22(H) tons each.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
GATE CITY and CITY OF MACON, will sail regular 1 ν every Thursday from Boston and Savannah.
Portland for Rohiou and Way Stations, at
inese steamers are considered the finest on the
1.00 p. m. Returning leave Ronton at 6.00 p.
coast.
m.
Portluud for Dover and Way Stations at
Vai· frn< r«V. *
t.OO «Mid 8.0ft Ρ m
jxuMAg· "TTÎ7
•Change at Dover and take next train following. W. H. RING, Nickerson's Wharf, Congress St., BosTrains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
ton, or A. DeW. SAMPSON, 201 Washington· St.,
Boston.
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
sep2TuTn&S3m
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eu.-1port, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
WALDO STEAMBOAT CO.
Trunk Trains at Grand Trunk Station, and
Maine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
and after MONDAY, Sept. 15, the steamer
Tranefer Station.
"Alice" will leave Burnham's Wharf daily
All trains
stop at Exeter tei. minutes for refresh- (Sundays excepted) at 2.15 p.m. for Little and Great
ments. First class dining rooms at Portland, TransChebeague Islands.
fer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
Leave Great Chebeague at 7.30 a. m., and Little
Through 1 ickets to all points West and South may Chebeague at 8.00 a. m.
Pnl* f.nUI.»
be had cî ΔΙ. L. WILLIAMS, Ticket Agent at Boston & Maine Depot, and at union Ticket Office, 40
STEPHEN KICKEK.
seplôdtf
Exchange Street.
J. T. FCRBER, General Supt.
S. II. STEVENS, General Agent Portland.
ocl7
dtf

Arrangement

—

FOE SALS BY

R. STANLEY & SON,

Manager.

General

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
GenM Paas'r Agent.

ocl7dtf

5.00,8.08,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER B. R.

dlaw3wT

LIQUORS

Boston at 10.45 a. m.t

and 9.30 p. m. BONTOW FOR POBTLAND at 9.00 a. in., 12.30,
3.30 and 7.00 p. m., arriving at Portland 1.00.

m.
—

Commissioner's Notice.
Tuesday

PAYSON TUCKER,

—

.PORTIiAND fer BOSTON at
a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m„

Portland

Smoke

JAMLEfc EPPS Ar CO., Homoeopathic ChemLondoii, Εηκίηικ).
nov24ST&w47-ly

on

October 17,1884.

D. W. SANBOKN,
Ma.·to: of Tranr.

Dearer, Han Francisco
and all points in tho

One trial will prove ils merits.
Its effects are instantaneous.
(Price 25c. and 50c. Sold everywhere.

boiling water or milk. Sold in
lb.) by Grocers, labelled thus:

commissioners to receive and examine the claims of
creditors against the estate of Charles Morse, late of
Portland, in said County, deceased, represented insolvent, hereby give notice that six months from tbe
date of said appointment are allowed to said creditors in which to present and prove their claims, and
that they will be in session at the following places
and times for the purpose of receiving the same,
viz:
At the office of J. H. FOGG, 85 Exchange street,
Portland, Me., on the thirteenth (13th) day of November, A. D. 1884, and the second (2d) day of
April, A. D., 1885.
Dated this the twentieth day of October, A. D1884.
JOHN H. FOGG,
)
<
Commissioners.

a. m.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, §t. Louie, Omaha, Nagi·
naw, Mt. Paul, Halt Lake City,

For Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Cramps, Sprains, Backache,
Sciatica, Burns and Scalds,
Bruises, Frosted Feet & Ears,
and all other Fains and Aches.
Λ safe, sure, and effectual
Iremedy for Galls, Strains^
\Scratches, Sores, &c„ on Horses.'

ists.

berland,

2.00

Through Ticket* te all Pointa Noath aid
Went for sale at depot office, J. M. Prenob, .ticket
agent; also at 40 Kxohange street.

—TO—

by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood
and a properly nourished frame."—Civil Service Oar

the

It. ».

after

TICKETS SOLD
ΗΒΒΒΜΒΜΜΒΜΜΒΜΗΗΜΟΜΒΒΜΒΜΒΒΜΜ··—·Β—Μ—

"By

been

Through Pullman Sleeping Cars
On Trains leaving Boston at 7 p. m.t and Portland

TICKET OFFICE»

which

undersigned having
appointed by
THEHon.
Judge of Probate for the County of Cumthe first
of
A.D. 1884.

Pulmaii Parlor Care
On trains leaving Boston 0.00 a. in., 12.30 and 7 00
p. in., and Portland 8.45 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. Cu

Female Complaints, Consumption, Asthma, Compli
cated Diseases, Throat Diseases, Vericorse Veins
Coughs, Catarrh, Diarrhoea, Piles, Dysentery, Dia
betes, Dropsy, Diaphragm and Spleen Disesases so
little known by other doctors, Eruptions of thd Skin,
Ruptures, Water Brash, Scrofula, Salt Kheum, Seminal Weakness, Sciatica, St. Vitus' Dance, Stammering, Nervous Prostration, Sleeplessness, Constipation, Palsy, Pleurisy, Pulmonary Disease, Ulcers,
Tumors, Cancers, Gravel, Heart, Lungs, Liver, Kidney Disease, Deafness from Nervous Debility cured,
also Eye Sight restored.

Ladies do not

BREAKFAST·

WINES &

eod&wlynrm

Sciemce of Diagnosing Diseases is

New

at

EPPS'S COCOA.

zette.
Made simply with
tins only
and

JLAINE

WINTER ARRANGEAIENT.

il&wlT

IMPORTED

augîl

and
5.50
all stations on through line.
CHAS. II. FOYK, G. T. A.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
ocl3tf
Oct. 11, 1884.

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors'
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to disHundreds of subtle maladies are floating
ease.
us
around
ready to attack wherever* there is
a weak point.
We may escape many a fatal shaft

7.30,

a.m.

»«

only

You!

eta-

ΗΓΑ·

18 BEAYER

Trains Leave Boston,
9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland at 11.55
anil 1.00 p. m. At 12.30 p. m., and arrive
in Portland 5.00 p. m. At 7.00 p. m., daily, and
arrive in Portland at 10.45 p. m.

At

BOSTON AND SAVANNAH
STEAMSHIPCOMPANY.

W.A.S.

through

CHRISTOPHER C. HAYES,

This medicine, combining Iron with pure
vegetable tonics, auickly and completely
Cures Dyspepsia, liiillgeHtion, Weakness,
Impure Blood, Malaria,Chills and Fevers*
au<l Neuralgia.
It is an unfailing remedy for Diseases of the
Kidneys and Liver.
It is invaluable for Diseases peculiar to
Women, and all who lead sedentary lives.
It does not injure the teeth, cause headache,or
Iron medicines do.
produce constipation—other
It enriches and purifies the blood, stimulates
the appetite, aids the assimilation of food, relieves Heartburn and Belching, and strengthens the muscles and nerves.
For Intermittent Fevers, Lassitude, Lack of
Energy, &c., it has no equal.
The genuine has above trade mark and
crossed red lines on wrapper. Take no other.
«Mtle oui>bj BKOWN CHEMICAL CO., BALTI90RF, BID.

!

STREETS.

oct8

by

a. m. from Kurtleit and intermediate
one.
p. m. from Rurlington and Swanton,

Monday, Oct. 20, 1884,
Passenger Trains will leare

GEO. O. SHAW dte 00-,
and 235 MIDDLE
585 & 587
CONGRESS,

10.50

Ob and

This Sauce is composed of the best quality of goods and has the most body and
the richcst flavor of any Sauce in the market. The older this Sauce is the better.
It is ao excellent appetizer and cannot be excelled for all kinds of Meats, Fish and
Fowl- A desert spoonful in α bowl of meat gravy makes it delicious.
This Sauce is designed for Hotel and Family use. It is not an English or Foreign
Sauce of any kind, but is strietly a home production, and we guarantee it to stand
the test with a?>j Sauce in the world. PRICE 35 CTS. PER BOTTLE.

Kidney Complaint Among both Sexe·» anil
Ages.—A Brilliant Recovery.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

eodtf

oauce

as

llartlaft

qω

BOSTON &

Opposite Head Cross St.

Oct. 18, 1884.

Portland 3.00 p. m·, for all stations

Leaves

and Retail Hatter,
253 MIDDLE STREET,

FEARFULLY COMMON.

Barley dull at 60@76c.

Lard nominal.
Keeeiptn-Fiour 20,000 bbls. whea* 25,000 bush
corn 27,000 bush, oate 115,000 bush, barley 1,000
bu, rye 64,000 bush.
«Shipments—Flour 6,000 bbls, wheat 96,OOOgbu,
corn 34,000 bush, oats 6,000 bush rye 37,000 bush
barley 0,000.
Detroit, Nov. 3.—Wheat is weak; No 2 White
at 77%e bid; No 2 Red 81 @81% e; long berry Red
83c.
New Orleans, Nov. 3.—Cotton quiet; Middling

PAYSON TUCKER, Oen'l Manager.
Ε. BOOTHBY, Gen'l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
oclSdtf
Portland Oct. 16.1884.

H ISTEB ARRANGEMENT.
On and after .Holiday, Oct. !ÎO(h,
't rains Leave Portland,
At £ n. tu. Daily (Night Pnlman) for Saoo, Biddefjrd, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving at 6. 20 a. m.
At N.45 a. m. tor Cape tfiliabotn, Scarboro, Baeo,
South
Blddetord, Kennebunk, Weil», North and for
all
Berwick, Conway Jonotlon, oonnectlng
nation» ou Oon way Di vision. Klttery, Portsmouth,
Salem. Ulonceeter, Rook port,
Newbnryport.
Lynn, Uholeen and Botton, arriving at 1.15 p. m.
At I .OO p. m. for Saco, Biddeford, Kennebnnk,
Conway Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newbnryport, Salem, Lyun, and Boston, arriving at
6.0.) p. m., connecting with Sound and Rail Line·
for airSoutharn and Weetern pointa.
At tt.OO μ. tn. (Express) for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at #.30 p.m.,
connecting with Kail Line· for New Tork.
Sunday· at 2.C0 p.m. Express for Boston and principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30 p. m.

Leaves Portland S.25 a. ui., for all stations on
thiough line as far as Buriington and Swauton,
connecting at Wing Road for Littleton,Welle River, Plymouth, Moutpelier, and at St. Johnsbury
for all points on Passumpsic R. R.

Manufacturing

For the Care of Kidney and Lirer Complaints, Constipation, and all disorders
arising from an impure state of the BLOOD.
To women who suffer from any of the ills peculiar to their βθχ it is an unfailing friend. All
Druggists. One Dollar a bottle, or address Dr,
David Kennedy, Rondout, Ν» Τ.

oc20

26@

1.35 a. es., 1.30 p. χα.;
Buckspori. 6.40 a. m„ 1.30 p· m.; Bar
ftftarbor, 1.00 p. in.;
£llswortb, 6.30 a.
m., 2.60 p. in.; Bangor, 7.16 a. m., 7.45 p.
7.00 a. πι., 6.10 p. m.; Belm ; Dexter,
fast, 6.30 a. cn., 3.05 p. m.; Mkowbegan,
8.20 a. m., 3.16 p. sa.; Waterville, 6.15, 0.16
a.
m., 1.66, 10.00 p. m,; Augusta 6.00,
10.00 a. in., 2.46, 10.66 p. m.; Gardiner,
8.17, 10.18 a. m., 3.07, 11.14 p. in.; Batb,
7.00,11.05 a. in. a.00 p. m., and Saturday* only
at 11.66 p. m.; Brunswick, 7.26,11.30 a. m.,
4.30 p. m., and 12.36 a. m., (night); Bockland, 8.16 a. in., 1.16 p. m.; Lewimen, 7.20,
11.10 a. m., 4.16 p. m., and from Lower Station
at 11.20 p.m.; Phillips. 7.00 a. m.; Farming ton, 8.20 a. m.; Wintbrop, 10.13 a. m.,
as follows:
Portland
The
being due in
morning train8 from Augusta and Bath 8.36
the day trains frooi
a. m.; Lewtetos, 8.40 a. m.;
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.40and 12.46 p. ro.; the afternoon trains from Watorvtlle, Augusta, Bath,
the
tloekland and Lewiston at 6.40 p.m.;
nlrht Pullinan Express train at 1.60 a.m.
Xhe 7.45 p. m. train from Bangor run dally, Sundays Included.
Limited Tickets, first and second class, for
St· Job· and Halifax ·η sale at redncod
rates.

fat·

REMEDY

WILL Cure

Vniaceboro.

m.;

Commencing Monday.

SO MERS

ιΐΑτιυ

KENNEDY'S

FOREIGN PORTS.
xiong xvuDg oepu X4, Βΐιιμ lyur&iea, ruaugwu,
C F Sargent, Atlierton, (from Cardiff, ar 12th;
Emily Keed, Sheldon, do, ar 16th; Wandering Jew'
Tapley, do, ar 14th; L J Morse, Veazie, Matilda,
Merriman; Storm King, Keed, une; barque Abbie
Carver, Pendleton, for Honolulu.
At Newoastle, NSW, Aug 13, ship Ellen Goodepeed, Adams, from Sydney, ar 10th, for San Francisco; barque Edwin Keed, Cate, from Sydney, ar
12th, for San Francisco; brig H C Sibley, Fowler,
une; and others.
In port Aug 23. barque Annie Lewis, Lewis, for
Boston; Lovi S Andrews. Watts, clearing; Saml H
Nickerson, White, for United States, do; Henry
Warner, Keed, for Boston; bertha, Benjamin, for
ech Lucy A Davis,
Tnrks Island and Portlandi

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND m BOSTON

WINTER ,4ΚΚΛ!«ΟΕΠυΚΤ.

ST.,

Λ.6

BLANKETS.

oun«i&7 cicrnlnge.

IMS FOR ABORH'S CELEBRATED RAILROAD CAP. Portland &
Ogdensbflrg R. Pi.

Boston.
VVlUJflOiUlV·
Uee this letter as you deem best for the benelit of
Passed the Gate 1st, schs Nettie Cashing, Ν York ;
for Boston; Ella Francis, do for do; Emma Green, ? others.
Yours, eto., LYMAN CRAWFOltD.
eodlmnrm
do
for
oct9
for
Nellie
Hoboken
Treat,
Portland;
Bangor;
Daylight, do for Boston; Ella, Rondout for do; S J
ElizaSilver
Spray,
Lindsay, Woodbridge fordo;
bethport for do; Halon, Baltimore for Stonington;
Henry Hart, New York for Providence.
Passed the Gate 2d, schs Australia, from NYcrk
for Boston;
H S Boynton, do for Rock port; EmBelle Brown, do for
press, Hoboken tor Bangor;
Eliza
Levenseler, from Elizabeth port for
Kockland;
Thomaston; Dolphin, Amboy *or Bath.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 31st, Wm D Cargill, Thompson, New York.
Athlophop.03 is a novel word to most
PROVIDENCE—Sid 1st, sch J G Stover, Arey,
people who speak the English language. The
Clark's Cove, to load guano for Bangor.
Greeks used it centuries ago, meaning by it
Hattie
L
FALL RIVER—Sid 1st, sch
Curtis,Hodg"THE PRIZE-BEARER."
kine, New York.
Athlophoros is the first anil
D1GHTON—Ar 31st, Ech Wm Todd, Wood, from
Calaie.
medicine which has carried off the
In port 33 st, schs A Τ
VINEVARD-HAVEN
as the
for RheuRowland, Ida, dos Eaton, Laura Robinson, Addie,
Mary Ε Long, Eugene, Senator, Judge Tenney.
matism and
BOSTON—Cld 1st, sch Mattie A Franklin, McLike two relentless tyrants they have for
Donald, Baltimore.
Ar 3d, D Τ Patchin, Patchin, Castine; Laura Τ
ages held their suffering victims in an iron
Susan
grip. These poor sufferers have been as slaves
Chester, Beal, Rockport;
Stetson, Frisbee,
in the power of their oppressors.
Wiscasset; Wm Stevens, Carter, Bangor; M L Varney, Weeks, Bath.
Athlophoros has entered the arena, enSid 3tl, brigs C S Packard, and Don Jaointo.
gaged in conflict with the monsters, and won the
SALEM—Sailed 2d, scbs Fred Smith, fm Bangor
As the competitors in the Grecian
victory.
for New York; Mattie Holmes, do for Stonington;
games of old could win only by the most severe trials
Virginia, Boston for Sullivan; Mary D Wilson, Calof ability and endurance, so Athlophoros has won
ais tor Providence; Julia & Martha, Calais for New
the prize, not alone by giving temporary relief, but
York.
by bringing an enduring cure, as well, to thoso who
Ar 2d, echs Sarah Purves, f m Augusta for Β idgehave suffered the excruciating agonies of RheumaHallo
well
for
New
Webas
Barrett,
York;
port; J
tism and Neuralgia.
ster Bernard, liangor for Norwich; Glenullen, from
Franklin for Marblehead; F A Pike, Calais for New
Athlophoros is a
not
York; Ada S Allen, Hillsboro for Newark; Alice
in name, but in its elements. It is unBelle, Hallowell for Albany; Eagle, fm Boston for
like any
introduced.
Ellsworth; Wm Thomas. Quincy for Calais; Vandalia, Ellsworth for Sing Sing; Hampton, Bangor
Athlophoros acts on the blood, muscles
for Wiiitiord; Trenton, Oalais for New York; Ann
and Joints, removing the poison and acid from
Eliza, Rockland for do; Nellte Doe, Bangor for
the blood, carries them out of the system.
Newark; Speedwell, Boston for St John, NB; EuroAthlophoros Is put up with consummate
Rockfor
New
York; Mary Brewer,
tas, Gardiner
land for do.
skill, and contains nothing that can possibly
from
sch
harm
the most delicate constitution.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 31st,
Lyra, Blake,
St John, NB, for New York.
Now, do you want to suffer on and on?
Thomaston
for
from
Sailed 2d, echs Telegraph,
or do you want to be well?
φ
New York; Mary Brewer, Rockland for do; Mary
Brewer, do for do; Lillian, do for Bristol; Hyue,
β
Bath for Bridgeport; Florida, Rockport for Boston;
If y ou cannot get Athlophoros of y our drugGeo Β McLellan, Bremen for do; R L Kenney, from
Rockiand for Fall River; Charlotte Augusta, Eastwe
will
send
It
on
gist,
express paid,
receipt of
John Proctor, Kennebec for
poit for New York
regular price—one dollar perbottle. We prefer
Baltimore; Sea Spray, New York for Eastport.
that
It from your druggist, but If ho
you
buy
fm
schs
PORTSMOUTH—Sailed 2d,
Charleston,
hasn't It, do not be persuaded to try something
Bangor for Cambridge; J Dean, do for Providence;
Ida Hudson, RockDanl Webster, do for Milton;
else, but order at once from us aa directed.
land for New York;
Coroline Knight, do for do;
ATHLOPHOROS CO., 112 WALL
NEW YORK.
Bessie Ο Beach, Hallowell for Albany; Adnie SawinniHUMHumm. B. iminnnminni
yer, Hoboken for Eastport; Lookout, New York for
Boston
for
M
L
Portland;
αο; Τ J Beckett,
Varney,
Bath for Boston.

une;

6%@7c. t»etrolenm—united 721/4; refined 7%@
8c. Tallow steady. Porb quiet but firm; mess
spot at 16 60 ; .clear back 18 00. Beef quiet. Lard
12@16 points higher and more active; Western
steam spot, at 7 4o@7 65; refined foi continent at
Butter is steady;
7 60@7 65; SA quoted at 8 26.

London, Nov. 3*—Conaola 100 7-16.
London, Nov. 3.—U. S. 4s, 125%.

HORSE

on

From Halifax, 7.00 a. in., 6.60 p. m.; Ht. John,
8.10 a. in., 8.30 p. in.; Kloulton, 0.10 a. in.,
«.10 p. m.; Mt. Stephen, 10.10 a. in., 9.10 p.

eodAweowly

mar4

.

AND

beyond Bangor,

F.

BOSTOIV, MASS.

"Athlophoros"

4^@4ybc;oif

(By Telegraph.)

ROBES

EUREKA<*SILK GO.

#

—

finropean Markets.

Children's Felt and Cloth Hats and
Caps Shown Fast of Hew York.

V

preparation yet

πμυι,

at

OF THE

WORLD

novelty,

No 2 Spring 83Vkc: hard No 1 Duluth c i f 86% c;
No 4 Red 71c; No 3 Red 81c; No2Ked at 85%@
86% c in elev, 85&/&@ii61Ac afloat; No 1 Red State
at 93c; No 1 Wliite State 84c. Rye steady. Barley
tirm. Uorn y»@%c better with a moderate export
demand; speculation very tame; receipts 61,700
bush; exports 2676 bush; sales 96,000 bush on the
epot;No 3 at 63%e;No 2 at 63%@54*40 elev, 54ye
@65y2C afloat. Oat· shade stronger and less doing;
bush; sales 92,receipts 138,700 bush; exports
000 bush on spot; No 3 at Sl^o; do White 31. VsCa}
do
White
at 32%@
31%c; No2at32Vi@32yac;
32%c; No 1 at 32Vfcc; White do 37c; Mixed Wes
White
do
Coifee
tern at 32@33c;
quiet.
33@36Mic.
ttii4»ar steady but quiet; refined is higher; C at 4%
@5c; Extra C ôitjôVàc; White do 58/8@5y2c:Yellow
A at 6%@5% ; istandard A at 6c;
at
Confec. A at 6 yec; powdered at 6ya@6%c; granulated G*4@68/ec; Cubes 6%c; cut loaf and crushed

steady

MRtrÀNlW

■

Neuralgia.

market—receipts

are

SILK

prize

—receipts 208,675 bush; exports 191,109 bush;
epot grades trifle higher with>ight export demand;

Oats

f\ r\A Λ1

—

common to choice White Wheat |Western extra at
5 40@6 50; fancy do 5 50@5 60; common to good
extra Ohio at 3 00@5 60; common to choice extra
St. Louis at 3 00@5 60: Patent Minnesota extra
good to prime 5 40@5 60: choie to double extra
do at 5 60@5 80, Including 1.700 bbls City Mill
extra at 4 50: 600 bbls fine at 2 25@2 90; 400 bbls
Supertine at 2 60®3 05; 1200 bbls extra No 2 at
3 06@3 60; 800 bbls extra No 1 at 3 60@4 50;
2300 bbls Winter Wheat at 3 10@5 60; 3000 bbls
Minnesota extra at 3 0o@6 76: Southern flour is
steady;common to fair at 3 20,0,4 30;good to choice
at 4 35@6 80. Kye flour firm 3 60@3 90. Wheat

Corn higher at 36%@39c.
26 Vac. Rye higher at 61c.

fm

STANDARD

only

38,S43 bbls; exports 10,882 bbls; dull and prices
unchanged; common qualities scarce and firm; sales
11,400 bbls.
Β If lour. No 2 at 2 25®2 90; Sup. Western and,State
at 2 60@3 06; common to good extra Western and
State 3 10@3 60; good to choice do at 3 66@5 60;

8^a@12%

Vmtlir Φ Khûlilnn

largest line of Cloves in Fine and Medium
Grades, at prices to suit.
A lobby Boy's or Child's Felt flat, Velvet
Trimmed, the Latest Out.
The Largest and Finest Une of Boys' and
The

llllllllllimiHkllhilthlllUIIIIIIIIIIII

(By Telegraph.)

State at 20@32. Cheese quiet;Eastern
Western flat 4@llc.
Freights to Liverpool firmer; Wheat

hi-itv

Providence.

Oemeetic ITlarbess.

ιιιυ,υυυ uueu

Tot

Cld 1st, ship Dakota, (Ger, late Am) Scbaeffer, for
Bremen; echs Kosa Mueller, McLean, for Maceio;
Cumberland, Webbor, sagua; Australia, Thompson,

OfUCAGO. Nov. 3.—Hogs—Receipts 85,000 head,
shipments 3000 head; 5c higher; heavy packing and
shipping at 4 65@4 90; mixed at 4 30@4 60; light
ί 26@4 75; skips 3 60@4 10.
Cattle—Receipts 8,000 head; shipments 2400 hd;
5@10c higher: export steers at 6 50@6 70; poor to
choice at 4 25@6 15; range cattle lower; Texans at
2 50@4 20.
Sheep—receipts 1000; shipments 400 head; slow;
Nebraska stock 2 26; poor to choice natives 2 00®
4 00.

laiuv. ctuoo

VnWW_Ai-

Paysandu; schs Albert L Butler. Cardenas; Ira D
Sturgie, Wiscasset; Wm Frederick, Charleston.
Δίβο ar 1st, ship Louis Walsh, Pendleton, London
37 days; scbs Sarah A Keed, Boston; Castillian,

Chicago JLive Slock Market.
(By Telegraph.)

uu

2d, steamer Berks, Odiorne, Portland.

X} U*1X7

00.

3.—Floor

Boston.

WILMINGTON, NO—Cld 1st, sch C H Macomber,
Gonaives; June Bright, Barter, Portland.
RICHMOND-Ar let, scbs Thos Β Garland, Kelley, Kennebec; Three Sisters, Simpson, do; Jos M
Hayes, Lansil, do.
Sid 1st, brig Mary Ε Pennell, Mitchell, Bayonne

flosiou market.

Nov.

MERCHANT'S EXCHANGE. 1

Fine

4 ORIVE IN «LOVES !

TUB

\-\lWv

Portland.

Rum rill,

1

Special

Fall Shapes.

Powder never variée. A marvel of parity
strength and wholeeomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of lovr test, short weign alum or phosphate powders.
8ola only in cans.
Royal Baking Powder Co.. 106 Wall St., Ν. Y.
mar7
dlyr

ν κ·

Belfast.

1

lVe

Wass, Addison—Ν Blake.
Kimball, North Boothbay—Ν

PEN SACOLA—A r 1st inst, seh Dora Matthews,
Brown, Galveston.
KEY WEST—Sid 1st, brig Maria W Norwood,
Mears, Pensacola.
DARIEN—-Cld 1st, sch Belle Higgins, Cushing,
Kennebec.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 1st, scbs Harry Prescott, Haskell, Savannah; Geo W Jewett, McKown, do.
SAVANNAH—Ar 2d, schs Cathie C Berry .Smith,
Wood's Holl;i J Β Η olden, York, Kennebec.
CHARLESTON—Ar 1st, sch Yale, Hodgdon, from

1%
3 V2

Onion Con
[J tab

S Hunt

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

Wright,

3

Ophir
Sierra Nevada

Whittier, Matanzas—Geo

DOMESTIC PORTA.

112

Eureka
Sou Id. & Curry
Hale & Nororoes
Mexican

uplands

Cleared·

Sch Canton,

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 1st, ship St Paul,Williams,
New York: Chas Dennis, Allen, Antwerp.
Sid 1st, ships Tacoma, Sheldon, Cardiff; Armenia,
Hogan, Liverpool; Eureka, Woodworth, do.
Ar 31st, ship Jos Β Thomas, Lermond, Baltimore.
APALACHXCOLA—Cld 1st, esh Douglass Hovey,

Mining blocks,
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Nov 3.—The following are tie
ïlosing oflicial quotations of mining stocks to-day:
1
lita
Bodie
2%
Best & Belcher
...* 1%
Jrown Point
1%

y

Sen Morning Light, Duyer, Friendship.

Sen Helen McLeod, Coggswell, Calais for Boston.
Sch Alice Dean, Rartlett, Pembroke for Boston.
Sch Northern Light, Look, Machias for Lynn.

FROM

28%
87aA
11 1%
105%

St Paul & Omaha
do preferred
Union Pacific Gs
do L. G. 7s
do sink fund 8s..

eiJOCUlHlUU vci

& Son.
Sch Nathan Ciifi'ord, Thomas, Boston—whiting to
C M Bailey.
Sch Marcia Bailey, Wass. Boston.
Scli Ο Β Kimball, Kimball, Boston.
Sch Xylon, Mitchell, Boston.
Sch L D Remick, itemick, Boston.
Sch Diana, Orne, Salem.
Sch Anna W Akers, (Br) Mclnryre, St John, NB,
lumber to Μ Ρ Eiuery.
Sch George Walker, from Machias.
Sch Mystic Tio, Alley, Jonesport.
Sch Emma, Sparrow, Rockport—lime to L C Cummin gs & Co.

New York 3d inst, steamer Saratoga, from
Havana; barque Mendoza, Tucker, Boston.
Ar at St Helena Oct 3, barque Horace Scndder,
Coffin, Boston, (and sailed for West Coast A frica.)

32
22

HKt· Dewri Fi rry,

Hats made to order
and a fit guaranin Silk,Stiff or
Soft.

Derbys

Porclnod Cor Bangor, Kllanonli,
Vanceooro, Hi. John,
Halilas aad tne
Provinces, ell· Andrews, Si. (ûieybeo; Crederictoa, Αγμκtook 4'cunty, and Ail itations ou H. & riicntRqai* B. K.> 1.25, 1.30, *11.15 p. m ;
for Bar Harbor, til.16
m.; tor Hit .*«▼&«ι9β·ι η«ό »»*****, i.£5 1.30, îJ 1.1ft
p. m.; 4* aK-rviilr, 7 00 a. o^, 1.36,1.30, 6.16.
til.15 p. in.; for Autumn. Hallo κ eli, liardiner and IS ran·wrick, 7.00 a. m.. 1.3 ',5.16,
$11.16 p. en·; Bulb, 7.00 a.m., 1.30, 6.16 p.
m., and ou Saturdays only At 11.16 p. m.; Bockland, and Knox « Linroln B· B., 7.00 a.
m., 1.30 p. m.; Auburn anJ Lewiston at
8.16 a. m., 1.26,6.06 p. m.; (icuitien via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.. til. 16 p. m.; Farm in ft ton, "fïoumouih,Winibrop,Oabland
*nd IV or lb Anson. 1.26 p. m.; Farmington. via Brunswick, 7.C0 a. m.
tThe 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and rune every night Sundays included but not through to Sfcowbegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
I.rare

;

Absolutely Pure,

ley

Ar at

110%

Richmond & Danville

Boston for

Eaetport and St John. NB.
Sch Stella Loe, Treat, Boston—molasses to W Η
Robinson, Jr.
Sch Τ J Beckett, Marshall, Boston—oil to J Con-

93

Manhattan Elevated
New York Elevated
NortherD Pacific common.
Oregon Nav

Yobk,

Arrived.

BOOTHBAY, Nov. 2—Ar, scb Mary Elizabeth,

-...122
8
95
73
115
18 %
G7
125
139 V2

Metropolitan Elevated

New

MONDAY, Nov. 3.

Brunswick, Larcom,

in

This

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Sid, scbs Lewis Hodgdon, (new) Hodgdon, Boston;
Mary Β Smith, and A Hayford, for New York; Antelope, and Minnie Look, for Boston.

10
11
25

Missouri Pacific

POWDE

NEWS.

MARINE

Steamer New

Crown

«"*.}:::» "IS

μ55π *τΐ8«?fjû"'....15.5ΐ I

Dunton,

88Va

Morris & Essex
Mobile & Ohio

NOVEMBER 4.
G.23 I
I ..11.35 AM
wftt_p
wator
Hi«b
4.2G I
i .11.50 PM

ALMANAC

land.

32
38 Mi

Hartford & Erie 7s
.Lake Erie & West
Louie & Nash

§3

MINIATURE

Tho outward boned fleet Bailed Sunday.

GO

Eastern Railroad

English Pointed Square Crown.

All the Square
and Round

ΒΛΙΙ.ΚΟΛΙΜ,

MONiM ί, Oct. SO,
IS84, CoKMiiycr ïîîiIiis
will run us follow*:

"SHAPES
Our Latest

!

HI BOA»6.

i>ii îintS uïi<'.

w

Til

75

v

FROM
BOB
New York..Liverpool....Nov 4
Wyoming
Servia
New York..Liverpool.. ..Nov 5
Fulda
.New York. .Bremen
Nov 5
St Germain
New York. .Havre
Nov 5
Adriatic..
New York..Liverpool... .Nov 6
Hamiuonia
New York..Hamburg... .Nov 6
Sarmatian
Quebec
Liverpool....Nov 8
New York..Liverpool. ...Nov 8
City of Berlin
Carascas
New York. .Laguayra... Nov β
African
....New York. .Hav&VCruz.Nov β
New York. .Havana ...Nov 8
Newport
Nov 8
Anchoria
New York..Glasgow
New York..Hamburg.. ..Nov 8
Rugia
8
Nov
New
York.
Massdam
.Rotterdam]:
Nov 8
Rhein
New York. .Bremen
12
.Nov
New York..Liverpool,..
Oregon
City of Alexandria New York..Hav&VCruz Nov 13
New York..Hamburg....Nov 15
Leasing
Noa 15
New York..Glasgow
Circassia
Arizona
New York..Liverpool....Nov 15
Valencia
Now York. .Laguayra.. ..Nov 20

-..104

....

Union Pacific Stock
Western Union Tel.
Adamsi£x. Co
American Ex. Co
Alton & Terre Haute
do preferred
Bur. & Cedar Rapide
Uanada Soutnern
Central Pacific
Dei. & Hudson Canal Co
Del. & Lackawanna
Denver & K. G
Ε. Tenn., Vir. & Ga
E. Tenn,. Va., & Ga. pref
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Hannibal & St. Jo

CORRECT

Days OF STEAMSHIPS.

Sun sets

shares.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 941.000 shares.
iiie following are to-day's closing qnotationa of
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
100*4
do
do
do
112%
4yaa, reg
do
do
do
113%
4M»a,coup
do
do
do
4s, reg.
122Ve
do
do
do
122 Ve
4e, eouy.....
Paoitic 6a.'95
126
The following are the cloalng quotations Stick β:
125
Ghoago & Alton·.**
145
Chicago & Alton pref
118%
Chicago, Burr&SQulncy
Erie!?..
12%
Erie pref.
26
Jllinoia Central..
Lake Shore
Michigan Central

SAIIJWfl

8un rises

«L'alîlornia

The girl who id looking for a place in the
church choir muet bave the key to the situation.

■"

162

New
at l@iya
per cent; closed at 1@1Mi ; prime mercantile paper
6@6 per cent. Foreign Exchange firmer at 4 80Ya
for long and 4 84 for short eight. Governments are
Kailroad bonds lower.
strong. State bonda quiet
Stocks were firm this afternoon notwithstanding a
further cut in passenger rates.
In final dealings
the market was lower for trunk line and granger

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Boston ana intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.10
p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.00 p.m. and 9.00 p.

Yellow Eyes2
Onions t>bbl. 2

..

(By Telegraph.)
York, Oct. Not. 3.—Money easy

a. m.

00 Oats,

68%
33Ya
10*4

New ITorb Stock and Money ftlarke.·

OFFICE HOURS:
7.30 a. m. to 8.00 p. m., Sundays excepted.
Sundays, open for Carriers and General Delivery

flour.
Superfine and
low gradée.. 2 60g3
X Spring and
-iX Spring.. 4 76§5
Patent Spring
6 75@8
Wheats
Michigan Winter etraighte4 75@5
Do roller.... 5 00@6
8t. Louis Winter etraight. 5 00^5
Do roller... 5 00&5

received

commoi

Missouri Pet
Northern Pactic prefeiied
Pacific Mail
Omaha common

From

±τοι.—When aid

are

B0ST03 ftTOCRH,

October 20, 1884.

reporter, in describing

stoeka

Ltvek pool,November 4—Winter wheat at 6s Id
(gtis 4d; spring wheat 6e6d@6s7d; California average 6s 4d@Gs (5d;club Gs 8d@6s lOd. Corn 6s 5d;
pea» 6s 2d. Provisions, etc.,—Pork at 75c; bacon
at 538 short clear; lard 37s 9d; cheese 56s; tallow

at 35e.

A.T.Îà.F
MexicanJCentral 7a

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

A

Hide·

on

Stock .TCarkei.

Springvale. C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vlnalbaven, H. M. Robert·.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. 1Γ. Hayes.
Yarmouth, A. H. Seabury.

to

Portland quotations

are

following quotations of
dally b* telegraph:

Rockland, O. S. Aïdrew·,
Sabattus, Ε. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, Α. II. Adams.
Saco, II. B. Kendrick & Co.,

9 to 10

i Tallow.

Ox and Steer Midea 90 lbs weight and over7c ψ lb
Ox and Steer Hidea under 90 iba
6o
Φ tb
<5
Cow Hides, all weights
c$> lb
Bull and Stag Hidoa, all weight»
4c
$> lb
10 c^ft
Calf Skins
each
Skina....
76c®$l
Sheep
oOe each
Lamb Skins
25 to 40c each
Light and Deacon Skina
Rendered Tallow
6%@6V4c^ ft

The

Je lier go·.
Dennis on.
Cumberland MUle.1?. A. Verrtll.
Damartisootta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W, A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, K. C. Harmon.
Fairtield, Ε. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowltoe.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Ci*,
Hallowell, C. L·. Spaulding.
Lewlston, Chandier & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughe·.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyee.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellison.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
A. L.
Brunswick, B. G.

rom

The following
and Tallow:

on

St

HUCMAAWMPi.

niWELtâNEeiW.

LrtEKFOOL, Nov· 8—12.30 Ρ M.—Cotton market
firmer; uplands 6Vad; Orleana 6 ll-16d; sales 12,OOO balee; speculation 2,000 bales.

a. m.

ίnsurance one-half

'sailing vessel.

Freight foi the West by

the rate of

Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pannuge Ten Dollar··
Meals and

For freight
de31dtf

or

the

Round

Trip SIS·

Room included.

passago apply to
E. R. NA.ftPNON, Agent.
70 Long Whnri. Ronton

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For Mew Work.
Steamers lea*ο Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday
\ud Saturdays at β p. m.. Returning leave Pier 3&
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Satur
J. B. COY LE, JR., Gen'l Ag*t.
days at 4p.m.
eep21

dtf

THE
TUESDAY

TODAY'S ELECTION.

PRESS

Μ0β5ΙΚβ, NOVEMBER

Id order to expedite the work

ENTERTAINMENTS.
leap Year Party-Blaine Pioneerr.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Damaged Underwear— Kines Bros.
Japanese Lanterns—Owen, Moore & Co.
To Let with Board— Sunny Rooms
Voter» Attention—A. F. Hill & Co.
To Let—Two Rente.
Dissolution of Copartnership.

Advertisements appropriately coming under
the classification beads, Wants, Hklp Wasted, Situations Wanted, Foe Sale, To Lut,

Found,not

exceeding forty words, will be inserted in the

Daily

Pbess one week (or twenty-five cents,
It paid in advance.

advance,

reg-

charged.

The large circulation of the Pbess makes it
the best medium for these advertisements.

Blaine Pioneers Attention.
Κ very member of tbe Blaine Pioueers is requested to be present at Storere* Hall, THIS EVENING,
at 7.30 o'clock sharp, in full uniform, to attend
Grand Skating Party.
Per order, GEOKGE K. BEAN, Capt.

Brief Jo linge.
beautiful day yesterday.
The mer.
car) indicated 36° at sanrise, 47° at noon, and
12° at sunset; wind north.
Tate Early.

Bright,

Bev. Dr. Stebbins has arrived homo at San
Francisco.
Conley the oarsman, left for McKotsport
yesterday morning to prepare for his race with
Teemer.
Dr Bradlev· U. S. N., is quite ill with tyfever at the residence of J. L.

Farmer,

JMq.
short supply of Sebago toto repairs on the main pipe at
a

owing
Saccarappa.
morrow,

There
lists

178 names added to the voting
the late sessions of the Board of

were

during

Aldermen.

Supt. Farnham

will give election returns by
telephone to any subscriber's residence who
will notify Central Office early today.
Don't neglect to rote today.
Ibe next meeting of the Cbautauquans will
be held at Chestnut street vestry Monday evening, Nov. 10th. Each member! will please
be prepared with a quotation from Bryant.
Grimmer's orchestra has been engaged for
the three invitation dances to be given at City

Hall, Saco, on Thanksgiving,

Christmas

and

Hew Year's evenings.
Burglars entered the store of Ε. H. Coleman
on Commercial street Saturday night, and pilierea tne

money araw.

une entrance was ac-

complished by secreting in the dark entryway
until Mr. Coleman left the store.
This evening, at precisely 9 o'clock, that
elegant crayon portrait of Hon. J. Θ. Blaine·
on exhibition in Gappy & Co.'s window, will
be award to the campaign company receiving
the most votes.
The Poll· open at ΙΟ a. m. to-day and
close at 4 p. m. Be «lire and rote early
and avoid the rush.

The Western Union hare made arrangements to gather fall returns from all parts of
the country tonight, and partlee can make arrangements to be supplied with a fall repert on

application to the manager.
Col. O. W. Smith, North Pownal.Me. ; Capt.
B. F. Rollins, Plymouth; Col. H. S. Osgood,
Augusta; H. C. Terry, New York; Λ. H.
Wetner and wife, Washington; J. D. Bi»rry,
Boston; A. B. Nealy, Lewiston; G. Morrow,

Halifax,

the Falmouth.
The Standard Columbia bicycle, raffled for
the benefit of the soldiers' monument, will be
drawn Wednesday, Nor. 5th, at 10 a. m., at C.
H. Lamson's store, 201 Middle street, when
are

at

the holder of the lacky number can walk off
with his prize.
Lots of people are sure it is

their's.
A son of Alderman Denison

polls

was

running

Saturday with a broken Indian bow in bis
hand, when he slipped, and the end of the bow
■track him in the eye, inflicting a severe
wound.
A deflection one way or the other
and the boy woald bave lost the sight of the
eye.
To Iriab American*.
The following earnest and reasonable appeal
is made by one of tbe most intelligent Irish
American citizens of Portland:
Portland, Nov. S, 1884.
Iriili Americans:—The manly and intelligent
stand taken by you at the recent State election is
indeed a source of pride and gratification to every
good Irish American, and I trut-t you are prepared
to give tbe pro-English free traders a more emphatic
rebuke, and save the country from the miseries
Which tbe accursed free trade system entailed upon
the dear old home beyond the ocean. I have voted
the Democratic ticket for thirty-four (34) years;
to-morrow, with God's help, I will vote for Blaine
and Logan and American protection.
An Iuish AllI KICAN.

At a spec: 11 meeting of tLe Grattau Literary Association held last evening it was voted
to attend tbe funeral of their late honorary
member, James E. Dougherty in a body. Tbe
members are requested to meet at Kavanagh
Hall this morning at 8 15 o'clock for that purpose. A committee consisting of J. A. Gallagher, T. J. Weldh, W. W. Mclntire, was ap-

pointed to prepare resolations and report at
the next meeting. T. J. Feeney, J. A. Mc_
Gowan, T. H. Deeban, J. Ε Lowery, memwere

and West, St.

John and

Board of mayor
and Aldermen.
of

the

A special meeting of the Board of
Aldermen was held yesteiday noon.
PETITIONS

Mayor and

elected pall bearers

of Mr· Phlnney'e Death.
A post mortem examination of the body of
tbe late Edmond Phinney, by Doctors S. H.
Weeks, S. C. Gordon and H. H. Hunt, showed
that tbe immediate cause of his death was a
Canne

rapture of the heart. Tbe night of bisdtath
he suffered severely from anglua pectoris (neuralgia of the heart) and there was found, what
Very generally exists in sach c iBes of neuralgia, organic changes in the structure of the
heart. Tbe walls of the heart had undergone

fatty degeneration, there was disease of tbe
Talves, and there was also a heart clot in the
left ventricle.
no

eleventh-hour canarda.
Baled

The

College.

catalogue

of Bates College for the preheat year shows that there ore 124 students in
the Academical department and 22 in tbe

Theological department.

The senior class in
the former department consists of 23; junior
class 33; sophomore class 33; freshman class
35.

In the

Theological department

class contains four
junior class 9.

a new

wooden

Of W. E. Toi man, to erect a new wooden
buildine on Cedar street.
Of John C. Stevens, to erect a new wooden
building on Bowdoin street.
Of Joseph M. Plnmmer, to erect a new
woodeu bnilding on Brattle street.
Of Alonzo Bibber, to erect a new wooden
buildiug at 331 Soring street.
Of Alfred A. Dimmock, to erect a new bnilding at 332 Portland street.
Of Ε. H. Sargent, to erect a new wooden
bnilding at 51 Munjoy street, and it was voted
to refer, also any remonstranoe that
may be
filed, and that the committee give the parties

prominent citizens appeared at the Eastern
depot in large numbers in readiness to embark
on a special train for the great city.
Every
man of the party was attired in the adopted
uniform, including a military crush hat
and cane, and tnany gentlemen who were unable to attend were at the station to witness
the departure of the train.
A transparency was carried bearing on one

side, "The Home of Blaine—Wc give him to
the nation tomorrow.
Maine solid for Blaiue
—Portland Business Men's Republican Club
—Main· Solid for Blaine."
The Yarmouth
band, which accompanied the party struck up
the "Unique March" prior to the starting of
the train, and at precisely 3 o'clock foar full

hearing.
Of Maloy&Annis and Hugh T.
Flynn, to
billiard balls.
Of C. M & H. T. Plummer, to maintain a
steam engine aud boiler on Union street.
Of Ri«h*rdson Wharf
Company, that their
dock be dredged.
a

run

ORDERS PASSED.

To

cars and a baggage car under the supervision
of Conductor John E. Small and drawn by en-

Congress

street from Preble to Elm
streets at an expense of 51,000.
pare

That

a

gine 111, Engineer Clarence Dodge, moved out
of the depot amid the explosion of torpedoes.
The following were among the excursion-

joint special committee, to consist of

two from the Board of A Id Arm
of who»*.
the Mayor shall be one, and four from the
Common Goanoil, be appointed to consider and

ists:
M. F. King,
f.hoa

report apon tbe advisability of dividing tbe
wards of tbe city into two or more
voting precincts each, for the more convenient and
effective conduct of elections, and the Mayor
appointed Aldermen Kussell and Denieon.

A dozen

or

A. W. Littlefieid.
Jas. C. Flanagan,

J. C. Roberta,
W. H. Swett,
G. M. Seidere,
A. L. Millett,
Ν. E. Reilon,
F. E.

Douglass.
H. Hight,
H. K. Coleaworthy,
W. W. Merrill,
W. H. Dow,
Jabez True,
J. S.

G. L. Bailey,
•lias. S. Chase,
L. A. Goudy,

The procession was divided into three divisions, comprising about 326 torch-bearers, a cavalcade of 70 horsemen, together with bands,
drum corps, carriages and citizens.

etyied, were 98 in number, carried canes, wore
tall bat;, tbe style of which dated back in tbe
forties. A transparency, guarded by [a
large
number of the attaches of the Preble House,
was one of tbe bright spots.
The exhibition
of horsemanship made by the
participants in
the cavalcade was astonishing. Blankets were
substituted for saddles in many oases; obs or
two of the knights appeared,
smoking clay
pipes, an officer carried a sabre the point of
which ran gracefully behind his ear, and a
pompous file-closer brought up the rear, attired
in a market man's frock.
Many of the uniformed companies marched well, and carried
their torches handsomely.
Some of the ilia-

were

are

1'oillaud Teacher*' Association.
The regular m<n!hly meeting of teachers

evening—and
goodl; number
were present. The meeting was called t· order by Superintendent Taeh, who introduced
as speaker of the
evening, Dr. Holt. The
Doctor gave a very interesting and instructive lecture upon the eye. He first spoke of
the injurious effects of the eyo, coming from
different sources, and not under the control of
the teacher, as the constitution, and the hereditary conditions of the child.
Besides he
Claimed that the ventilation, heat and the
situation of the seats and desk had much to do
with the eye. He then discussed the eye under various heads. He first spoke of the an-

the senior

members; middle class 9;

brilliant cover, containing as usual tbe winter
changes on all roads, both in Boston and State
of Maine, together with fares, distances, etc.,
It will be distributed
to aud from all points.
gratuitous from the hotels and railroad sta«

elected

High School

356

The subject of Arithmetic will also be comsidered at the next meeting should time per.

mit.
History.

The first meeting of the season was held last
Mr. P. G. Manning gave an account

oveniDg.

of the habits of the worm found in the socalled devil's bean from Mexico.
The worm
will be observed till the next meeting, when
Mr. Manning will give a complete history of
the case.

nominated for active
The following donations were

Charles Cook was

announced ;
Arthur M. Hardiug, deep water shells, Casco Bay.
Joslab YV. Pillsbury, sponge, crab shells, Ac.,
Jeffrey's ledge.
.John ΙΛ (juerry, coral.
Mrs Gen. Henry G. Thomas, scorpions and beet-

While in town

yscht Vixen

an

Polo and Holler Skating.

slating parties, commencing
Storcr Hall, this eveniug, by

a
a

PAHTY.
series

leap

popular

of five at !

party
Chandler will furnish music. Arrangements have
been made to read the election returns on the floor
as soon as they are reported

—»:i

year

J

The fathers have eaten sour grapes and the
children's teeth are set on edge.
Ezk&iel, xviii, 2.
Many persons bave died who supposed they
were substantially Insured iu co-operative or
assessment societies, but whose families found
they had leaned upon a broken reed. No tuoh
disappointment can arise where a person is tainted in the Union Mutcal Life. It is 35
years old, has paid over seven million dollars
for death losses, has over six million dollars of
assets, is efficiently managed, pays its losses in
fall without oelay, and is a strong, solvent and
reliable institution. There is no element o(
uncertainty in the insurance furnished by the
Union Mutual.
J. F. FERRIS,
Manager for Maine & Ν. H. Agencies,
Portland, Me.
James Sinkinson, Local Agent, Portland, Me.

$1.00
81c
98c
98c
98c
10c to 30c
25c
25c
3lc
31c
41c
4 In
50c
50c
69c
•
69c
91c
■

ΝΑΙΈ—Λ

FOR

for ten horses.
JNISON St CO.

_

Above Cotton Underwear i*

T5c, 81c, «1

MALE.—In Gorham, about eight miles
from the city, a farm of 60 acres, good buildings, cuts from 30 to 40 tons of hav·
Enquire of
MARK MOSHER or MRS. L. A. JORDAN, on the
ocl7-4
premises.

FOR

v-'·

C·

JJC
lJc

....

l>rt>'a
(

-oc
-----

-»c

2»c
&uc

.....

c!:fap, but

.ic., qiinllties

,

not uiore so in price tban
in same goods.

no4

SCHR.
suitable for

Λ

FOB^ALE.
THE

lot

good condition; one bell weighing 1800 pounds; one
town clock; 41 settees; and the carpets belonging to
the church. Will be sold low if applied for soon.
Inquire of

Bethel; Daisy Whitehouse, Liberty.

JAPANESE LANTERNS.

Governor and Council were highly
pleased with all of the wards of tbe State. It
wae pronounced by them a wonderful exhibition. Messrs. Bolster and Cornish, who visited the New Jersey Reform School, are of
the opinion tiat the
echool surpasses the
juaine institutions in many ways.
The system
found
to
be
tbey
radically different as they expected. The New Jersey is the family system,
iiu.t» are not sentenced to the reform school at
first, as, by the latter State, bat are temporarily cummittad. Tbey may tw taken back tothe court and sentenced for incorrigibility.
The school in New Jersey has over 300 boys.
The farm is one of 500 acres.
It is divided into six families or communities, each presided over by a man and wife.
There is no restraint opou the boys to keep
them from running away except the fear of
being caught after they leave the farm. The
environs are as free as on a father's farm.
Councillor Bolster saw many points of advantage of the New Jersey constitution over our
own in this State. Seme recommendations and
possibly chauges will outgrow fiom the visit to
the New Jersey institution.
full Bepnblicnn ticket.

Biddcfnrd warn Bepreseuted.
The Brooklyn Times, in its report of the big
Blaine demonstration in that city last Thursday night, contains the following account of
in which

of Biddeford's citizens showed his enthusiasm:
"A plain, white umbrella, with the word 'Protection' painted in flaring red letters on either
side,
and a red lamp dangling beneath attracted considerable attention.
Th·· word had a double signifias the rain was still
cance last night,
pouring in
torrents. John H. Small was the possessor of the
contrivance. He hails from Maine himself, and has
been a personal friend of Mr. Blaine for the last
rter of a century.
He was the lirst man to
b 3 hands with the Republican standard-bearer
on his arrival in Jersey City last
Thursday, and accompanied him in his coach to the Fifth Avenue
Hotel.

Ï 1
ibauuvnv

voters memos
Those who get left iu the cold
election day, can find good

on

warm

For Sale

OVERCOATS AND

UNDER
AT

—

A, F, HILL & CO S,
187 Middle
no4

Street,

PORTLAND. HE.

O.

1V3C»

dtf

A.

STATED

meetinj of the Maine Charitable
Mechanic Association will be held in the Li
brary Koom. Mechanics Builling ou THURSDAY
EVENING, Not. Cth, at 7.30 o'clock.
nov4d3t
It. B. SWIFT, Secretary.

A

Paper Hangings
AND

—

WISHOW SmilES.
Having a portion of onr former
stock still on haud we hare de·
cided <o continue the sale at prices
that will well insure their sale.
We have also added a large line

of

new

Singer.^'--

TOWNEB.

Mailed for the Retail Price, 60 cts.: Price per doz.

$6.

Gems for Little Singers,

a charming collection of gpnial little songs for Primary Schools, Kindergartens, and the Children at
Home. 2G pictures and 02 Songs. By Elizabeth U.
Emerson and Gertrude Swayne, assisted by L. O.

Emerpon.
Mailed

doz. «3.

for the Retail Price, 30 cts.: Price per

—

Open from IN'cr. 10th I· Nor. 34lb.
dU

al 3

ling.

Also for sale 150 house lots in the immediate vicinity and one fine lot on Cumberland St., near Mellen St., Portland. Inquire of Rollins & Adams, 22
Exchange St., or P. 0. Bailey & Co., 18 and 20 Ex-

oc22dtf

COTTAGE
FOB SALE.

«ball sell the'

FRIDAY,

Nov. 7th. at 10
ON House No. 50
Brackets St.

o'clock

a. m., at
We shall sell Par-

lor, Dining Room and Chamber Furniture and Carpets, Book Case, Bedding. Crockery and Glass and
Kitchen Furniture, Stoves, Refrigerators, Ac., Ac.
P. O. BAILEV Ac €©., Auctioneer·.
nov4
d-At

Auction Sale of Keul Estate.
Not. 10, 1884, at 2 o'clock p. m.,

MONDAY,

on

the premises near Parker's Corner, South
Gorham, I shall sell by Public Auction the following pieces of real estate: Lot of 14 acres covered
with heavy growth pine timber, situated on the
Burnham Road so called, near Parker's Corner, also
7 acres of woodland ad Joining the above let. Alio
30 acres of wood and timber, situated on said road
opposite the above lots. The above lots contain
some of the finest wood and timber in tlie
County.
Terms n.ade known at time of sale.
MATH IAS
MOULTON, Administrator of estate Hannah L·.
Moulton.
F. O. BAKViEY & CO.. Auctioneer··
n^dCt
Portland, Oct. 25, 1884.

F. Θ. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*
Kaleuroom 18 Exchange 81.
F. O. Bailey,
C. W. Alu».
Regular

Sale of Furniture

Saturday,

Consignments

com m

General Merchanat 10 o'clock a
oct3d

ai

encing

solicited.

RUMINK8N (!0AN€KS.
ΛΑ1..Ε—$3^0 buys the stock and fixtures
of nice small grocery and variety store,
FOR
school

near

large

on a great thoroughfare;
3 nice living
connected; well stocked and doing a fine
must
be sold at once, as owner is going
business;
away; rent only $12 per month. W. F. CARRUTH-

Good bath

room acno ν 4-1

We have this season the largest
and best assorted stock ever shown
in this city, at prices ranging from
$2.00 to 12.00.
The following are some of (he

leading bargains:

Congress and Lace Shoes, Plain
or Box Toes, $2.50.

The best line of $3.00 Shoes in
Congress, Button or Lace in the
city. A full line of Hand Sewed
Shoes, Congress, Button and Lace,
Plain or Cap Toe for $6.00.
These are all goods in which we
have great confidence and are wil-

ling

to warrant.

O.

0018

TO

at the St
No. 196 Middle Street.
UNFURNIShED
The
rooms

>

Dining Room will be thoroughly renovated
and reopened about the 1st of November and will
be under the proprietorship of Richard W. Underwood. For rooms &c., apply to
RICHARD W. UNDERWOOD,
oct2dtf

Janitor.

Booms to Let.
rooms, single or in suites,furnlsled

DESIRABLE
unfurnished at 17» STATE ST.
no27
or

dtf

TO LET-Oh th· best part of Spring
street; newlv painted and in oomplete repair;
8 rooms, gas and Sebago water;
cemented cellar,
perfect drainage; rent $22 a month. W. H. WAL
DHUX, ltfO Aliddlo street.
nol-l

HOUSE

LET—On· rent, up stairs, 5 rooms;
one
rent, suitable for two persons;
two rents at
Woodfords, $10 eack; one house, 7 rooms, at Centre
Deering; one rent, Stevens' Plains, 7 rooms. N. S.
GARDINER, Real Estate Agent, No. 34 Exchange
Btreet.
nol-l

1ΊΟ

nol-1

AND

—

MALE—91200 bny> 1st-class dining saloon, seats 35; located in the business centre
of Boston near R. U. White's;
9 furnished rooms
connected that will pay all the rent;
terms easy;
owner has two places and must sell one;
enjoys a
large transient trade. W. F. CARRUTHER8, 24
Tremont Row, Boston.
oc30-l

F

»A

fixtures
LE—$2500. Stock
IjlOH
cash grocery and provision store; well stocked

which

shall

we

sell

at

special

prices.

<». 1 Boswortli & Co.,
591 CONGRESS

STREET,

ME.
PORTLAND,
novl
eod2m

M.

LORING,

the

No.

City.

Apply

541

gkin.

ALE—$000 buys stock and fixtures of
1st class confectionery store, located
FOR
Washlow
of
S

on

ington St.;

MEAT BARGAINS !
to the duU weather,
the sale of

AT

IjlOR

CARD.
Mr. G. M. BOSffORTH, formerly of
Portland, hereby solicits the patronage
of hisformercustomergandthe Portland
public at bis store in Bostox.
Our stock is full and complete, and
with every facility eularged and increased, and in α broader field, both for
supply and demand, we feel confident we
cau meet any want in the line of Bousefurnishing and Interior Decorating.
Correspondence solicited. Estimates
and samples sent promptly by mail.

GEO. M. BOSWORTH & CO.
181

CAMPAIGN

TO

TO JLET—70 Winter St.; eight
HOUSE
cemented cellar, sebago water, gas; all

rooms

in

good order, and

fine large garden; possession given
middle of November. Inquire of GEO. R. DA.VIS,
507y8 Congress St.; Real Estate Broker. oct31-l

JLET—A parlor chamber handsomely furnished, at No. 22 Wilmot Street. ; also a nioe
Planotorte at 144* à EXCHANGE ST.
oct31-l

TO

liET-House No. Park Place—9 rooms, in
TOthorough
condition; has gas and sebago; very
rent. E. E. UPHAM & CO-F,*nhanff«
6

a

octai-r
and small tenements

to

TOsmall family.
Franklin St.

at 311

to

SILK
HATS.
STIFF
HATS
—

a

octii9-l

Tixe

PLACE

TO

&

BUY

all articles for Hunting or Fishing, is at 2!|1
MiDDiiË SI'.) Ops», the Faltuoutli Uoiei.

and

Dupont'»

bailjey,

SOLE

Powder

AGEKT

FOB—

31iU*,

Ada*

l'owder,

iilark'M Dog; lSi*cuii, Dr. Walton'*
Flea Hoop and Dog Medicine·.
it
eep26

con-

rooms.

ST.

Apply

to

47 BKACKE IT

COE,

oct24r2

I.ET OR FOR MALE

Blacksmith's
shop situated between Standish Corner and Sebago Lake; a good opening for a first class horse
shoer; terms moderate; premises to be seen by applying to Mr. JAMES GRANT, Blacksmith, Standsh Corner, Me.
octl7-4
—

197

MIDDLE ST.

To Let,
Winter St.; rent low, to a small
Apply at 88.
KUFUS CUSHMAN.

No. 92

HOUSE
family.
novldtf

TO LET.

MADE

WANT·.

G

IRL WANTED—At 20G FRANKLIN ST.
Must be well recommended.
oct31-l

GOUDY & CO., Bakers.

Hatter,

Mrs. A B. POOLE,
OF GARDINER, ME.,

taken

see

rooms

at

patients every otlier week,

Commencing

GUNS,

GK 2L».

IKE

barkels
wanted
wh ch highest market price will be paid.
Flour
A.

October 13th.

sever-

Oo.'s. will not be donated until TUESDAY EVENING, Nov. 4th, at 9 o'clock sharp, at which hour
the voting will cease. As an extra inducement parties purchasing five votes or more will receive a fine
Cabinet Size Portrait of their favorite candidate
Per order,
free of charge
H. S. ALBERTS, Manager.
novld3t

BEST

Chambers, 49 Brackett St.,
6 rooms; also lower tenement, 15 Tate
TOtainingLET7

All the new Flat Crowns, rolled Itriuis,
and specialties from all celebrated factories. Visit π» before you buy.

—

το

osiDjuit
Give your orders early, u
time ahead.

For
JL·.

oct30-l

situation;
give good refer-

man desires a
can

young
is willing to work, and
WANTED—A

ences.

Addross. F. G., Press Office.

just look, I will

blade knives and warrant them for 20 to
WANTED.-Gentlemen
also

re

493
1an26

25
cents,
sharpen scissors and all kinds of cutlery
and general jobbing of all norts; proper attention
given to all who call to JOHN F. SUTHERBURG,
No. 17 Plum St.
oc2D-l

help

chamber,

housework.
gress street.

a-

general

Apply to MRS. PALMER, 379Va Conoc2D-l
Employment office.

D.—Five horses to board for the winter. Terms, hay and grain $2.00 per week.
Good references given. Apply to W. M. SOULE,
So. Freeport, Me.
oc24-4

WANTE

WANTE

D -Good

men

to work for the

W

pleate send postal. Address MR.
100 Dantorth

CUT

DENNETT,
no3dlm

digestion;

RUNULETT IMtO*.,

roprif tor».
ta23

412 For. Xlml.
<1M

or

Street, City.

MRS. S., No.
octlO-4

Canvasser Wanted.
Solicit subscriptions for a dally and
weekly
Address with references,
oct24du
A. B., Box 823,
Portland, Me.

ΠΟ

L

newspaper.

WANTED.

WATEb7

Iced water ruins
lttrigo Water improves
it; is always palatable, refreshing and healthful.
Delivered daily, cool and refreshing from the spring.
Our improved cans will keep the water eool from
36 to 48 hours; use of cans 1res; water per gallon
10 cents.

Congress St
itt

REMOVAL !
ere

new

NEW WABE1100MS
Mo. 74 Union St.,

IMMEDIATELY
WANTED
CLOAK MAKERS at
oclOdtf

two

experienced

M1LLETT & LITTLE'S.

Wanted.
COI.OEKD eiRL to do second work; must be
well recommended. Addreee
giving name, reeldeuce and references to 69 3P1UNG ST. eeplOdtf

A

where with reduced expenses I shall be able to
giw
better bargains in all kinds of Furniture than orer
before.
Bedding a specialty. Repairing of ali
kind· solicited.

People*«

CUT FLOWERS_AHD PLANTS.
FLOWERS, Ferns, Smilax,&c„for Fanerais
Weddings and Parties. Fnut ral Doigni* a
Specialty. Flowers preserved. Parties supplied
AU work warranted to be tirstat ihort notice.

k CO,

a

care

IITANTKD Ladies and gentlemen, just look;
we will buy all kinds of cast off
clothing and
carpets and furniture; we pay c«*eli and trade quick,

DIBIGO MINERAL

alway» engaged

vacated tlio store No. (J Free
WANTED
tirst-class
By
«treet, I
shall be glad to welcome all
HAVING
American girl to take
of children.
SITUATION
my old custom
Also
sud many
ones at my
furnished for
d
table

Benefit Association, of Maine. For particulars apply to H. M. R A NE Υ, General Agent, 385
octl7-4
Congress St., Portland, Me.

O. A.

are

GUillS

CHARLES

oct30-l

OFFICE HOI KS from » to 12 .11., * to
5 and 7 to 9 P. -Ί. Consultation PKEK.
ooll
eodtf

clatta and at low prices.
55S C ongre»» Street.

we

tome

197 Middle Street.

Where she will

Guppv

STORES

ence

ana

C. H.

TO LET.—Two pleasant and commodious stores, numbered 121 and 123 on
Commercial Street, opposite the Thomas Block.
Enquire of El bridge Gerry, 157 High St.
oc25-2

TO

—

SOFT
HATS.

St.,

Winter

place of trust; likewise has a fair knowledge
of animals, having been for some years with a vetAddress HOPE, 78
erinary
surgeon in England.
n:4Ju ο».

PORTLAND,

BY alREQUEST,
companies will be busily engaged Monday
Cleveland
November 3, the Blaine

evening,
Crayon portraits ou exhibition at

on

horse· to board for the winNO. 58 BROWN STREET, WANTED—Two
ter; hay and grain; $1.76 per week: refergiven. Address Box 122, Gorham, Me. oc29-l

ATTEITIOIÏ.
owing to the fact that the

located

with the

St., containing

AND

Apply to E. A. WARD, 79

some

Has

COMPANIES

d2m

English gentleman of good adWANTED—An
dress and business experience would like

50 different patterns.

Metaphysician,

<ltl

BOSTON.

S

COE,

i Free St. Stock, PORTLAND.

Washington St.,

o«20

10RES in the Thompson block, Nos. 117. 11»
121 and 123 Middle street, a few dt ors below
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail
business, with light, finished, airy basements. Rent
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164
Braekett street Portland, Me.
1anl4dtf

BUNKETS !

WILL COST1SUE THROUGH

oc31.

—

novl-1

upper tenement of six rooms, nice
retail', centrally located, a very desirable and
sunny rent, within eight minutes walk from the
Post Office; a nice rent for a man and his wife. Ad
dress P. O. BOX 877.
novl-1

dtf

Horse

COST,

Samuel Thurston

oct29-l

MALE
Photograph Gallery, Hanover
street, Boston; established twenty years; elegantly furnished; stocked with all the material necessary for the successful prosecution of the business;
sold for no fault, but for best of reasons
Price
$600. S. G. CURRY & Ε. O. STONE, 46 Milk St.,
Room 5, Boston.
η o3-l

I*ET— An

BROWS BLOCK.

00I8

the best
rent, good trade; one
W. F. CARRUTHERS,

chances in city of Boston.
24 Tremont Row, Boston.

ears; house contains ten
modern conveniences, hot and cold
water, etc.; desirable neighborhood; house in good
oct27 2
repair. Apply to WM. 11. JERR1S.

Congress Street,

of nice

PRENTISS

to

31% Exchange St.

Spring street horse

PALIER,

O.

and

and well fitted business; $450 per week; established
years; thorough investigation invited; a great barW. F. CARRUTUERS, 24 Treinoht Row,
oeton.
oct29-l

a

Westerly

Till July 1st, 1885;
Furnished

stock as AN ADVERTISEMENT
four lines of Ladies' Stylish and
Durable Boots at prices which will
guarantee to the wearer the fail
equivalent of her money.
Pebble Goat Button Boots, $1.50
Curacoa Kid Boots Glove Top, 1.50
Curacoa Kid Boots Box Toe, 2.00
Straight Goat Boots Box Toe, 2.50

ΟΚ

house το i.ET-For six
months to
Furnished
family without children ; location
End of

at

near
rooms

have added to our

no3 1

FOR

/uiian Hotel,

oet30-l

we

Row, Boston.

rtALE—$2000, terms easy; an interest ia
a let-class m
hnufacturing business, secured by
patent article; pays upward of 50 per cent profit, no
of references given and required;
best
competition;
an investigation will prove it a splendid business
chanee for investment; a bonanza for soinbody. W.
F. CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.

BE^LET.

Ε Τ—Good
J.

LEADERS.

remont

ROOMS TO LET.

tu
large
PALMER, TOlet,
C. WOODMAN, 105Va Exchange St.
by
Congress St.,
LIST—A tenement,
Spring St.,
dtf

t

WAIiK 8500 buys the stock and fixtures
1
of well-fitted tea and coffee store, located on a
great thoroughfare; 'ow rent, good business; best of
reasons for selling; fine store, with laree show window; good transient trade; must be sold immediately; a bargain at the price. W. F. CARRUTHERS,
f24- Tremnnl·. Knw Hnafnn

IN

COSV

BROWN BLOCK.

ERS, 24

the most desirable location at FEBRY BEACH
within two minutes walk οf the Bat View
House. Very convenient for one or two families.
Beautiful beach and scenery. For price and particulars, inquire of W. S. DENNETT, Saco, Me
dtf
nayl5

TO L£T.

This season

CURTAIN GOODS

—

No. 4 TOLMAN PLACE.

Myrtle St.

TO

ALSO OF

SHADE FIXTURES

eo<l&w2w

OFFICE,

47

Sunny

heated

t^IST—2 rente off Park street. No. 4 Gullford's Court; convenient for small families.
Inquire at 16 DOW ST.
nov4 I

PAPERS & FRIEZES

THE

Dr. Mors
^

I

street.

Household Furniture, &c.,

douse to be let

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
octl8

by furnace,

541

and now have a large assortment
both of

Peçkins

AND

No. 12 Market Square.

LET WITH BOARD-Good,
TOFront
Rooms. Newly furnished, and
at

Iff.

FALL PATTERNS,

^.°.Εμεμοιϊ.

NiDgiug Classes.
A convenient, entertaining and useful book of 192
pages, containing 124 graded Exercises, 57 Glees
and Part Songs, 29 Hymn Tunes, 18 Anthem·, and
4 Chants; a large and tine provision of material for

two

St.

lows:

For

To Rent on ITIost Fa·

12G

Styles in Men's Fall

Satudray, Nov. 1st, closing at 6.30 p. m.
Choir and Singing Class Books.

100 pages for the Elements, full of pleasing exercises and Secular Songs in 1, 2, 3 or 4 parts; 75
pages of Hymn Tunes in all metres;—110 pages of
Anthems;—and about 30 pages of miscellaneous
Sacred music for concei ts.
Mailed for the Retail Price,$1,; Price per doz. $9.

To Lei.
Free St., now occupied by Dr.
F. N. DOW,

No,
HOUSE
Carter.
nov4dtf

Dollar.

No better provision for the needs of choirs has for
long time been furnished. A noble collection of
Church Music, and full Instructive Course.
Vheral Worship has i*20 pages, divided as fol-

now

LUCIEN SNOW.
nov4dlw

and Winter Shoes.

Sold by all druggists. $1 ; six for $5. Made
only by C. X. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

The Model

by mutual consent.
Mr. S. A. Stevens succeeds to the business under
the name and style of A. E. Stevens & Co.
S. A. STEVENS.

THIRTY-FIVE

inytfiMMSJ

Hood's Sarsaparilla

a

or

story houses situated on Fessenden
street. Deering, on land of the Deering Land
twelve minutes walk of the Preble House.
Horse Cars pass every 15 minutes within 600 ft.,
said houses contain S eauare rooms «aiVh. with ampie closets, good attics and cellars, and are provided
with Sebago water and other modern conveniences.
They are thoroughly built of first class materials
and are ready for immediate occupancy, by adding
a small amount to the annual rental for a few years
a tenant can soon become the owner of a good dwel-

fflO JLKT—A pleasant front-room; heated by
X steam; on tiret floor; at No. 34 Wilmot St.,
corner Cumberland.
nov4-l

PIANO COVERS

Choral Worship

buildings

with

a

firm

commodations.

Mrs. Mary C. Smith, Cambridgeport, Mass.,
a sufferer from dyspepsia and sick headShe took Hood's Sarsaparilla and
ache.
found it the best remedy she ever used.

One

Grant

Company

of A. E. Stevens & Co., composed of
S. A. Stevens and Lucien Snow is this
THE
day dissolved

FLANNELS

—

Owing

100£Doses

on

vorabie Terms.
r$ftWO

Dissolution of Partnership.

Portland, Nov. 3,1884.

"For tlie past two years I have been
afflicted with severe headaches and dyspepsia. I was induced to try Hood's Sarsaparilla, and have lound great relief. I cheerfully recommend It to all." Mks. E. F.
Aknaele, New Haven, Conn.
was

House and Stable,
good garden for sale or to let

TWIN

"

οινιν

)

change St.

—

I have taken Hood's Sarsaparilla for dyspepsia, from which I have sufiered two years.
I tried many other medicines, but none proved
so satisfactory as Hood's
Sarsaparilla."
Thomas Cook, Brush Electric Wght Co.,
New York City.

ON m., at 18 Exchange

stock of a country store, comprising the usual Tari
ety, a part of which is as follows: 3 barrels Fork, 11
chests Tea, 14 packages Tobacco, 8 barrels lieaiis,
barrel Sugar, large line H«nd-maile Cordate, Crook
ery. Farming Tools, Boots and Sboee, Oil Clothing,
&e. W.J. KNOW LTON. Assignee.
V.U. MA 11,ΕV & CO., Auctioneer*,
noldfit

m.

The lot of land and buildings, and its location, it
being both convenient to railroad and water transportation, flakes it very desirable for manufacturing purposes.
AJeo for sale, a Steam Boiler, Engine, Shafting
and Pulleys, large copper boiler and tanks, and a
large copper refrigerator and grain elevator.
oct28
dtf

d2t

r

Causes its victims to be miserable, hopeless,
confused, and depressed in mind, very irritaIt is a disease
ble, languid, and drowsy.
which does not get well of itself. It requires
careful, persistent attention, and a remedy to
throw off the causes and tone up the digestive organs till they perform their duties
willingly. Hood's Sarsaparilla lias proven
Just the required remedy in hundreds of cases.

WEBB,

For Sale.
McGlinchy Brewery lot

THE

OWEN, MOORE & GO

nov4

one

DYSPEPSIA

L. M.

STOCK

STOKE

BY AUCTION,
THURSDAY. Nor. β, at 10 a, m. and 2V4 p.

dise every

thereon, situated on Fore street, opposite the
Portland Company's Works, with a frontage on
Fore St. of 152 feet, and extending back about 193
feet and containing 26,362 square feet of land.

We have a large stock of genuine Japanese
Lanterns which are very bright in color
and much more durable than the kind
made of thicker paper. We also have a
few large sizes which ara very handsome
for decorations. Prices very low.

The

manner

R. DEERING.
)
O. W. FULLAM, J Committee.

DR.

room

where the pupils were busy at recitation. In
the sign alphabet the teacher told a story at
the same time interpreting it to the visitors!
Then the boys and girls went to the blackboard and wrote. In every case they wrote
out the story. Some in the exact
language,
others in language closely approximating that
told by the teacher. It seemed wonderful. It
was a recitation in pantomime but the
eyes
were bright and the pupils' countenances were
full of earnestness.
In the school articulation
and lip reading are taught as special branches to
all who afford hope of success in this way. The
system of the school however is the method of
manual instruction.
The following is the list
of pupils from Maine who attend tbe school:
Isaac A. Brown, Rockland; Pelham S. Creamer, South Waldoboro; John F. Flynn, Bangor;
Louis Hansen, Camden; George B. Hawee,
Einbcen; Thomas F. Henderson, Littleton;
Ernest Mclntyre, Warren; Millie A. Mooers,
Milo; Edmund Page, Burlington; Charles A.
Riggs, North Leeds; Charles F. Spear, Belfast;
Warren Sanboro, East Jackson; Dana B.
Taylor, Wells; Fannie A. Butterfield, Wateiville; H. V. Coitle, West Athens; Erutna R.
Emery, Medford Center; Clara Ο. M. Gray,
Hodgdon; Anna E. Hopkins, Augusta; Geneva Nadeau,
Houltnn; Oriana F. Piper,
Thomaston; Kate E. Russell, Lovell Centre;
Carrie Smart, St. Albans; Abbie D. Upton,

business.
to JOHN H, RYDER.
Wellfleet, Mass.

Tor Sale at a Bargain.
TRUCK TEAM consisting of two horses in
first-class condition, weighing 1300 lbs. each,
harnesses, jigger and sled. Enquire of
ARA CUSHMAN & CO.,
oc21eodtf
Auburn, Me.

WITH

broad lawn with avenues, shade trees and
fountains. For the interest of the visitors

the

Apply

cct25eodtf

coasting

St., at head of Lincoln St., Woodfords CorEnquire of L. J. PERK1N S, 489 Congress utreet,
Portland.
oct25<Hf

elegantly ordered, the buildfinely appointed fronting upon a
introduced into the olass

or

—

rooms

has
fiftj-seven.
Mr. Bolster says
boys and girls apthat he ever saw.
The grounds of

Vote the

banking

OF

BY A.XJCTION.

For Sale or To Let.
T. A. FOSTER, having moved to 110 High
Street, is now ready to sell or let his house
No. 11 Brown Street. Possession given at once.
oc28
dtf

dit

Connecticut

were

C01SÏRV

For Sale.
EMMA A. HIGGJNS, of Wellfieet, 89
48 100 tons, new measurement; built in 1859;

Property.

Rines Brothers.

the asylum are

they

to

of land corner of High and Cumberland
streets, containing about 7,700 square feet.
Also the Caeco Street Church and the lot of land on
which it stands, being 93 feet on Casco street and
72 feet on Cumberland street, with a passage way
of 10 feet in the rear. Also one church organ in

Maine follows Connecticut.
that they were the happiest

are

Boyd streeij stalls
SARGENT, DENoct25-2

on

Apply

4 yaras unua^ea cotton flannel Tor
3000 y«,rds of Heavy Cotton Flannel at
1»M)0 yards all Wool Scarlet Flannel at
1000 yards all TVnol Damaged Flannel at
2it dozen Ladies' Made up Cotton Drawers,
"
"
"
10
Chemises,
"
"
"
80
Sight Gowjs,

Robie and the Secretary of State, were
in the party at Hartford. Maine has twentyfive wards in the Hartford Asylum for the
Deaf and Dumb, and Massachusetts has

ings

stable

Book

oc29-l

Real Estate and Church

ernor

parently

UR'S

Customers should read above prices with care, as no such bargains
were ever offered in Underwear.
See also following great bargains:

Jersey, where they visited the New Jersey
Reform School. Mr. Bolster has made a particular study of reform schools in this and
other States, and his visit was productive to
him of many new ideas.
With one exception, all of the members of
the Governor's Council, together with Gov-

eighty-one.

COLESWORTHY,

—

■

<»*-

the teacher.

NI'OKTINU .H4TTBRI.

YEAR

was

found that the cannon from the
being oleaned and pat in shape to

we

41c
41c

$4.50,

Store, 100 Exchange Street.

seplSeodtf

of the Stale of Maiuo ia the the American
school for the education and instruction of the
deaf and dumb, passing from there to New

S. Libby,

Tuesday night.
If Cleveland is elected one of Yarmouth's
staunchest Republicans, will do the honors, and
take charge of the firing; while if Blaine is victorious one equally staunch Democrat will oversee the
salute. As thie Democrat has had considerable experience Ik the management of this particular
cannon, we confidently expect that he will send
forth no uncertain sound when the time comes for
action.
Sexu.

iea

to continue their

Cornelia

ASSIGNEE'S SALE

FOR

Hartford, Conn., where they visited the wards

M. Bulger,

ose

les from Ariz >na.
Dr. Wood, bo ly of tree-fern and other woods.
James A. Coffin, shells trom Dunker's ledge.
Mra. T'iiney, fossil shells from South Carolina.
fcdward Atkinson, iron pyrites.
Capt. Κ. V. Lyman, living cactus and corals.
Mies Sarah Kemp, garnets in mica slate.
Capt. A Win Hall, shell and limestone, Matanzas.
Geurge D. Brown, rubber boot covered with oys
ter sprat.
S. P. Soule, living scorpion.
K. D. Atwood, pipe tish and white tailed Rémora»
Kobert soutboff, coral from Lubec, Me.
I)a?id young ahrew mole.
Ge rge A. Fienth, deidretic rock.
Captain Adie, moths, butterflies, centipede and

are

to

Yarmouth Junction.
On the entire line of the Maine Central we do not
believe there is a station which for years has been
to neglected as this one at Yarmouth Junction.
If
the railroad can be held responsible for anything,
it should be for giving just cause for so much profanity in years past. Surely if ever the travelling
public bad cause to swear it has been at the cold,
dreary comfortless building^ where hours of tedious
waiting tSve been spent in curses loud and deep
These curses have doubtless reached the ears ot the
officials or else their oonsci ences have been operating lately, for to oar suprise and great pleasure
we fonnd to day that ground had been broken, aad
a good gramite foundation was being put in place,
on which to construct a neat and attractive station.
It is to be after the style of the Richmond station
and when completed will do away with much of the
dreariness of the situation.
We know that this
Item will be read with pleasure by all who are
obliged to spend two or three hours at this Junction.

room.

PIONEEHS' LEAP

Purlngton

ntvil

+V.—

<i

ACCTION MALES

SALE CHEAP—25 Hill'· Manual, latPrice reduced from §6.50

$1.60

(Lewiston Journal.)
Hon. W. W. Bolster of Aubarn,
with
another member of the Governor's Council, returned Friday, from an extended visit In New
Jersey, having parted company with Governor

SUBURBAN NEWS.

expected from Dr. J. A. Spalding on the uses
and abuses of the eye, especially in the school

Blaine Pioneers

CO

U

FOB 8 Ali Ε,
SAIjE.—One twelve foot case and one
twelve foot black walnut top counter, each
containing twelve drawers in good order, all painted
and grained. Inquire at PERRY'S Up Town Shoe
oc29-l
Store, 233 York St., Portland, Me.
est edition, 1884.
FOR
at S. H.
to

Silk Stitched 50c White Winter Undervests,
"
extra Heavy White Winter Undervests,
extra Heavy White Winter Drawers, to match,
"
70e Imperfect White Drawers,
"
Silk Stitched "
Undervests
Tine $1.00 White Wool Drawers,
Silk Stitched White Wool Undervests,
"
"
"

STATE INSTITUTIONS.

t.lia

PRICE !

«

Governor's Couucil'· Trip lo Connecticut and Netv Jeraey—Maine Mute· at
Hartford.

RnhiA anrl

HALF

Gents' 69c and 70c Gray Undershirts, all sizes,
"
"
60c " 70c "
Drawers,
14
$1.37
Gray
all siatts,
very
Heavy
Drawers,
"
"
"
Undershirts "
"
all Wool Shirts and Drawers,
$1.50
"
««
Ribbed Blue Shirts and Drawers,
"
"
Heavy Grav Mixed Shirts,
Children's Underwear also at from
Boys' Winter Undershirts and Drawers at
Ladles' 50c White Winter Drawers,
«4

The

«ι

UNDERWEAR

Over 6000 Pieces of Wintei Undershirts and Drawers damaged by
water to lie closed out at great loss.
This Underwear has now all
been dried out and will be placed on sale to-day.

our

Raymond—Maria W. Piummer to William Rolfe,
land. *200.

subject presented last evening by Dr* Holt at
the next monthly meeting, when a lecture is

horse.
Win. II. Smith, roots of willow
growing in
aqueduct.
vVm. P. Goes, liviBg stick-insect.
Henry St. J. Smith, whale rib from Pond Cave.
Mrs. Henry Milliken, mounted lizard.
Mrs. VV. H. Ohler, china fan, shells, &c.

H.

land and

Tfie executive committee announced that
there would be a farther consideration of the

Natural

EVERY REPU BI.ICAN IN TUE
CITV SHOULD VOTE ΊΟ-DAY. LET
CD «.EVE OlIU 9EAINE CANDIDATE
FOB PUEMEDE \T A HOUSING MAJORITY.

*>■-«-

Portland—George
in/1 hnllHimna

Gray—Cornelia Κ. Cross to
buildings. $1,600.

4,897

Society of

siE SURE TO VOTE.

Deeds:
lanrl

AT

Among

Beat Km ta te Transfer·.

1,260

Total

A dispatch from Paris says:
The decision of th·
court in the Patti divorce case will be jiiven Nov. 7.
The court will graut a divorce on the demand of
the Marquis de Caux.
The body of Brignoli was taken to St. Agnes
church yesterday, where mafs was conducted. The
"last greeting" was sung by Clara Louise
Kellogg.
those present in the church were Madame
Kietori, Col. Mapleson, and many other musical
celebrities. The interment took place iu Marble
Cemetery, in 2d street.

The following transfers of real estate In this
county have been recorded at the Registry of

AVERAGE NUMBER ATTENDING.

DAMAGED

success.

President—Charles D. Sherman.
Treasurer—Arthur L. Bartlett.
Director»—Charles D. Sherman and Arthur L.
Bartlett.
The capital stock is 8300,000; paid in $150.

5,136

H igh School
Grammar sch oil

delegates to the eighteenth

as

J
J

with the following officers:

1,300
3,470

Total

the

Agnes Booth is to play a short engagement in "The
of Sin."
Next to Lotta, the new French melodrama "La
Charbonnière" has drawn the largest houses in
Philadelphia during the past fortnight.
Kistorl ma::e her first appearance on the stage at
the age of two months, when she was introduced in
a basket in a play called "New Year's Gifts."
In
her fourth year she began to play children's parts,
and at 12 she was an accomplished soubrette.
Marion Elmore, (whose sister Liua Mer vil le is so
droll in a "Bunch of Keys,) will try starring next
The critics will try to make
season in "Kittens."
the fur fly.
A $500 diamong ring, fastened to a bouquet, was
thrown to Lotta by a Spanish lady, who occupied a
box, in Philadelphia last wtek.
"In the Ranks" is still· drawing crowded houses
at the Adelphi, London.
On the 6th ult., the play
entered on the second year of its run. Its popularity in this country has greatly increased this seasoi »
Boucicault has deferred the production of "Rol
ert Emmet" until after the holidays. Joseph H
worth, a flt-ry, intense, young actor, who has be- M
.John McUulloogh's leading man will create tL©
title role.
A dispatch from
Paris
says that Madam
Valda, an American singer, made her debnt in Italian opera th<*re Saturday nigbt, playing the role oil
page in Verdi's "Ballo un Maschera," and scored

Wages

North Carolina Improvement Company.
A new corporation named the North Carolina Improvement Company has been formed

366

schools

Primary school

The

single meeting in

Underneath the tree is the name of
the new hall, "Maple." A resolution of thanks
was voted to the
lady for her generous gift.
The lodge have had several paintings presented to tbem, and in conseqaence their hall looks
nicely. During the utcond week in November
they will hold a fair.

AVERAGE NUMBER BB L05GING FOR THE TEAR.

membership.

a

ecuted.

377

5,527

F. B. Libby,
D. H. McCann,
M. W. Clark,
F. A. Woodbury.
Geo. S. Hunt.

ensuing quarter:
Arthur Berry, W. C. T. ; Mrs. A. Abbott,
W. V. T.; Henry Hart, W. M.: C. E. Jackson,
W. S.; Ella Sawyer, W. F. S.; Maltie Thurlow, W. T.; H.A.Hart, W. C.; A.Sawyer,
W. I. G.; E. W. Knight, W. O. G.
Miss Hallowell presented the lodge with a
painting of maple leaves. It was finely ex-

TEAS.

Total

Carr,

C. F. Bartlett,

Temperance.

Secretary:
1,34(5
3,801

Benj. Gribben,

H.

At the regular meeting of Maple Lodge at
Allen's Corner, held Tuesday evening, the following members were elected as officers for the

atomy of the eye; second the refraction, and
third, the accommodation.
He
presented
these topics in a very clear, and interesting
manner, and we hope to hear from him again.
The following statistics were read by the

Grammar

at

a

schools
Primary schools

J. M. Gooding,
J. F. Barrett,
H. P. Hill,
H. R. Sargent,
C. H. Kuowlton,

A. G. Dewey, Geo. F. French, Kev, H. P.
Winter, H. W. Shaylor, F. D. Winelow, Rev.
J. W. Baehford, Ph. D
W. K. Neal, B. F.
Hinds, A. B. Merrill, Key. F. T. Bayley, W.
F.
Θ. Corey, J.
Jefferds, Granville Staplos,
Bev. C. H. Daniels,
T. C. Lewis,
C. M.
Bailey, I. H. Farnham, J. F. Liscomb, Bev.
A. K. P. Small, D. D., C. A. Woodbury, Dr.
Carlton Kimball, F. A. Smith, Bev. J. M.
Lowden, Frank II. Jones, A. A. Allan, F. W.
McKenney, V. B. Foss, A. F. Minott.
The Eastern railroad will issue excursion
tickets from Portland to Biddeford and return
at greatly reduced rates.

a commotion among the crowd for a
few moments.

Grammar

Gray.

annual convention of the Young Men's Christian Association of Maine, to be held at Biddcford, November 13-16:

creating

High School

w.

history of
the association. Some of these aro sustaining
members, paying $5 per year. The following
presented

until the last gun is fired.
IVbile the procession was
passing down
Middle street, the stick of a rocket, which was
exploded in honor o( their approach, fell apon
the back of a horse attached to a horse car,

FOR THE

G.

B.E. McDonoûgh.
C. A. Bean,
S. Malone,
Fred Townsend,
Adam P. Leighton,

Y· itl. C· A. Montialy meeting.
The regular monthly mooting of the Young
Men's Christian Association was held at the
rooms of the organization last evening.
President A. G. Dewey occupied the chair. The
names of 218 persons were presented and elected
as members. This is the largest number ever

*

NUJIBaR ADMITTED

Cunningham,

Ν. Goold,

Wmthrop Jordan,
D. E. 0.|Lane.

The block occupied by the sailor boarding
houses on Free street, between Market and
Pearl streets, was decorated, but tbe old Mexican War Veterans'
headquarters, corner of
Pearl and Fore streets, was black as Erebus.

WHOLE

Jas.

R. H. Merrill,
C. H. Farley,
Ν. S. Fern aid,
Ο. Κ. Gerrish,
F. T. Merrill,
E. L. Dyer,
H. R. Leach,
Louis L. Woodbury,
W. L. Carey,
J. H. Coltman,
T. R. Cortland,

uiîuattuuo ttiuug tiie route were very
nanûtjome,
but why was it that the line of march was not
extended beyond High street?

occurred last

Berry,

F. Greenough,
S. Shurtleff,
G. D. Ltobinson,
Jas. Millen,

J. Knowlton,
H. W. Dow,
G. L. Fogg,
J. E. Burnham,
C. E. Rolfe,

laughter, rather than enthusiasm.
The citizens, or business men, as they were

there

A. H.

/l. H. Scott,
W. H. Wentworth,
A. D. Smith,
F. W. Cunningham,
S. M. Keleey,

apparently design-

Read your baIlote carefully,
mmetoua frauds.

L. H. Tobin,
J. F· Kelsey,
C. W. Cashing,
H. P. Montgomery,
C. W. Starbird,
A. R. Schumacher,
J. C. Sterling,

A. Griffin,
R. W. Jackson,
Thoa. C. Foster,
E. P. Daris,
S. F. Gibson,

march.

-rill 1...M »!.- I—

YV.AilCU,

▲. L. Turner,
Smmner Libby,

The Democratic Proceuion.

There were perhaps GOO men and boys in the
Democratic procession last night. The line
moved promptly at 8.26 o'clock, just 25 minutes later than the hour announced for the

were

Winship,

C. A. Stewart,
Geo. H. Abbott,

il.

Libby,

John Q. Twitchell,

A. A. Dennett.
W. E. Dennison,
H. E. Soûle,
Dr. H. D. Smith,
J. P. Jordan,
H. T. «Jones,
A. E. Chenery,
C. J. Pennell,
H. M. Sylvester,
J. M. Mare ton,
Thos. J. Cronan,
A. W. Beale,
A. D. Boyd,
A. A. Kendall,
G. H. Cloyes,
Geo. Libby,
J. Philbrook,
F. A. Motley,
W. S. Corey,
C. R. Lewis,
H. P. Ingalls,
C. N. Lang
E. A. Leighton,
A. E. Perry,
F. H. Fasaett,
Chas. A. Robinson,
W. W. Ruby,
Chas. B. Todd,
A. Chaplin,

Little,
Clement,
Ο. Κ. Gerrish,
Benj. True,
W. D. Carruthers,

good Republican· at
every voting place will increase the Republican vote many hundred·.

The special features

Chas. F.
of

A.
Ε.

twenty

ed to create

Geo. W. Beals,

W. H. Milliken,
L. B. Smith,

Thursday

7 30 o'clock.

E. P. Chase,
Geo. P. Wescott,
T. H. Weston,
Wm. M. Marks,
X. J. Little,
R. S. Maxcey,

C. K. Hawes.
H. J. Chisholm,

should have occurred last
evening. Tbe Board
of Aldermen was called to order at 7.30
p.m.
by tbe chairman, James F. Hawkes, and, in
the absence of a quorum, was
adjourned to
Thursday evening next at 7.30 o'clock.
Tbe Common Council was called to order
by
tbe President, J. H. Fogg, and in tbe absence
of a quorum was adjourned to
even-

Dow, Itrnn»

P.Îiarloa Ή

Gov. Robie's Staff.

Regular monthly meeting.
The regular monthly
meeting of the Council

at

A. Hrrtwn

Wm,R, Wood,
Geo. B. Loring,
Geo. Brook,
Ο. R. Milliken,
Sterling Dow,
Coi. A. B. Nealley

MISCELLANEOUS.

iug next

F. N.

H. S. Melcher,
J. A. King,
H. P. Storer,
G. P. Mattocks,

W. L. Doyle and A. D. Harford were
appointed special police without pay.
Tbe petition of J. L. Taylor for license to
cleau privy vaults was granted for the remainder of tbe municipal year.

Mew Time Table·.
The winter edition of the Boston and State
oi Maine time-tables, published by M. H,
Cleaves, bas made its appearance with a very

tions.

WHO

The proposition received a hearty approval
and was responded to by the Republican meichantj with becoming enthusiasm, so that before three o'clock, yesterday afternoon, our

REFERRED.

Of L. A. Beseltine, to erect
building «t G4 Atlantic Btreet.

lor tbe fanerai.

Believe

MEW

lloan demonstration in honor of Hon. James
G. Blaine last evening, was the signal for renewed political interest among the business
circles of this city, and several ofjoar representative merchants agreed upon a committee of
five, consisting of Collector F. N. Dow, and
Messrs. G. P. Wescott, Ν. E. Red Ion, J. A.
King and E. P. Chase to make special transportation arrangements for all désirions of participating in the parade.

!

bers of the Grattans

BUHINESN

The announcement of Boston's grand Repub

are

Special meeting;

Lost and

OF

ATTENDED.

CITY MEETING.

SPECIAL· ADVERTISING KATES.

There will be

LIST

Daniel.

known.
From long acqaaintanee with the Health
Lift as a system of cumulative exercise, from
the beneficial results of ite use in mv own case,
and from actual knowledge of the benefit others have received who have nsed it systematically and perseveringly, I am prepared to add
my testimony to its great value as a simple,
safe and agreeable means of physical exercise,
for either man or woman. It will stimulate
the blood, induce healthy circulation, develop
muscolar power and tone and strengthen the
whole system. Much more might be said in
ite praise, bat I will eimplv add that if persons
of sedentary habits, like myeelf, who reqnire
more exercise tliau they usually get, or find
time to take, will commence the use of the
Health Lilt, and continue its use with perseverance and regularity under Mr. Gaubm's
directions and cautions, I am satisfied they
will find thb same cause I have, to prize and
praise its excellence.
BEV. A. H. WEIGHT,
St. Lawrence Street Church.
Health Lift Room, 203 Middle St., Portland,
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The following letter from the Rev. A. H.
Wbiqht, Pastor of St. Lawrence Street
Church, speaks volumes in praise of the Health
Lift, a system of physical exercise which is
growing in favor the more it is becoming
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